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I 
INTRODUCTION 
A difference in perspective exists between the major health service 
providers on one hand and other human service providers and community 
leaders in Omaha on the need for more primary health care services for low 
income and minority residents in two of the older sections of Omaha, the 
near north side and southeast side. 
Human service providers and community leaders point to the lack of 
health care facilities and personnel in the target communities to support 
their interpretation that health care providers are not sensitive to the 
needs of low income and minority residents. 1 For instance, a 1978 report 
by a sub-committee of the Health Planning Council of the Midlands (HPCM) 
found only seven primary care physicians in the total northeast section of 
the city compared with 75 in the southwest section of the city. The ratio 
of one physician to 12,081 persons in the target areas is far below the AMA 
national standard of 1:3,459. 
Several major health care providers have made efforts to operate out-
patient facilities in the areas and suggest that the services are not 
needed because they are under-utilized. Several facilities in the target 
areas have closed this year because the low patient population made the 
cost per patient too expensive. Several other health care facilities in 
these areas are in financial trouble because of low patient populations. 
The health care providers and the community leaders agree that resi-
dents of these target areas under-utilize health services. They differ on 
what health care providers should do to increase utilization. 
A variety of approaches has been used by health planners and health care 
organizations to increase the utilization of health facilities. The 
approach used is usually dependent on three factors: 
1. The perceptions of planners/providers about the causes of under-
utilization 
2. The degree to which the planners/providers are willing or able to 
affect the causal factors 
1The information from community leaders and other human service provi-
ders is from interviews on health utilization patterns completed in 
January, 1981. 
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3. The professional model generally operating in western society with 
the values that: a) the professional knows the best procedures for the 
patients, based on scientific understanding of health and illness, and b) 
unless patients seek the medical care for themselves, they will not benefit 
from it. 
Health care planners and providers seldom seek the answers to under-
utilization from either potential clients or from research that others have 
undertaken on utilization patterns of similar clients. 
This research was commissioned to determine the health utilization pat-
terns of potential clients in two low income and minority target areas in Omaha. 
The knowledge of services and the reasons for and pattern of their use 
can indicate causes for under-utilization of some services. Health provi-
ders can then make use of this knowledge in planning future services. 
In the remainder of this section of the report the approach of previous 
research on health care utilization will be explained, the approach and 
research questions of this study clarified, and the target areas and the 
factors that cause their designation as problem health care areas 
described. Additional chapters include 1) a brief explanation of the methods 
used to survey area residents, 2) an analysis of the survey results, and 
3) the conclusions and implications. 
Approaches to Health Care Utilization Research 
The research literature provides insights into both the causes or 
correlates of under-utilization and the degree to which certain aspects of 
the professional model may, in itself, cause under-utilization. Crandall 
and Duncan (1981:65), in summarizing the utilization literature for their 
analysis, distinguished two major factors that affect utilization: 1) 
situational factors such as technology, cost, and geographic access; and 2) 
attitudinal factors or the norms, values, and attitudes that affect utili-
zation. In programs such as Medicaid and the British National Health 
Service, where the cost barrier has been removed, an increase is apparent 
in utilization for acute, episodic conditions, but preventive behavior seems 
to be determined more by attitudinal factors. Dutton (1978) adds a third 
barrier, a systems barrier. She cites additional studies that support her 
thesis that there are problems with delivery of care typically found in 
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health care facilities for the poor such as fewer private physicians and 
inadequate transportation along with long waits in the provider's office. 
Dutton also describes the attitudinal factors as elements in the "culture 
of poverty" including a crisis oriented approach to life, a greater 
willingness to put up with illness symptomatology, or not to define illness 
as such. Dutton suggests that the evidence is inconclusive, and there 
recently have been attacks on this idea of a culture of poverty. 
Nevertheless, evidence exists that the poor may have a different ordering 
of problems and priorities and different value systems and that these 
should be analyzed along with financial barriers and situational barriers 
to utilization of health care by the poor. 
Dutton analyzed data collected in 1970 in Washington, D.C. from 681 
families randomly selected and from the providers listed as their usual 
source of care. She developed a multivariate model in which the best 
explanation of health behavior occurred when the cost and attitudinal factors 
were analyzed along with information from providers. 
The most thorough analyses of this preventive literature are provided by 
McKinlay (1972) and Aday (1972). Aday's monograph is an annotated 
bibliography of all health utilization studies to that date, a description 
of indices used to measure utilization, and an examination of the rela-
tionship between the dependent variables of utilization and all independent 
variables affecting utilization. She reported studies in which education, 
age, socio-economic status, health conditions, race and ethnicity, method 
of financing, organizational forms, and availability of service, among 
others affect some aspect of utilization. She reported no studies in which 
health attitudes had an effect on utilization. 
McKinlay's analysis is more integrated. He examines the literature and 
summarizes it by describing several approaches that have been taken to 
study utilization behavior and detailing the evidence that has been devel-
oped to support each approach. 
The Economic Approach. One approach suggests that economic factors 
are the major cause of under-utilization. Two independent variables have 
usually been measured: 1) direct cost of services and 2) method of payment. 
Little evidence exists to support the direct cost of services as a causal 
factor. The numerous studies of under-utilization of medical services in 
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Great Britain before and after socialized medical care was adopted failed to 
support the cost variable. Economic class and ethnic group differences 
remained even when services were free. Other studies suggest that cost is 
a factor for the near-poor and/or persons with no health insurance. 
Method of payment correlates more strongly with utilization, especially 
types of medical services and facilities used. Patients who have insurance 
or for whom cost is not a factor use more private physicians for primary 
care. Persons using Medicaid/Medicare resort to clinic and emergency rooms 
more. 
Some indirect economic factors have not been explored. These include 
loss of salary while receiving medical care or the crises that rank higher 
than health care, especially preventive health care, in the lives of low 
income persons. Other approaches tend to explain these indirect economic 
factors well. 
The Demographic Approach. This approach basically examines the corre-
lation between health service utilization and socio-demographic variables. 
The research shows a definite relationship between utilization and age, 
sex, educational level, religion, occupational level, and income. Older 
people, males, persons with lower educational levels, Catholics, blue 
collar and farm workers, and persons with lower income generally are among 
under-utilizers. This type of analysis provides little guidance for 
increasing utilization because it describes relationships without 
explaining them. Demographic variables such as education, occupation, age, 
religion, income, etc. are useful as indicators of socio-cultural, econo-
mic, or family status. 
The Geographic Approach. This approach is based on the premise that 
geographic proximity affects utilization, i.e., if services are located 
nearby, utilization will increase. The results of several research studies 
that tested this assumption are inconclusive. However, the United Kingdom has 
developed neighborhood health centers based on the theory that available 
services lead to more utilization. 
The Socio-Cultural Approach. This approach deals with the values, beliefs, 
attitudes, definitions of the situation, and life styles that affect the 
health utilization behavior of an aggregate of people. More and more 
research indicates that this perspective, rather than ignorance or economic 
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cost, affects health service utilization. Three factors have been found to 
relate to health utilization: 
1. the health orientation or value system to which a person adheres 
2. the structure of the group to which a person belongs 
3. learning, early socialization, formal education, and prior 
contacts/experience of health care that interact with attitudes, 
opinions, beliefs, and values. 
The health orientation or value system includes the degree of accep-
tance of modern scientific medicine, the usage of preventive medicine, the 
search for knowledge about symptoms, the degree of reliance on self-
medication, traditional illness patterns, degree of pain expected with 
aging, etc. The group structure includes family roles and patterns or tra-
ditions, family insistence on or lack of support for medical utilization 
for certain symptoms, intergenerational networks, orientations to children 
and child health, occupational and social relationships, etc. 
The effect of socialization, learning, and past experience on health 
behavior leads to the continuation of under-utilizing patterns in that the 
family and culture dictate a set of values, attitudes, and norms which are 
reinforced by contacts with the delivery system. 
The major contribution of this approach to health planning is to indi-
cate to health planners and providers that the under-utilizing behavior of 
certain groups is not idiosyncratic nor is it deviant or ignorant behavior. 
It is based on the realities that members of the sub-culture have faced 
over generations and is not likely to change without some attention to the 
cultural patterns of a sub-group. Health providers can either ignore these 
factors or recognize them as major inputs into the health delivery systems 
for specific populations. 
Delivery Systems Factors 
Finally, a growing body of research on the effect of organizational 
factors on client utilization of health services reiterates the results of 
some of the socio-cultural findings and delineates some common problems. 
Several general hypotheses have been supported by the research: 
1. Because of the different orientations, world views, values, 
life styles, and patterns of behavior of low income and ethnic consumers of 
health services and health service delivery personnel, a lack of 
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understanding tends to exist between them resulting in frustration and 
under-utilization by low income ethnic populations. 
2. The nature of large, bureaucratic organizations causes the organi-
zational structure rather than service to the client to become the major goal. 
3. Persons and groups not accustomed to operating within bureaucracies 
or who normally operate in the lower strata of bureaucracies receive poorer 
services. 
4. Health services in which the patient does not pay directly for the 
services are characterized by greater interest on the part of providers in 
satisfying the needs of the third party payor than in satisfying the 
needs of the patient. 
This approach moves utilization studies away from "what is wrong with 
the people who under-utilize the services?" (which tends to blame under-
utilization on the client/user) to "what organizational factors present in 
the health delivery system are barriers to their utilization?" Dutton 
(1978:350) suggested, "Beyond access lies a more fundamental problem; 
a dual system of medical care, in which the poor utilize 'public' 
sources ••• while middle and upper income groups utilize 'private' sources. 
In the so-called public sources organizational problems are commonplace. 
Patients must often maneuver between multiple clinics to obtain basic pri-
mary care services, and their services are generally disease oriented 
rather than preventive. Furthermore, the atmosphere in such institutions 
is often dehumanizing." 
The Approach of This Research 
This research has two major purposes: 1) to determine actual primary 
health care patterns of the target population related to utilization of 
health care facilities and 2) to determine those factors that affect uti-
lization of primary health care facilities. 
Two sets of factors should offer the most valuable answers to the 
questions under study. First, socio-cultural factors, including economic 
status, should explain some of the differences in health care utilization 
among the target populations. Second, the nature and structure of health 
care systems themselves including geographical areas should affect utiliza-
tion of these facilities. The research is structured so that the effect of 
these hypothesized factors can be measured. 
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Description of the Target Areas 
North Omaha 
The area originally designated as North Omaha extends from Dodge Street 
on the south to Ponca Road on the north and from the Missouri River on the 
east to 48th Street on the west. Map 1 shows the area. Part of the true 
northeast segment (from 13th to 41st Street and from Dodge to Cuming) was 
excluded because it contains part of the downtown commercial district. 
This total north area has a population of 62,377, according to the 1980 
Census, and contains about 16% of the Douglas County population. 1 
A summary of this area on either geographic factors, demographic fac-
tors, or health status/utilization factors would be misleading. The area 
is too large and too diverse for either research or planning purposes. After 
careful examination, four broad subareas can be distinguished. A descrip-
tion of these areas will form the basis for a redefinition of the target area 
and for the design of the sample for the field survey. 
North Omaha Community Development Subarea. The North Omaha Community 
Development Area (NOCD) extends basically from Cuming Street on the south 
to Ames on the north and from Carter Lake on the east to 30th Street on the 
west. Part of the southeastern-most tract extends south to Dodge. 
However, this section contains primarily railroad tracks and old industrial 
areas. The name of the subarea is taken from an organization founded in 
1979 as a coalition of neighborhood groups funded primarily by the Old West 
Regional Commission and Community Development Block Grants. The organiza-
tion is active in redevelopment of the subarea. 
The subarea contains Census Tracts 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13.01, 13.02, 
14, and 15 and is outlined on Map 1. One of the oldest in the city, it is 
comprised of decaying housing stock mostly built around 1935. About one-
fifth (19%) of the population lived in census tracts where the value of the 
housing was less than $5,000 in 1970. An additional three-fourths (76%) 
lived in census tracts where the housing had a mean value of less than 
$10,000. Of the 5,237 housing units in the area, 823 (16%) were public 
housing units, many of them built in the 1950's and already deteriorating. 
1Data for the remainder of this section are from a variety of places. 
Data references will not be included in the text or on the summary tables. 
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In 1980 almost three-fifths (59%) of the total housing units were single 
family houses; only 45% of housing units were owner occupied. 
Approximately 18% of housing units were estimated to be vacant in late 
1979. These data can be found in Tables 1, 2, and 3. 
The population in 1980 was 11,501, of which 84% were Black and about 
14% were 65 and over. In 1979, about 37% of the population were on public 
assistance, mostly Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). About 
11% of the labor force were unemployed that year. These data can be found 
in Tables 4 and 5. The median income shown in Figure 1, although from 1974 
data, indicates that the relative economic level of this area was among the 
lowest in the city. 
Consolidated Neighborhoods. This subarea is to the west of the NOCD 
subarea and slightly north and is outlined on Map 1. It is changing 
rapidly and at risk of developing problems similar to its eastern neighbor. 
The major part of this subarea extends from Dodge Street on the south to 
Ames Avenue on the north and from 30th to 48th Streets. A northeastern 
segment extends west from Florence Boulevard to between 42nd and 48th 
Streets and from Ames Avenue to several points north. The subarea includes 
Census Tracts 51, 52, 53, 54, 59.01, 59.02, 60, 61.02, 3, and 6. The latter four 
tracts are on the edge of the subarea. The name comes from an Omaha 
Community Development Department proposal for a revitalization project. 
Several strong neighborhood association groups are active and concerned 
with potential problems in the rapid change that the subarea is 
experiencing. 
This subarea is characterized by modest but old single family houses, 
some multi-family housing, several public housing projects, and some manufac-
turing and strip commercial areas. Approximately one-third (32%) of the 
population lives in census tracts in which housing values average under 
$10,000. In 1980, 79% of the total housing units were single family 
dwellings; 59% were owner occupied. Four percent (4%) of the housing units 
were in public housing developments. 
The population was 32,356 in 1980. The population has changed from 
nearly all White in 1960 to about 44% White in 1980. This rapid change 
along with the aging housing and the high percentage of non-White births 
(65%) indicates that this area is a transitional area that might be in 
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I-lousing Type 
Single family units 
Multifarnily units 
Public housing units 
(),vncr occupied units 
Vacant units 
'l'otal housing units 
!lousing Type 
Single family units 
Multifamily units 
Public housing units 
Ov.•ncr occupied units 
Vacant units 
Total housing units 
I lousing Type 
Single family units 
Multifan1ily units 
Public housing units 
O,vner occupied units 
Vacant units 
Total housing units 
TABLE 1 
HOUSING TYPE IN TARGET AREAS 
North 01naha 
Consolidated Census 'fract 
NOCD Neighborhoods 49 
Nu1nber Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
3,115 59 9,598 79 843 36 
2,122 41 2,577 21 1,520 64 
823 16 489 4 0 0 
2,333 45 7,139 59 748 32 
938 18 862 7 26 1 
5,237 12,086 2,363 
South On1aha 
Census Tract 29 Ethnic 
Number Percent Number Percent 
1,024 64 10,820 78 
575 36 3,034 22 
386 24 369 3 
877 55 9,362 68 
89 6 557 4 
1,602 13,854 
01naha 
Number Percent 
97,843 68 
44,825 31 
2,868 2 
89,536 62 
8,976 6 
144,358 
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North 01naha/Loop 
Nun1ber Percent 
4,300 86 
262 5 
0 0 
4,134 83 
95 2 
4,980 
Stable-1-lospital 
Number Percent 
2,699 61 
1,707 39 
223 5 
2,555 58 
299 7 
4,406 
TABLE 2 
HOUSING TYPE IN TARGET AREAS AS A PROPORTION OF OMAHA 
Proportion of Omaha Total 
North 01naha South Omaha 
Census North Census 
Omaha Consolidated 1'ract Omaha Tract Stable-
Total NOCD Neighborhoods 49 Loop 29 Ethnic Hospital 
Single family units 97,843 3 10 1 4 1 11 3 
Multifamily units 44,825 5 6 3 1 7 4 
Public housing units 2,868 29 17 0 0 13 13 8 
Owner occupied units 89,536 2 8 1 5 IO 3 
Vacant units 8,976 10 10 • a/ 1 6 3 
Total housing units 144,358 4 8 2 3 10 3 
_::i:_/ * ::i less than .5% 
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N 
p 
w 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
' 
)pulation li\'ing: in census tracts 
irh 111ean housing \·alue: 
Belo\v 4.900 
;,000-9,999 
J,000-14,999 
;,000-19,999 
J,000-24,999 
i,000-29,999 
),000 and over 
rota! 
NOCD 
No. % 
2,194 19 
8,784 76 
523 5 
-----
11,501 100 
TABLE 3 
MEAN HOUSING VALUE 
North nn1ah,, 
Consolidated Census Tract North Omaha/ 
Neighborhoods 49 Loop 
No. % No. % l".10. % 
10,415 32 
7,166 22 3 ,191 23 
14,775 46 
5 ,13 3 38 
4,858 100 5,338 39 
-----
--- -- -----
32,356 JOO 4,858 100 13,662 100 
c~ 1Th nm-t--
Census Tract Stable-
29 Ethnic Hospital 
r,,,To. % No. % No. % 
4,331 100 14,062 40 
14,885 42 
6,212 18 3,449 33 
7,122 67 
--
--
----- -----
4,331 100 35,159 100 10,571 JOO 
TABLE 4 
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS IN TARGET AREAS 
Poeulation of Area 
'fatal population 1980 
Total Black 1980 
Total Spanish origin 1980 
'fatal American Indian 1980 
Total 65 and over (ICES)-"1 
NOCD 
Number Percent 
11,501 
9,709 84 
146 1 
214 2 
1,726 14 
Economic Characteristics of Area 
'fatal labor force 9,958 87 
Total uncmployed_Q/ 1,135 11 
Total on public assistance 4,201 37 
North Omaha 
Consolidated 
Neighborhoods 
Nu1nber Percent 
32,356 
17,360 54 
603 2 
362 1 
3,566 11 
21,382 66 
1,258 6 
6,979 22 
South Omaha 
Census Tract 
49 
Number Percent 
4,858 
354 7 
97 2 
27 1 
716 14 
3,892 80 
98 3 
300 6 
Census Tract 29 Ethnic 
Number 
~oQulation of Ar~a 
Total population 1980 
Total Black 1980 
Total Spanish origin 1980 
Total A1ncrican Indian 1980 
Total 65 and over (ICES)-~/ 
Economic Characteristics of Arca 
Total labor force 
Total unen1ploycd"b/ 
Total on public assistance 
Population of Area 
Total population 1980 
Total Black 1980 
·rota! Spanish origin 1980 
1'otal American Indian 1980 
Total 65 and over (ICES)-"1 
Economic Characteristics of Arca 
Total labor force 
·rota! unen1ploycd ~/ 
·rota! on public assistance 
4,331 
1,266 
601 
91 
442 
2,208 
183 
1,070 
Percent Number 
35,159 
29 260 
14 3,003 
2 305 
9 6,120 
51 24,494 
8 1,301 
25 2,044 
Douglas County 
Number 
397,884 
39,831 
8,240 
1,947 
41,619 
148,193 
7,218 
22, 717 
Percent 
10 
2 
*.s;_! 
11 
37 
5 
6 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Percent 
1 
9 
17 
70 
5 
6 
North On1aha/Loop 
Number Percent 
13,662 
1,043 8 
182 1 
91 
2,463 16 
9,477 69 
401 4 
875 6 
Stable-Hospital 
Number Percent 
10,571 
92 1 
223 2 
47 * .s._l 
1,700 16 
6,887 65 
267 4 
566 5 
~/ Based on population estin1ates in ICES-Intercensal Esti1nating Systcrn, calculated as a proportion of 1980 
cc nsu s to ta! . 
.QI Calculated as a proportion of the total labor force. 
c_/ * less than .5o/o. 
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TABLE 5 
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS IN TARGET AREAS 
AS A PROPORTION OF DOUGLAS COUNTY 
Proportion of Douglas County Total 
North Omaha South Omaha 
Douglas Census North Census 
County Consolidated Tract Omaha Tract Stable-
Total NOCD Neighborhoods 49 Loop 29 Ethnic Hospital 
Population 397,884 3 8 1 3 1 9 3 
Black 39,831 24 44 1 3 3 1 *2_! 
Spanish origin 8,240 2 7 2 2 7 36 3 
A1ncrican Indian 1,947 11 19 1 5 5 16 2 
65 and over_Q/ 41,619 4 8 2 6 1 12 4 
Labor force 148,193 7 14 3 6 I 17 5 
Uncn1ploycd 7,218 16 17 6 3 18 4 
Public assistance 22,717 18 31 4 5 9 2 
.J!/* less than .5%1 
_QI Based on population csti1nates in ICES-Intercensal Esti1nating Systc1n 
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Median Income 
16,000 
15,000 
14,000 
13,000 
12,000 
11,000 
10,000 
~ 
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9,000 
• 8,000 • 
7,000 
• 
6,000 • 
• 
5,000 
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FIGURE 1 
CENSUS TRACT MEDIAN INCOME 
North Omaha 
Loop 
ESTIMATES (1974) 
ARRAYED BY VALUE FOR 
EACH STUDY AREA 
IN THE NORTH 
danger of deterioration, It has traditionally been an area of working 
class people with modest incomes. 
In 1974, no census tract had a median income lower than $5,000, and 
about 68% of the population lived in census tracts with the median income 
above $10,000. Figure 1 has these data. In 1980, while only 6% of the 
labor force were unemployed, 22% of the population were receiving public 
assistance. These data are shown in Tables 5 and 6. 
North Omaha/Loop. This subarea includes the far northern parts of 
northeast Omaha and the loop that extends east of Carter Lake, Iowa, 
including Eppley Airfield. The name comes from several neighborhood asso-
ciations and community groups having North Omaha in the name, one of which 
is the North Loop Coalition. The subarea is made up of Census Tracts 2, 4, 
5, 62.02 and 62.01 and includes Miller Park on the south and Florence. 
Data from these census tracts show a subarea similar to many other 
parts of Omaha. Eighty-six percent (86%) of the area housing units were 
single family dwellings; 83% were owner occupied. About 77% of the popula-
tion lived in census tracts where housing values averaged over $20,000. Of 
the 4,980 housing units only 2% were vacant in 1980. 
The population was 13 1 662 in 1980. About 8% of the population were 
Black and about 16% 65 or over. All of the census tracts had a median 
income over $10,000 in 1974. Only about 4% of the labor force were 
unemployed in 1980, and 6% were on public assistance. 
Census Tract 49, This subarea between Dodge and Cuming from 35th to 
48th Streets is quite atypical from its northern neighbors. It contains 
older single and dual family housing with much four-plex and six-plex 
housing in good condition. It is near to three universities, including 
a medical school, and has many rental units occupied by students. 
Of the 2,363 housing units in the subarea, only 36% were single family 
houses, and only 32% were owner occupied housing units. However, the 
median value of the housing was $18,729, and only 1% of the housing units 
were estimated to be vacant in 1980. 
In 1980, the population was 4,858. About 14% were over 65 and about 7% 
were Black. While the median income in 1974 of $10,000 was not high, only 
6% of the population were on public assistance in 1979, and only 3% of the 
labor force were unemployed. The low income reflects the number of students 
in the subarea. 
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TABLE 6 
BIRTH/INFANT DEATH STATISTICS IN TARGET AREAS 
North Omaha 
Consolidated Census Tract 
NOCD Neighborhoods 49 North 01naha/Loop 
Nu1nber Percent Number Percent Nu1nbcr Percent Nun1bcr Percent 
Birth Statistics 
Births (1977) 
Mothers under 17 (1977) 
Births (1978) 
Non-White births (1978) 
Low-weight births (1978) 
Births (1979) 
Non-White births (1979) 
Infant/fetal deaths (1979) 
Infant deaths (1979) 
Non-White infant deaths (1979) 
Birth Statistics 
Births (1977) 
Mothers under 17 ( 1977) 
Births (1978) 
Non-White births (1978) 
Lo\v-,vcight births (1978) 
Births (1979) 
Non-White births ( 1979) 
Infant/fetal deaths (1979) 
Infant deaths ( 1979) 
Non-Vlhite infant deaths ( 1979) 
Birth Statistics 
Births ( 1977) 
Mothers under 17 ( 1977) 
Births ( 1978) 
Non-White births ( 1978) 
Low-\veight births (1978) 
Births (1979) 
Non-White births ( 1979) 
Infant/fetal deaths (1979) 
Infant deaths (1979) 
Non-White infant deaths (1979) 
313 719 
48 15 99 14 
284 773 
245 86 508 66 
36 13 90 12 
254 766 
222 87 497 65 
11 4 29 4 
6 16 
5 83 11 69 
South On1aha 
Census Tract 29 Ethnic 
Nu1nber Percent Nun1ber 
71 597 
7 10 47 
93 628 
48 52 116 
14 15 30 
11 7 689 
37 32 19 
2 2 17 
10 
100 0 
01naha 
Nu1nber Percent 
6,614 
361 5 
6,653 
1,303 20 
467 7 
7,020 
I, 121 16 
160 2 
89 
27 JO 
17 
80 247 
4 10 19 8 
84 224 
17 20 28 13 
8 9 24 11 
101 211 
12 12 26 12 
2 2 7 3 
2 2 
0 0 0 0 
Stable-I-I ospital 
Percent Nun1ber Percent 
162 
8 11 7 
175 
18 15 9 
5 11 6 
171 
3 3 2 
2 2 
2 
0 50 
----------
Summary. Northeast Omaha, as a whole, has very different areas. Even 
within the four subareas delineated, some atypical factors are found. The 
NOCD subarea is one of deteriorating housing, with a population almost 
totally non-White. Many persons are unemployed and/or receiving public 
assistance. 
The Consolidated Neighborhoods subarea is a transitional one with 
older, modest housing and working class families. The population has 
slightly more Black persons than White and the change has been rapid. 
Several blocks within this subarea are approaching deterioriating con-
ditions, but several of the border blocks are quite similar to other non-
problem areas of Omaha. The entire subarea, however, can be called a 
transitional one and at risk of following the NOCD subarea into more 
deterioriation. 
The North Omaha Loop subarea is similar to the rest of Omaha's popula-
tion and therefore has fewer of the needs of the previous two subareas. 
Census Tract 49 is quite different from its neighboring subareas with a low 
minority population, more multi-family housing, and lower unemployment. 
The comparison of the North Omaha subareas on Tables 2 and 5 with 
the total Douglas County population indicates the subareas with problems. 
While NOCD and Consolidated Neighborhoods together contain only 12% of the 
housing units, they contain 46% of the public housing units and 20% of 
Omaha's vacant housing units. The other two subareas with 5% of Omaha's 
housing units contain no public housing units and approximately 1% of the 
vacant housing. 
Table 5 shows that NOCD and Consolidated Neighborhoods have only 11% of 
Omaha's population. However, they contain 68% of its Black population, 33% 
of the unemployed, and 49% of the public assistance care load. These com-
parisons make a convincing argument for a designation of these two subareas 
as a target for study. The other two subareas in North Omaha do not show 
the same pattern. For the reasons summarized here, and the health status 
data described below, this research will include only the NOCD and 
Consolidated Neighborhood areas as the target population in North Omaha. 
Health Status. Tables 6, 7, 8, and 9 confirm the general assumption 
that minorities with economic problems in deteriorating areas tend to have 
poorer health than the norm. Table 6 shows that in the NOCD subarea, 13% of 
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TABLE 7 
BIRTII/INFJ\NT DEATH STATISTICS IN TARGET AREAS 
AS A PROPORTION OF OMAHA/DOUGLAS COUNTY 
Proportion of Omaha/Douglas County Total 
North Omaha 
Omaha/ 
Douglas Census 
County Consolidated Tract 
North 
Omaha 
Census 
Tract 
South Omaha 
Stable-
Total NOCD Neighborhoods 49 Loop 29 Ethnic 1--lospital 
Omaha births (1977) 6,614 5 11 4 1 9 2 
Mothers under 17 (1977) 361 13 27 1 5 2 13 3 
Omaha births (1979) 7,020 4 11 1 3 2 10 2 
Low-weight births 467 8 19 2 5 3 6 2 
Omaha non-White births (1979) 1, 121 20 44 2 3 2 *J!./ 
Infant/fetal deaths 160 7 18 0 4 1 II 1 
Non-White infant deaths 27 19 41 0 0 4 0 4 
~/ * less than .5% 
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TABLE 8 
DISEASE/DEATH STATISTICS IN TARGET AREAS 
North Omaha 
Consolidated 
Neighborhoods 
Census Tract 
49 NOCD 
Nu1nber Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Disease/Death Sta tis tics 
Co1nn1unicable diseases ( l 978)i!1 
Deaths (1978) 
Non-White deaths (1978) 
Deaths from pneu1nonia/flu 
Deaths from diabetes 
Deaths from cirrhosis 
Deaths fron1 heart/circulation 
Deaths from ccrebro-vascular 
19 1.7 26 
174 268 
130 75 93 
5 11 
4 3 
5 3 
77 80 
8 16 
South Omaha 
Census 'l'ract 29 
.8 2 
56 
35 0 
1 
0 
0 
31 
6 
Ethnic 
Nun1her Percent Number Percent 
Disease/Death Statistics 
Con1n1unicablc diseases (1978)i!/ 
.2 14 
Deaths (1978) 58 460 
Non-White deaths (1978) 15 26 19 
Deaths frorn pneun1onia/flu 1 13 
Deaths fron1 diabetes 1 7 
Deaths from cirrhosis 1 12 
Deaths fro1n heart/circulation 23 214 
Deaths from cercbro-vascular 3 46 
On1aha/Douglas County 
Discasc/l)cath Statistics 
Con1n1unicable diseases (1978)-;!/ 
Deaths (1978) 
Non-White deaths ( 1978) 
Deaths from pncun1onia/flu 
Deaths from diabetes 
I)caths fron1 cirrhosis 
Deaths fron1 heart/circulation 
Deaths fron1 cercbro-vascular 
Number Percent 
154 .4 
3, 198 
307 1 () 
116 
45 
49 
1, 137 
313 
J!I Percent based on _N~"-· _o_f_c_o_m_,_n_u_n_ic_·a_b_Ie_· _d_is_e_a_se_s_(~1_9_7_8~) x l ,OOO 
Population ( 1980) 
20 
.4 
4 
.4 
0 
North Omaha/Loop 
Nun1ber Percent 
2 .1 
150 
4 3 
5 
2 
1 
59 
25 
Stable-I lospital 
Nun1ber Percent 
6 
121 
3 
63 
5 
.6 
2 
Population (1980) 
Communicable disease (1978) 
Non~White deaths 
Deaths from pneumonia 
Deaths fron1 diabetes 
Deaths fro1n cirrhosis 
Deaths from heart/circulation 
Deaths from cerebra-vascular 
TABLE 9 
DISEASE/DEATH STATISTICS IN TARGET /\REAS 
AS A PROPORTION OF OM/\HA/DOUGL/\S COUNTY 
Proportion of OmahalDouglas County Total 
North Omaha South Omaha 
Omaha/ 
Douglas Census North Census 
County Consolidated Tract Omaha Tract Stable-
Total NOCD Neighborhoods 49 Loop 29 Ethnic Hospital 
397 ,884 3 8 1 3 1 9 3 
154 12 17 1 9 4 
307 42 30 0 1 5 6 
116 4 9 1 4 1 11 1 
45 9 7 0 4 2 16 2 
49 10 6 0 2 2 24 2 
1,137 7 7 3 5 2 19 6 
313 3 5 2 8 1 15 2 
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the babies born had a lower than normal birth weight and a 4% infant/fetal 
death-to-birth ratio compared with total Omaha's 7% and 2%. Fifteen per-
cent (15%) of babies were born to mothers 17 and younger compared with 
Omaha's 5%. In the Consolidated Neighborhoods subarea, 12% of the babies 
had a low birth weight, and 14% were born to mothers 17 and younger. It 
also had an infant/fetal death-to-birth ratio of 4%. 
Table 7 shows that while the two subareas had only 16% of Omaha's 
births, they had 25% of the infant/fetal deaths, 41% of Omaha's mothers 17 
and under, and 27% of the low birth weight babies. The other two subareas 
did not show the same problem pattern. 
Table 9 shows the same trends as the birth data, using available 
disease/death statistics. NOCD and Consolidated Neighborhoods together had 
11% of the population but 29% of the communicable diseases, 16% of the 
deaths by diabetes, and 16% of the deaths by cirrhosis of the liver. NOCD 
had a very high death rate of 9.5 per 1,000 for persons under 65. 
South Omaha 
South Omaha, as originally designated, extends from Pacific Street on 
the north to Harrison Street on the south and from the Missouri River on 
the east to 42nd Street on the west. The area has basically been an ethnic 
area with distinct pockets of Polish, Italian, and Czech residents. An 
analysis of individual census tracts supports a division of the area into 
the three subareas described below. See Map 2. 
Census Tract 29. This is a subarea in the southern part of South Omaha 
that extends from Harrison to Q Street at one place and 36th Street at 
another on the west. Map 2 shows the area. The subarea is the only one in South 
Omaha with substantial minorities, about 29% Black and 14% of Spanish ori-
gin. Many of the minorities reside in the public housing units which 
comprise 24% of all housing units. 
In 1980 64% of the subarea housing units were single family houses; 55% 
were owner occupied. The vacancy rate was 6% in 1980. The housing was mostly 
built in the 1930's and averages between $15,000 and $20,000 in value. 
Tables and 3 show these data. 
In 1980 the population was 4,331. About 9% were over 65. 
In 1974, the median income was less than $10,000. (See Figure 2.) In 1979, 
25% of the population were receiving public assistance, and 8% of the labor 
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force were unemployed. 
Ethnic Subarea. Surrounding Census Tract 29 on three sides is the 
Ethnic subarea. It extends from the Missouri River on the east to 42nd 
Street on the west and from Harrison Street on the south to Interstate 480 
which cuts off the northwest corner. This subarea has many dividing 
barriers such as Interstate 80, the railroad tracks and yards, the 
stockyards and packing plants, and the Rosenblatt Stadium and Henry Doorly 
Zoo areas. The dividing areas also separate the population into ethnic, 
rapidly changing, older, and stable areas. The major common characteristic 
is that the population is older and from various ethnic backgrounds. 
The subarea contains Census Tracts 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 
30, 31, 32, and 33. The subarea is outlined on Map 2. Housing is pri-
marily old and single family (78%) built in the 1930's. Much of the 
housing has been kept in good condition. The entire population lives in 
census tracts where housing values average $15,000-$19,999. Of the 13,854 
housing units, 68% were owner occupied and 3% were public housing units. 
In 1980 only 4% of housing units were vacant. 
The population was 35,159 in 1980 with 1% Black and 9% of Spanish ori-
gin. About 17% were 65 and older. The median salary of the entire subarea 
was between $10,000 and $15,000 in 1974. In 1979, 6% of the population 
were on public assistance, and 5% of the labor force were unemployed. 
Stable-Hospital. The Stable-Hospital subarea (Census Tracts 34.01, 
34.02, and 38) is set off from the rest of South Omaha by Interstate 80 
and 480 and is quite different from the other areas. It has many multi-family 
units and is in close proximity to the University of Nebraska Medical 
Center, therefore having many rental units. Only 61% of the housing units 
were single family and 58% were owner occupied. The average value of all 
housing in the area in 1980 was over $20,000. 
Of the total population of 10,571 in 1980, only 3% were minority. 
About 16% were 65 or older. The relatively low median income of $10,000 -
$15,000 may reflect the student population. 
In 1980, only 4% were unemployed and 5% of the population were on 
public assistance. 
Summary. Most of Southeast Omaha appears to exhibit fewer problems than 
North Omaha when housing, economic factors, and population distribution are 
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compared. However, Census Tract 29 has a high minority population, high 
percentage of public housing, and high percentage of population on public 
assistance. This analysis along with the health data discussed below con-
firms that the Ethnic subarea and Census Tract 29 should be the South 
target population in this research. 
Health Status. The birth/health statistics in Table 6 indicate several 
problem factors in these two South Omaha subareas. Census Tracts 29's birth 
data show 10% of the mothers were 17 and under, and 15% of the babies had a low 
birth weight. 
In Census Tract 29, 52% of the deaths were of persons under 65; its death 
rate per 1,000 was 7.0. Comparison with Douglas County shows that the Ethnic 
subarea had a high death rate. (See Table 9.) With 9% of the Douglas 
County population in 1980, it had 14% of the deaths in 1978, 16% of Douglas 
County's deaths from diabetes, and 24% of the deaths from cirrhosis of the 
liver. While only 29% of the deaths in this area were of persons under 
65 years old, 50% of the non-White deaths were under 65. These data indicate 
health problems of both White and non-White populations in the Ethnic subarea. 
Health Status of the Minority Population 
As an addendum to this discussion a brief description of the minority 
population in the four target areas (NOCD, Consolidated Neighborhoods, 
Census Tract 29, and Ethnic) seems appropriate since 72% of Blacks, 52% of 
Spanish origin, and 51% of American Indians live in the target areas. 
The Douglas County data on number of prenatal visits and age of 
mothers of White and non-White births in 1977 are an indication of the 
problems faced by minorities at the beginning of life. Minorities in 
Omaha, particularly in the target areas covered by this report, are disad-
vantaged in health status from birth to death. 
Number of Prenatal Visits. The mean number of prenatal visits by 
non-White mothers in Douglas County in 1977 was 8.95. For Whites it was 
10.44. While this does not seem to be a large difference, it is statisti-
cally significant. A look at the percentage of mothers making visits is 
even more striking. Table 10 shows that 2.3% of non-White mothers made no 
prenatal visits, and an additional 9.3% made only one to four visits. This 
is compared with .7% of White mothers with no visits and an additional 2.6% 
with one to four. 
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TABLE 10 
NUMBER OF PRE NATAL VISITS BY RACE IN DOUGLAS COUNTY 1977 
Number of 
Pre-natal Visits 
None 
1 visit 
2 visits 
3 visits 
4 visits 
5 or more visits 
Mean 
Mother's Age 
17 and under 
18 
19 and over 
'I'otal 
White Non-white 
No. % No. % 
37 .7 23 2.3 
3f} 12} 147 2.6 21 94 9.3 43 24 
65 37 
5,443 96.7 890 88.4 
5,627 100.0 1,007 100.0 
10.44 8.95 
TABLE II 
MOTHER'S AGE AND RACE IN DOUGLAS COUNTY 1977 
White 
No. °A, 
231 
207 
5,189 
5,627 
4.1 
3.7 
92.2 
IOO.O 
27 
Non-white 
No. o/o 
135 
91 
781 
1,007 
13.4 
9.0 
77.6 
100.0 
Age of Mothers. The age of mothers is another indication of a poor 
health start for non-White children. The younger age of the mother 
generally correlates with fewer prenatal visits, poorer diet, and more ten-
sion and stress and greater likelihood of negative outcomes for the baby. 
This is particularly true for young unmarried mothers. 
Table 11 shows that 13.4% of non-White mothers and 4.1% of White 
mothers were 17 years old or younger. An additional 9.0% of non-White and 
3.7% of White mothers were 18 years old. This means that nearly one-
quarter of all non-White children began life with the possiblity of poor 
prenatal care and other factors related to negative outcomes. 
Perinatal/Infant Death. The consequences of poor prenatal care of non-White 
mothers is suggested in the perinatal/infant death rate shown in Table 12. 
While 42% of all births in the target areas in 1979 were non-White children, 
53% of the perinatal/infant deaths were among non-White. 
Low-weight Births. Another indication of poor prenatal care is low-
weight births. Table 13 shows that in 1978, while 52% of the births in the 
area were non-White, 68% of the low-weight births were non-White. 
During Life. Several health statistics indicate continued health 
problems for non-Whites in Omaha. An indication of the need for immuniza-
tion is the incidence of communicable disease. In 1978, 154 cases of com-
municable diseases were reported to the Douglas County Health Department. 
Thirty-nine percent (39%) were in the target areas that contained only 
31% of the total population. 
The causes of death among minorities indicate further health problems, 
especially those related to poor health care. 
While Blacks made up 59% of the population in the target areas, they 
accounted for a far greater percentage of deaths by cirrhosis of the liver, 
89%; diabetes, 75%; and pneumonia, 70%. Blacks in the target areas were 
proportionally under-represented in deaths from the three major causes 
of death in Omaha: heart/circulatory, 42%; cancer, 16%; and cerebro-
vascular disease, 48%. Perhaps by dying at an earlier age, they do not 
contact illnesses of the aging process. 
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White 
Non-white 
Total 
White 
Non-white 
l'otal 
TABLE 12 
PERINATAL INFANT DEi\TllS IN FOUR HIGH-MINORITY TARGET !\REAS 
Births ( 1979) Deaths (l 979) 
No. % No. % 
1,052 58 20 47 
776 42 23 53 
1,828 100 43 JOO 
TABLE 13 
LOW-WE!GllT BIRTllS IN FOUR lllGll-MINORITY TARGET !\REAS 
Births (1978) Low-weight Births ( 1978) 
No. % No. % 
86[ 48 54 32 
917 52 116 68 
1,778 JOO 1 70 100 
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II 
RESEARCH METHODS 
Four research procedures were utilized in the project: 1) an analysis 
of available health service utilization data by area providers; 2) inter-
views with major health care providers and institutions serving the areas, 
especially hospitals, clinics, schools, and private physicians; 3) inter-
views with key persons in the communities and in the larger community who 
are concerned about the health care in the target areas; and 4) a survey of 
the need for and utilization of health care facilities by area residents. 
A variety of approaches was used in order to avoid the possible bias of 
research findings by one interest group or the other and to gain insight 
into all of the sub-systems involved in the provision of health care. 
The remainder of this chapter describes key procedural decisions made 
in implementing the research. 
Key Informant Interviews 
The purpose of key informant interviews was to get a feeling for the 
populations and the subjects under study from the perspective of groups 
directly involved. When used as a preliminary study before a large scale 
survey, the subject matter of questions and the response frame can be 
clarified by interviews with community leaders. Definitions of variables 
and the technical and planning parameters can be tested on experts in the 
substantive field. 
Key informants may be informal community leaders, providers of human 
services to the community, experts in the substantive area, or other per-
sons perceived by some members of the population to be informed. In this 
study two types of key informants were interviewed: community leaders and 
health providers. 
Community leaders can serve as a valuable resource in the study of 
minority and low income populations. They are more aware of the relative 
disadvantages of their own community, more informed about innovations not 
currently available to them, and are less afraid to articulate criticism of 
the status quo, They also provide access to a sometimes suspicious target 
population. 
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Inclusion of health providers in this study is extremely important. They 
provide technical assistance on content, language, philosophy, and economic 
viability of primary health care. They also provide the access to data 
necessary for a total picture of the primary health care system. Finally, 
many of the questions posed for the research were suggested by health providers. 
The Data Gathering Method Used 
A focused interview was used to gather these data. The focus of the 
interview was on why the target population under-utilize health facilities 
and what can be done to encourage or facilitate utilization. Most of the 
questions were open-ended with several exceptions where lists of items were 
read and respondents were asked to comment on the items. Many of the 
questions and items included were from previous health care research reports. 
Selection of Community Informants 
Community leaders selected as key informants represented a variety of 
sources with several perspectives. They were selected because they worked 
in the areas, were knowledgeable about the problem and the populations, 
and/or were leaders in area groups. Local neighborhood association 
leaders, directors, and board members of area organizations, local clergy, 
educators, and other human service providers were among those interviewed. 
A total of 51 persons was interviewed and 14 additional informal 
discussions were held. Selection began with a few key interviews. Each 
person interviewed was asked for the names of others who should be 
interviewed. 
Selection of Health Provider Informants 
Health care professionals selected as key informants represented the 
administrations of the major hospitals and clinics in the areas, the medical 
schools (especially in the primary care areas), the Visiting Nurse 
Association, the nursing schools, the Omaha Hospital Association, the Omaha 
Medical Society, the State Health Department, and several nursing homes. 
Though the private physicians were approached, they declined to be inter-
viewed. A total of 28 health providers was interviewed and 19 additional 
more specific, information seeking contacts made. 
The Population Survey 
In general, the standard procedures of survey methodology were used for 
the survey. Three factors may be of interest to the reader: the method by 
which the sample was selected, the characteristics of the interviewers, and the 
development of the interview schedule. 
Selection of the Sample 
Based on the demographic and health statistics reported in the previous 
section, the decision was made to limit the study area to two subareas in 
North Omaha--NOCD and Consolidated Neighborhoods--and to two subareas in 
South Omaha--Census Tract 29 and Ethnic. The sample households in the 
target subareas were selected using a stratified, random, multi-stage tech-
nique. To avoid bias in the results the sample was designed so that, at 
the beginning, every household in the target areas had a chance of being 
selected. This means that the sample was a random sample and represented 
the total populati,on. 
The sample was selected in four stages. First, the population was 
stratified on the basis of the two factors that are known to be associated 
with high health risk, age and income. Several high rise apartments for 
the elderly operated by the Omaha Housing Authority were the population 
base for the elderly sample. The Omaha Housing Authority also operates low 
income public housing in both North and South Omaha. This housing was 
sampled to form the low income sample. 
In the second stage, the general population in the four subareas was 
sampled using a cluster technique. Every street corner in the target areas 
was listed and given a number. North Omaha had a total of 1,203 corners 
and South Omaha 953. The street corners were then randomly selected using 
computer generated random numbers. A total of 55 street corners in North 
Omaha and 60 in South Omaha was selected. Each street corner was then 
scanned using an aerial map or in person to determine if at least one block 
face contained residential unts. If not, a substitute corner was selected. 
The third stage of the sample design was to select randomly one of the 
four corners--northeast, southeast, northwest, or southwest--to begin the 
sample. 
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The fourth stage was to use a systematic random technique to select 
specific households, Again using the aerial map, the number of housing 
units around the block starting at the pre-selected corner was determined. 
A total of 10 households was randomly selected from that block. If fewer 
than 10 residential units were counted, then the entire population of that 
block was included. As an example of the selection process, if 40 housing 
units were contained on the block, the first household was selected by ran-
domly selecting a number from one to four. If the number were three, then 
the third household was selected and then every fourth household around 
the block. Housing units within multi-family units were similarly selected, 
Since housing units within the elderly high rise and low-income housing 
were already numbered, they were selected using the random numbers list. 
After the street corners, the direction, and the first house had been 
selected in the office, research assistants went to the corner and took the 
address of each selected housing unit around the block. These addresses 
were written on the interview schedule to preclude substitution by 
interviewers. 
Map 3 (North Omaha) and Map 4 (South Omaha) show the location of street 
corners, elderly high rise units, and public housing units. 
The population in the NOCD Area in North Omaha was more heavily repre-
sented in the survey than the Consolidated Neighborhoods population because 
the former area contains approximately the same number of street corners but 
only about a third of the population. However, since this subarea seemed 
to be particularly troubled, this disproportionate sampling was allowed to 
occur. 
The total sample had six sub-samples. Table 14 shows the number of 
households in each sample and the number of interviews completed after at 
least three visits, 
The Interview Schedule 
The interview schedule was developed to determine five basic sets of 
information about residents in the target areas: 
1, Some socio-economic and situational information that might affect 
utilization of health services 
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MAP 3 
NORTH OMAHA SURVEY AREAS 
General survey 
Elderly 
Low-income 
(SS) • 
(54) .&. 
(100) • 
MAP 4 
SOUTH OMAHA SURVEY AREAS 
General survey 
Elderly 
Low·income 
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(60) • 
(57) _... 
(60) • 
TABLE 14 
DISPOSITION OF TOTAL SAMPLE 
Number Vacant Total 
Households in or Tom Revised Refused Not Home.!.1 Interviewed 
Original Sample Down Sample No. % No. % No. % 
North Total 650 61 589 56 10 101 17 432 73 
South Total 649 28 621 97 16 105 17 419 67 
~I Includes dog in yard, gates locked, couldn't get in building. 
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2. Health status 
3. Health attitudes that might affect utilization of services 
4. Knowledge about current utilization of services in general 
5. Information about specific services used, satisfaction with those 
services, possible changes that could be made to increase utilization, 
and insights, etc. 
Construction of the Interview Schedule 
Several sources were valuable in development of the interview schedule. 
At the beginning of the study a number of community leaders and human service 
providers were interviewed to gain their insights into the health problems 
of the population. 
Several national and state interview schedules were found to contain 
previously validated questions that would obtain the needed information. 
Where appropriate, these questions were used instead of new ones, and not 
only did this speed the process but it also allowed comparison of the 
population of North and South Omaha with national and statewide populations. 
Health questions on the 1980 and 1981 Nebraska Annual Social Indicators 
Survey were replicated on this ~urvey for comparison. 
When a preliminary form of the interview schedule was ready, a number 
of professionals in the health field were interviewed for their comments. 
Finally, the interview schedule was reviewed and approved by the 
University's Committee on Human Subjects. 
Pre-testing the Interview 
The interview schedule went through a vigorous pre-testing procedure 
to insure that questions had the same meaning to the target population 
as to the research team. A preliminary version of the schedule was used 
to train the first four groups of interviewers. As part of the training a 
member of the research team interviewed a "respondent." Trainees were 
urged to interrupt with any questions they might have. Most of the questions 
dealt with the content of the schedule rather than the procedures of the 
interview. Following the interviewing of each other during the same 
sessions, issues about the wording of the questions, the limitations 
of the response form, etc., were raised. Since interviewers were often 
residents of the target areas, this process served to make the interview 
more valid for measuring the target population. 
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Fewer South Omaha residents were interviewed for two reasons. First, 
in several of the areas with high ethnic populations, older persons inter-
viewed reported general hostility and suspicion. One interviewer reported 
that several respondents spoke English poorly and might have been 
embarrassed to talk to strangers. While translators for Spanish speaking 
and Asian respondents had been provided for, the possibility was overlooked 
that a need for Polish, Italian, and Czech translators might arise. 
A second factor explaining the lower number of respondents in South 
Omaha was the presence in the sample of several high rise apartments with 
complicated security systems. Interviewers were unable to enter these 
units. 
In view of these factors, then, the South Omaha sample probably under-
represents older ethnic residents and middle income apartment dwellers. 
Both samples probably under-represent households composed only of 
working adults. 
Interviewers 
Where possible, interviewers who were residents of the area were used. 
Although persons without a college education may have more trouble completing 
complicated interviews, interviewers with characteristics similar to the 
persons they are interviewing have a better record of access into households, 
especially in their own neighborhoods. When community leaders were 
interviewed, they were asked the names of possible interviewers. Some of 
the leaders interviewed became interviewers for the survey. Other inter-
viewers were obtained through response to flyers distributed around the 
area to social agencies. Several employees from both the North and South 
area Boys Clubs interviewed a large number of households. Several 
graduate students from UNO and some teachers out of work for the summer 
also were interviewers. All interviewers were trained in a three-hour 
session and closely supervised on their first few interviews. Respondents 
were called at random to verify that interviews had been conducted. 
Interviewers varied widely in their previous experience, their skill in 
interviewing, and their ability to gain access to households. Some 
interviewers had extensive previous experience in a wide variety of surveys 
and lived in the area. They were among the best of the interviewers and 
had the fewest refusals. Other excellent interviewers were persons who 
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worked in social agencies or with people in the area or who were graduate 
students in social work. 
Presentation of the Data 
The data are presented in three ways. Chapter III presents a descrip-
tion of the target populations from each area and compares the sub-samples 
on their socio-economic characteristics, health status characteristics, 
and health attitudes. Chapter IV presents a description of the general 
health utilization of the target populations and indicates some of the socio-
economic, health, and attitude factors that seem to affect utilization. 
The perspectives of key informants on some factors affecting under-
utilization are presented also. 
Chapter V describes the primary health care providers located in or 
near the target area, the origin of their patients, and which services 
were used by the target populations. Satisfaction with specific health 
care facilities and suggestions for improvement made by residents of North 
and South Omaha and the key informants conclude the data analysis. 
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III 
RESULTS - SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND HEALTH FACTORS 
The results of the survey are presented in three chapters. In this 
chapter, the general population characteristics and the health of the 
samples will be described, along with a discussion of factors that affect 
health care utilization. 
The remainder of this chapter contains three sections: 1) a general 
description of the socio-economic characteristics of the respondents, 2) a 
description of their health characteristics, and 3) a description of their 
health attitudes. 
Summary of Findings 
- The target population had fewer years of education, lower median 
income, and fewer married persons than the population of Nebraska. 
- South Omaha had an older population with more ethnic persons, fewer 
Blacks, and more Catholics than North Omaha. 
- Adults in the target populations reported poorer health status than 
did Nebraska residents. 
- More Blacks, Native Americans, and elderly poor persons reported 
poor health. 
The adults in the target population reported more physical limita-
tions than the adults in Nebraska. 
- Physical limitations were higher among Blacks, the poor, "near poor," 
and the elderly. 
- More low income people and those who paid for their 
medical care out-of-pocket reported self-help medical values, and 
fewer reported preventive values. 
More high income people reported belief in medical science, 
and fewer felt a person must expect a lot of pain. 
Socio-Economic Characteristics 
Three sets of socio-economic characteristics were included in the sur-
vey to determine their effects on primary health care utilization. These 
were 1) cultural, 2) family, and 3) economic characteristics. 
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The cultural characteristics included were religion, ethnicity, level 
of education, and occupation. Previous research indicates that these 
groups help socialize children toward certain behaviors. 
Family characteristics included in the research were age, marital sta-
tus, and number of persons living in the household. Research indicates 
that health care behavior is related to stages of the family life cycle. 
Housing characteristics such as type, ownership, and years in housing 
often correlate with the stability of an area. 
Economic characteristics included were income, source of income, method 
of payment for health care, and current employment status. These variables 
allowed testing of the effect of economic status and condition on health 
care utilization. 
Cultural Background 
Respondents in North and South Omaha were often quite different. 
North Omaha. In North Omaha, the modal respondents within the general 
population sample were Black, Baptist, high school educated, and in low 
skilled occupations. About 87% had lived in Omaha more than five years. 
These data can be seen in Table 15. The sub-sample residing in elderly 
high rise apartments was quite similar to the general population with less 
education, a longer tenure in Omaha, and a larger proportion of private 
household workers. More residents of the low income public housing sample 
were Black and Baptist and with less education than the general population. 
South Omaha. In South Omaha the modal respondents in the general popu-
lation sample were White, Catholic, high school educated, and skilled fac-
tory workers. Ninety-three percent (93%) had lived in Omaha more than five 
years. A smaller proportion of the elderly residents in the high rise 
housing were Polish, Italian, or Czech; fewer were Catholic and the median 
education was lower. Table 15 shows these data. 
The residents of the low income public housing were quite different 
from the general population. A majority (58%) were Black, only 21% were 
Catholic, and a larger proportion were in unskilled and service occupa-
tions. Only 69% had lived in Omaha more than five years compared with 93% 
of the general population and 93% of the elderly. 
Summary. The two areas were found to be quite different culturally. 
South Omaha had more Catholics, Whites, and those in skilled operative, pro-
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General 
Population 
(Percent) 
N 285 
Ethnic 
Black Americans 66 
Mexican Americans I 
Native Americans 
Asian I 
Polish/Italian/Czech Americans 4 
Other Caucasian 26 
Total 99 
Religion 
Catholic 16 
Baptist 49 
Other Protestant 22 
Other 8 
None 5 
Total 100 
Education 
None 3 
1--6 years 4 
7-8 years 10 
9-11 years 25 
12 years 32' 
13-15 years 21 
16 and rnore 5 
1'otal 100 
Years in Otnaha 
Less than 1 year 6 
1-5 years 7 
More than 5 years 87 
1'otal 100 
Occueation I lead of 1-lousehold 
Professional 8 
Manager, official, proprietor 4 
Self-employed 13 
Clerical 4 
Sales 4 
Skilled operative 4 
Unskilled operative 8 
Private household worker 2 
Other service workers 11 
I ,aborer/farn1 13 
Uncn1ployed 3 
Not in labor force 25 
--
'l'otal 99 
TABLE 15 
CULTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
(Respondents) 
North Omaha 
Low 
Elderly Income 
High Public General 
Rise Housing Population 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
38 109 321 
62 92 2 
3 0 5 
0 2 2 
0 0 0 
9 I 20 
27 
~5 70 
101 100 99 
21 9 56 
38 68 6 
27 10 28 
5 8 8 
8 6 2 
99 101 100 
0 2 0 
18 8 7 
24 11 14 
26' 43' 18 
16 28 40' 
11 7 15 
5 2 6 
100 IOI 100 
3 6 3 
0 8 4 
97 86 93 
100 101 100 
8 12 
0 0 4 
0 4 I 
8 3 4 
3 () 8 
0 0 24 
5 2 17 
24 2 () 
21 23 11 
8 7 5 
5 1 I 2 
18 56 I 3 
100 99 101 
South Omaha Nebraska 
Low 
Elderly Income 
High Public 1980 
Rise J-lousing NASIS 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
55 43 
2 58 32,./ 
4 5 2111 
0 2 I 
0 9 
12 2 95 
___§]_ 23 
101 99 101 
36 21 24 
9 54 } 67 36 7 
15 9 4 
4 9 5 
100 100 100 
2 7 
} 20 
10 17 
28 12 
24' 33' 
29 14 43' 
8 17 21 
0 0 16 
I 01 100 100 
0 JO 
7 21 
93 69 
100 100 
2 2 
7 0 
2 () 
11 7 
9 2 
5 () 
7 19 
0 5 
15 19 
() 5 
0 () 
42 40 
100 99 
NOTE, N varies according to the nun1ber answering a question. The 1naxin1un1 N for each sample in all tables based on 
respondents' replies is reported here . 
.RI f)ata fron1 1980 Census 
bl c d f s . h .. 
- ensus ata or, pan1s -origin . 
• Median group 
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fessional, and sales occupations. North Omaha had more Blacks, 
Protestants, and people not in the labor force. The major exception was 
the low income sample in South Omaha. This sub-sample was more similar to 
the general population of North Omaha in cultural characteristics than to 
the general population of South Omaha. Both samples differed significantly 
from Nebraska's population as seen from the random sample of 1,600 Nebraska 
households made in 1980 by the University of Nebraska at Lincoln. For 
example, only 3% of that sample were Black, 2% Mexican-American, and less 
than 1% Native American. 
Household and Family Characteristics 
North Omaha. The modal respondents in the North Omaha general 
population sample were between 25-44 years old, married, living in a 
single-family house owned by the occupant, and had lived in their homes 
more than five years. Table 16 shows these data. Less than half (45%) of 
the respondents in the general population were married, and 17% had never 
been married. 
A larger proportion of the elderly residents had been married and 
widowed (47%) or divorced (23%). Fewer of the elderly had lived at their 
present addresses five years or more because most moved into their present 
housing after retirement. The low income public housing population was younger 
than the norm, and a significantly larger proportion than the general popu-
lation had never been married (35%); only 10% were married at the time of 
the survey, with 38% divorced or separated and 18% widowed. 
South Omaha. The modal South Omaha respondents in the general popula-
tion sample were older, married, with more living in single-family housing 
and more buying their housing (78%). A slightly larger proportion had 
lived in Omaha longer than five years. About 9% of the population were 
separated or divorced, 23% widowed, and 61% were married. 
Residents of the elderly high rise apartments were similar in family 
characteristics except for the large number of widowed (76%). About 19% 
were separated or divorced. Almost half (48%) had lived in the same 
housing for more than five years. 
Residents of the low income public housing were more similar to North 
Omaha household/family characteristics than to the other South Omaha popu-
lations. Those living in low income public housing were a younger popula-
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Ages 
Under 19 years 
20-24 years 
2544 years 
45-64 years 
65 and over 
Total 
Marital Status 
Married 
Separated 
Divorced 
Widowed 
Never married 
Total 
1--1 ousing Type 
Single family 
Duplex/4-plex, ro,v housesi!.1 
Apartment houseJ!1 
Other 
1'otal 
I-louse Ownership 
Owner 
H.cnt or help with rent 
Total 
Years in I lousing 
Less than I year 
1-5 years 
More than 5 years 
Total 
TABLE 16 
HOUSEHOLD AND FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS 
(Respondents) 
North Omaha South 01naha 
Low 
Elderly Income Elderly 
General High Public General High 
Population Rise Housing Population Rise 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
3 0 4 2 0 
9 0 22 12 () 
41 () 42 28 0 
28 8 18 25 7 
18 92 15 32 93 
99 100 IOI 99 100 
45 13 10 61 4 
9 5 12 1 6 
I 5 23 26 8 I 3 
15 47 18 23 76 
17 11 35 7 2 
101 99 IOI 100 IOI 
91 0 0 94 0 
8 0 0 2 () 
100 100 5 100 
100 100 IOO IOI 100 
59 0 0 78 () 
41 100 100 22 100 
100 IOO 100 100 100 
2 I 11 28 10 11 
23 49 44 23 41 
57 40 28 68 48 
101 100 100 101 100 
NOTE: See 'fable 15 for note about san1p[e sizes (N). 
Lo,v 
Income 
Public 
Housing 
(Percent) 
4 
19 
44 
26 
7 
100 
14 
2 
23 
23 
37 
99 
0 
0 
100 
100 
0 
100 
100 
36 
38 
26 
100 
J!.I All rcsi<lents in the low incon1e public housing samples were classified in the apartn1cnt house category. 
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Nebraska 
1980 
NASIS 
(Percent) 
71 
I 
4 
8 
16 
100 
82 
9 
9 
100 
79 
2 I 
100 
tion with a significantly higher proportion of never-married (37%) and 
divorced and separated (25%) and a lower proportion of married (14%). 
Thirty-six percent (36%) had been in residence for less than one year. 
Summary. The general population samples in North and South Omaha 
differed in several aspects. The South Omaha sample had a larger 
proportion of older respondents (32% were 65 or over compared to 18%), 
more currently married respondents (61% compared to 45%), more home 
owners (78% compared to 59%), and fewer new residents (10% lived in their 
homes for less than one year compared to 21%). South Omaha low income 
housing residents were more like their counterparts in North Omaha than 
they were like the other South Omaha samples. 
Economic Characteristics 
North Omaha. Approximately one-third (34%) of the households in the 
North Omaha general population sample had an income of less than $5,000 per 
year, with another 26% making between $5,000 and $10,000, and less than 25% 
over $15,000. For the majority of the households, the principal source of 
income was from salary (55%). For 17% it was Social Security and for 13% 
it was AFDC. Only 37% worked full time and 9% part time;17% were retired 
and 17% were homemakers. Table 17 shows these data. A relatively low 47% 
(compared to the rest of the state) of the general population households 
had health insurance with 34% using Medicaid or Medicare to pay for health 
care and a relatively high 15% (again in comparison with the rest of the 
state) paying for all health care out-of-pocket. 
As expected, 88% of the residents of the elderly high rises had an 
income under $5,000. For most (87%) income was predominantly from Social 
Security. Most health care was paid for with Medicaid and Medicare 
although 13% paid out-of-pocket. Only 17% had health insurance. Only 2% 
of this sub-population were employed full time. 
Residents of the low income housing had a lower income than the general 
population with 76% under $5,000. AFDC was the principal source of income 
for 47%, Social Security for 25%, and salary for 17%. Only 14% worked full 
time and 9% part time. Another 23% were laid off or on strike at the time 
of the survey. While 72% paid for health care through Medicaid/Medicare, 
15% paid for all costs out-of-pocket. 
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General 
Population 
(Percent) 
Fa1nily Income 
Under $5,000 34 
$5,000-$9,999 26* 
$10,000-$14,999 16 
$15,000-$19,999 9 
$20,000-$24,999 9 
$25 ,000 and more 6 
Total 100 
Major Sour.cc of Income 
Salary 55 
AFDC 13 
Social Security 17 
Pension from work 6 
Other/no response 9 
Total 100 
Emelo:y1nent Status 
Works full time 37 
Works part time 9 
Laid off/strike 9 
Unemployed 1 
Retired 17 
Keeping house 17 
Student 5 
Unable to work 5 
Total 100 
Source of Payment 
for Health Care 
Out-of-pocket only 1 5 
Medicare/Medicaid only 26 
Mcdicarc/Medicaid/pockcc 8 
I lealth insurance/pocket 43 
Insurance and other 4 
Other 5 
Total IOI 
TABLE 17 
ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
(Respondents) 
North Omaha 
Low 
Elderly Income 
High Public General 
Rise Housing Population 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
88' 76' 22 
9 20 25 
3 4 24* 
0 0 14 
0 0 7 
0 0 9 
100 100 IOI 
8 17 52 
0 47 2 
87 25 32 
3 2 6 
2 9 8 
100 100 100 
2 14 27 
0 9 10 
8 23 5 
3 2 1 
71 13 31 
0 23 20 
0 6 3 
16 10 3 
100 100 100 
13 15 9 
47 64 7 
17 8 13 
7 7 49 
10 4 14 
7 2 8 
IOI 100 100 
NO'fE: See Table 15 for note about san1ple sizes (N). 
a/ 
- Source 1977 NASIS an<l not con1pletely con1parable. 
*Category in which the n1edian is located. 
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South Omaha Nebraska 
Low 
Elderly Income 
High Public 1980 
Rise Housing NASlS 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
90* 77' 
8 21 
2 2 
0 () Median 
0 0 15,060 
0 0 
100 100 
2 21 76-"'1 
0 47 I 
96 21 21 
0 2 5 
2 9 
100 100 
2 12 47 
0 5 13 
0 14 1 
0 2 
91 7 14 
5 30 21 
0 9 2 
19 
99 98 100 
5 10 7 
29 69 5 
27 10 
5 5 84 
33 5 
() 2 3 
99 101 99 
South Omaha, The South Omaha economic situation was brighter according 
to economic characteristics, Only 22% of the South Omaha general popula-
tion sample had incomes under $5,000 and 30% were over $15,000. For more 
than half (52%) most of the income was from salaries; for almost one-third 
(32%) it was Social Security. Only 37% of the population were employed 
(27% full time), 31% were retired, and 20% were homemakers. Health insurance 
(63%) was the dominant method of payment of medical costs. 
The elderly high rise residents had a lower income with 90% under 
$5,000. Social Security was the major source of income, and only 2% of the 
population were currently employed. Medicaid/Medicare (56%) and insurance 
(38%) were major sources of payment for health care costs, 
Over three-fourths (77%) of the low income public housing residents had 
incomes under $5,000, mostly from AFDC and Social Security. Only 12% 
worked full time, and another 14% were laid off; 30% were homemakers. Only 
10% reported having health insurance. 
Summary. Neither North nor South Omaha was similar to the total 
Nebraska population. Nebraska had a higher median income, a larger propor-
tion of persons with income from salary, and more households with at least 
one person working full time. It had fewer retired persons and more were 
homemakers. Only 7% of Nebraskans paid for medical care out-of-pocket, 
and only 5% used Medicaid/Medicare. The dominant method of health care 
payment for Nebraskans was health insurance with 84% of households paying 
this way. 
Health Status of the Target Population 
Two sets of health characteristics are used here to give a description 
of the health of the target population, thus indicating the need for pri-
mary health care. The first is a general picture indicated by respondents• 
reports of their general health status, worry about health, incidence of 
pain, and number of days confined in the past year. The second is a report 
of physical limitations and/or needs in the past year. 
General Health Status 
Four questions were asked to determine general health. Table 18 has 
the questions and the responses. All six of the sub-populations reported 
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General 
Population 
(Percent) 
N 802 
General Health Status 
Excellent 28 
Good 57 
Fair II 
Poor 4 
Total 100 
Worry About Health 
A great deal 5 
Son1c 17 
Hardly any 32 
None at all 47 
·rocal IOI 
Incidence of Pain 
Very often 6 
Fairly often 7 
Occasionally 39 
Not at all 48 
Total 100 
Da}".S Fa1nily Mc1nbcrs 
Confined Indoors Last Year 
None 63 
1-5 20 
6-10 8 
11-30 6 
31-98 3 
·rota.I IOI 
TABLE 18 
GENERAL HEALTH 
(All Household Members) 
North Omaha 
LO\V 
Elderly Income 
High Public General 
Rise Housing Population 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
41 318 808 
7 39 39 
37 42 45 
42 14 II 
15 5 4 
IOI 100 99 
lJ 7 7 
33 19 18 
15 24 23 
39 so 52 
100 100 100 
JI 6 7 
11 5 7 
37 26 37 
20 63 50 
99 100 ](JI 
49 79 72 
8 10 18 
15 4 4 
5 5 J 
23 3 3 
100 IOI 100 
South Omaha 
Low 
Elderly lncon1e 
High Public 1980 
Rise I lousing NASIS 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
57 ll4 
21 28 47 
29 58 40 
36 13 IO 
14 2 J 
100 IOI 100 
4 7 
34 28 
32 lJ 
JO SJ 
JOO 101 
JI 4 
13 8 
38 42 
18 47 
100 IOI 
57 73 
21 16 
4 5 
4 6 
14 0 
100 100 
NOTE, N varies according to the nun1bcr answering a question. 'I'hc n1axin1um N for each sample in all tables based on 
household n1e1nbcrs is reported here. 
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their general health as being poorer than the general Nebraska population. 
Over one-fourth (28%) of the North Omaha and 39% of the South Omaha general 
populations reported excellent health, compared with 47% of the Nebraska 
population. As expected, residents of the elderly high rise apartments 
reported poorest health with 15% of the North and 14% of the South areas 
reporting poor health and 42% of North and 36% of the South reporting fair 
health. 
The second indicator was the degree of worry respondents had about 
their health. In both North and South Omaha the samples of elderly 
residents reported more worry about health than did the general population 
samples. The low income public housing samples were more like the 
general population than they were like the elderly samples. 
The third indicator was how often pain was felt by respondents. 
Eighty-seven percent (87%) of the general North group felt pain only occa-
sionally or not at all, and the same was true for South Omaha. 
percent (42%) of the elderly felt pain often or fairly often in 
Omaha, and the percentage was comparable (44%) in South Omaha. 
Forty-two 
North 
A fourth measure--days of confinement indoors because of illness--
indicated a majority of all populations (except North Omaha elderly at 49%) 
reported they had no days lost due to illness. The elderly populations, 
however, were most likely to have been confined more than one month during 
the year (23% in the North and 14% in the South). 
Who Has Poor Health Status? 
A major finding of an analysis of all samples combined was that people 
with higher incomes reported better health than low income persons. 
In addition, more older people reported poor health than younger people. 
Several other variables correlated with poor health, but some were also 
related to age. For instance, the Czech sample was older and also reported 
poorer health status. More Blacks and Native Americans reported poor 
health, and more divorced persons than married, single, and never married 
reported poor health. More widowed reported poor health, but a higher 
proportion of widows were old. Worry about health showed a similar 
relationship but weaker. Table III in the Appendix shows some of the 
data. 
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More low income persons also reported frequent pain and more days spent 
confined in the last year. 
Summary. The adult respondents of this survey reported poorer general 
health than the population of Nebraska. While 47% of Nebraskans reported 
themselves in excellent health, only 28%-39% of the respondents in 
the general population samples reported this high status. North and South 
Omaha were similar on the other indicators. 
Income and age were major factors affecting health status, with younger 
people in better health than older persons and high income in better 
health than low income. Blacks and Native Americans reported poorer health 
than the rest of the population. 
Health Conditions 
Five indicators of health conditions were included in the analysis: 
physical limitations, transportation limitations due to handicaps, 
mechanical aid required to get around, chronic conditions, and pregnancy. 
The presence of any of these conditions within the last year indicated 
a need for health care. 
North Omaha. In North Omaha, 33% of the older population, 7% of the 
general population, and 7% of the low income population reported physical 
limitations. These data can be seen in Table 19. Ten percent (10%) of the 
elderly population, 3% of the general population, and 3% of the low income had 
transportation limitations because of physical or health conditions. Two 
percent (2%) of the general population, 12% of the elderly, and 2% of the 
low income required mechanical aid to get around, generally crutches or a 
wheel chair. 
Sixteen percent (16%) of the general population reported a chronic con-
dition while 61% of the elderly and 14% of the low income population 
reported chronic health problems. Only 3% of the general population and 7% 
of the low income population reported pregnancies in the last year. 
South Omaha. Residents reported health conditions somewhat similar to 
North Omaha. Three percent (3%) of the general and low income populations 
reported physical limitations and 36% of the elderly. Four percent (4%) of 
the general, 2% of the low income population, and 22% of the elderly were 
limited in their transportation, and 2% of the general population, 3% of 
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General 
Population 
(Percent) 
Physical Limitations 
No 93 
Yes 7 
Total 100 
I-lave Transrortation 
Limitations 
No 97 
Yes 3 
Total 100 
TYEC of Lin1itation (N=31) 
Need help housekeeping, 
dressing, etc. 35 
( ,imired work, can keep 
house 35 
Limited outside activity/ 
exercise 29 
·rota! 99 
Rc9uirc Mechanical Aid 
for Movement 
No 98 
Bed or \Vhecl chair * .!!._/ 
Cane or crutch 2 
Total 100 
I lave Chronic Illness 
No 84 
Yes 16 
'focal 100 
Pregnant Last 12 Months 
No 97 
Yes 3 
·roral 100 
TABLE 19 
HEALTH CONDITION 
(All Household Members) 
North 01naha 
Low 
Elderly Income 
High Public General 
Rise I-lousing Population 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
67 93 97 
33 7 3 
100 100 100 
90 97 96 
10 3 4 
100 100 100 
(N=l 3) (N= 14) (N=24) 
38 50 21 
31 29 46 
31 21 33 
100 100 100 
88 98 98 
2 *~/ 
10 2 
100 100 100 
39 86 79 
61 14 21 
100 100 101 
100 93 97 
0 7 3 
100 100 100 
NOTE, See 'fable 18 for note about san1ple sizes (N). 
:.11• = less than .5%, 
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South Omaha Nebraska 
Low 
Elderly Income 1980 
High Public NASIS 
Rise Housing Adults 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
64 97 89 
36 3 11 
100 100 100 
78 98 92 
22 2 8 
100 100 100 
(N=17) (N=2) 
41 100 
35 0 
24 0 
100 100 
83 97 96 
2 0 l 15 3 4 
100 100 100 
34 90 
66 10 
100 100 
100 90 
0 10 
100 100 
the low income, and 17% of the elderly required mechanical aids. 
Twenty-one percent (21%) of the South Omaha general population had 
chronic conditions. Sixty-six percent (66%) of the elderly and 10% of 
the low income populations had chronic physical conditions. 
Who Has Health Limitations? 
More persons with low income reported limiting physical conditions and 
chronic illness than with higher incomes. As income increased, poor health 
decreased. As expected, more older people also reported poor health. In 
fact, 59% of all persons over 65 and 38% of those 45-64 reported a chronic 
condition. Table IV in the Appendix shows some of these data. 
Summary 
The adults from the target population reported more health problems 
than the 1980 Nebraska population. 
Health conditions were affected by socio-economic factors. Physical 
limitations were significantly higher among the elderly, the low income 
persons, and persons on Social Security (related to age). Chronic con-
ditions were also significantly related to these factors. 
Health Attitudes 
A number of deep seated attitudes may be responsible, to some extent, 
for the patterns of health care that people have. To test this assumption, 
a set of attitude questions was included in this survey. Some items in the 
set were selected from a number of other surveys so that comparison with 
other populations could be made. During the pre-test of the interview 
schedule, both interviewers and respondents were critical of the attitude 
items. Many could see little use in their inclusion and were embarrassed 
to read them. Consequently, many of the prevalidated items were deleted 
or the wording changed so that the target populations were comfortable with 
them. 
Attitude items were put in a modified Likert-type scale with the choice 
of "agree" or "disagree" given to respondents. Indigenous interviewers 
were found to be awkward in reading the response frame usual with this type 
of scale. If a respondent hesitated too long or could not decide, a 
neutral/don't know response was circled. 
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Six attitude areas were included in the scale that might affect health 
care utilization or under-utilization. First was an item that was a 
measure the degree to which people feel they have control over what happens 
to them. If the item is valid, those who agree with it would have an 
external locus of control. They would expect pain as a matter of course 
and would be less likely actively to seek relief. Those who disagree would 
have an internal locus of control. They would more likely take preventive 
health steps sooner than those who agree. Persons who are older, less edu-
cated, and with lower incomes would be expected to agree with this item 
most often. Furthermore, they are less likely to know about available 
alternatives or to have the physical and financial resources to seek alter-
natives. Table 20 shows the results. 
In the general populations, about half of the respondents agreed with 
the item. As expected, more than three-fourths of the respondents in the 
high rise elderly public housing agreed. Residents of the low income 
public housing were mixed, with a larger proportion of the North than South 
agreeing with the statement. 
The second item, "I seek advice from my family when I'm 111," was 
included to understand more clearly the effect of family on the process of 
seeking health care. Table 20 indicates those in the low income public 
housing samples were most likely to agree, and those in the elderly high 
rise samples were least likely to agree. Other data, not reported in Table 
20, indicate a stronger relationship of this attitude with age than ethnic 
identification. 
The third attitude investigated was in regard to the belief in the 
effectiveness of modern medicine. Two items were used to measure this atti-
tude. One item stated negatively, "If you wait long enough, you can get 
over almost any illness without getting medical aid, 11 and one stated posi-
tively, "Modern medicine can cure almost any illness. 11 
Eleven percent (11%) of the general population and 17% of the low 
income samples in the North agreed that one can get over most illnesses 
without medical aid. In the South the percentages were somewhat higher for 
these two groups--14% and 20%, respectively. The group with the highest 
percentage agreeing with this item was elderly persons in the North (22%) 
while 19% of the elderly in the South agreed. On the other hand, older 
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TABLE 20 
HEALTH PRACTICE ATTITUDES 
(Respondents) 
Percent Agreeing 
North Omaha South Omaha 
Low Low 
Elderly Income Elderly Income 
General High Public General High Public 
Population Rise }·lousing Population Rise I-lousing 
A person must expect a good deal 
of pain in life 52 78 70 51 80 51 
Seek advice from family when ill 38 32 53 46 35 63 
Belief in Effectiveness of Medical 
Science 
If you wait long enough you can get 
over almost any illness without 
medical aid 11 22 17 14 19 20 
Modern medicine can cure n1ost any 
illness 32 50 35 42 43 63 
Self Treatment 
A person understands his/her own 
overall physical health better than 
doctors 53 62 51 38 59 44 
I usually try several treatments before 
going to the doctor 64 54 47 56 32 56 
I usually forget the doctor's instructions 
by the time I get h omc [4 24 12 10 15 22 
Prevention 
-----
Going to doctor for an annual check up 
usually takes more time than it's worth 45 38 44 26 20 39 
A severe headache calls for medical care 
only if it's still there after a couple of 
\veeks 42 30 56 45 57 37 
I only go to the dentist when I have 
a toothache or other dental problcn1 58 78 59 45 64 68 
Family llcalth Care Pattern 
Father seldo1n went to the doctor 46 51 41 75 87 56 
Mother went to doctor only when she 
had a severe illness or a baby 48 60 56 74 83 68 
NOTE, See ·rable J 5 for note about sa1nple sizes (N). 
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persons appeared to have more faith in modern medicine, 50% (North) and 43% 
(South). In the general population samples, 32% (North) and 42% (South) 
agreed with the statement that modern medicine can cure almost any illness. 
The fourth attitude measured was that of active participation in health 
care including self-treatment. A positive relationship would be expected 
between most of these items and the prevention items that follow. The 
attitude was measured by three items: "A person understands his/her overall 
physical health better than his/her doctor does," "I usually try several 
treatments for myself before going to the doctor," and "I usually forget 
the doctor's instructions by the time I get home." These items did not 
measure precisely the same attitudes but were correlated with each other. 
On the first item persons from traditional cultures would be expected to 
have more faith in authority, including medical authority. This expec-
tation was supported by the data. A lower percentage of persons from more 
traditional South Omaha agreed with this statement. Interestingly, both 
older samples agreed with the item most strongly. Perhaps their experiences 
in old age with its medical problems have affected their beliefs. 
More than half of all groups except South Omaha elderly and North low 
income agreed that they tried several self-treatments before going to the 
doctor. The North Omaha general population had the highest agreement with 
this item (64%). The method of payment for medical care might affect 
responses to this item. 
The negative self-help item had little agreement. Only 14% of the 
North Omaha general population and 10% of the South agreed. The strongest 
agreement was from the elderly in the North and the low income group in the 
South. 
The fifth attitude related to prevention. Three items, all negatively 
stated, were used to measure these attitudes. The negative statements 
were used to avoid a possible halo effect where the general culture 
expect preventive measures, and a tendency is present to agree with them 
without thinking. The items were: "Going to the doctor for an annual 
check-up usually takes more time than it's worth," "A severe headache 
calls for medical care only if it's still there after a couple of weeks," 
and "I only go to the dentist when I have a toothache or other problem." 
The North general and elderly populations agreed somewhat less than 
their equivalents in the South about medical care for a severe headache. 
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The low income populations did not fit the pattern. The strongest 
agreement on a prevention item was on dental care. The elderly showed 
strong agreement with the statement that they would go to the dentist only 
when they had a problem. 
The final attitude was measured to determine the family health behavior. 
Family health behavior might be expected to affect respondents• health 
behaviors. The attitude was measured by two items: "When I was a child, 
my father seldom went to the doctor," and "My mother went to the doctor 
only when she had a severe illness or a baby." A larger percentage of 
each South population than the North populations agreed to the item. 
The most agreement was in the elderly high rise population. 
What Affects Attitudes? 
People who paid for all of their health care out-of-pocket were more 
likely than others to have values favoring self-treatment and question 
the value of an annual checkup. Those relying on insurance for their 
health costs were least likely to agree that they understood their 
health better than physicians. Poorer persons were more likely than 
those earning more to agree with the anti-prevention attitude questions. 
Table Vin the Appendix shows these data. 
Fewer Blacks, Mexican Americans, and older persons reported values of 
prevention, and more reported self-treatment values. 
More people with strong ethnic identification and more older people 
reported consultations with family on medical treatment and showed family 
patterns where parents seldom sought medical care. 
Expectation of pain in life was related to low income, old age, and 
source of payment for medical care. 
Whether these attitudes and practices were related to socialization at 
a young age or were a result of life experience is difficult to say with 
these data. 
Summary 
The target populations shared the value of prevention with the rest of 
the United States population. However, further analysis indicated that 
socio-economic factors had an effect on many of the items. In general, 
age, income, and source of payment for medical care affected expectation 
of pain, three prevention items, and the self-treatment items. 
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IV 
RESULTS - UTILIZATION OF HEALTH CARE FACILITIES 
The patterns of health care utilization discovered in the survey are 
reported here in three sections: 1) a report of the last medical and den-
tal utilization and some greater detail on the most recent use, 2) a 
description of the usual source of medical care, and 3) a report on satis-
faction with medical services. 
Summary of Findings 
- North and South Omaha populations reported about the same proportion 
of doctor visits in the last year with the highest proportion in the 
South Omaha low income public housing sample. 
The proportion of the target population making doctor visits in the last 
year was similar to Nebraska even though fewer in the target population 
reported their health as excellent. 
- Persons with income over $20,000, those who paid for health care with 
insurance, and persons under 19 had the most preventive doctor and 
dental visits and were more likely to telephone the doctor for 
advice. 
- More Blacks, persons with income under $5,000, and people from 20-44 
(those with children) used the emergency room for evening and weekend 
medical care; more older people waited until regular hours. 
- The usual source of medical care was directly related to income, eth-
nicity, and method of payment. More Blacks and low income persons 
used hospital outpatient and other public clinics. Those paying 
out-of-pocket only used private physicians less frequently than those 
relying on insurance. Use of a car, less travel time, and shorter 
waits were more often true of high income persons and Caucasians. 
- North Omaha populations were generally less satisfied with medical 
care. 
- South Omaha low income populations were most satisfied with most aspects 
of medical care. 
- People who paid for medical care out-of-pocket only were least satisfied. 
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Recent Utilization of Health Care Facilities 
Doctor Visits and Reasons for Visits 
One of the early questions asked in the interview was, "How long ago did 
(person) have an examination or check-up or was seen by a doctor?" 
Seventy-four percent (74%) of the general North sample and 75% of the 
general South sample had seen a doctor within the last year. Table 21 
shows these data. In both areas, more residents in high rise apartments 
for the elderly and low income public housing reported doctor visits in the 
last year than did the general population samples (88% for elderly 
and 81% and 92% for low income housing residents). 
The high percentage of doctor visits in the low income housing occurred 
because children usually have more regular visits for medical care than 
adults. When doctor visits for persons 19 years old and older were exa-
mined, a different picture emerged. Table 22 shows the distribution. 
Respondents in the survey had seen a doctor in the last year in a pat-
tern similar to respondents to the Nebraska Annual Social Indicators Survey. 
Seventy-five percent (75%) reported seeing the doctor in the last year. 
Reasons for the last doctor visit included not feeling good, required, 
time for an examination, and pregnant. Time for an examination was con-
sidered a preventive visit. South Omaha residents in the elderly high 
rises and low income public housing had fewer of these visits than did 
their North Omaha counterparts. When only residents over 19 were examined, 
residents of the target areas reported a similar distribution of preventive 
but more illness-related visits than Nebraskans. 
Even fewer people reported dental examinations in the last year espe-
cially residents of the elderly high rises. Only 23% of South and 32% of 
North elderly high rise residents had visited a dentist in the last year. 
More then one third (37%) North and 50% South had not visited the dentist 
for over five years. The other South populations had more visits than the 
North populations in the last year. Only 43% of the adults had visited the 
dentist in the last year compared with 58% of Nebraskans. 
A majority of dental visits for adults were for problems (54%), and 
only 37% were for regular check-ups. 
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TABLE 21 
UTILIZATION OF PRIMARY HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
(All Household Members) 
North On1aha South Oinaha 
Low Low 
Elderly Income Elderly lncon1c 
General High Public General High Public 
Population Rise I-lousing Population Rise Housing 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
Last Doctor Visit 
Last 3 months 29 } 49} 45} 39} 61 } 51 l 3-6 months 16 74 17 88 14 81 15 75 2~ 88 IO J 92 
6 months-I year 29 22 22 21 31 
1-2 years 17 10 15 14 9 5 
2-5 years 6 2 2 7 2 2 
More than 5 years 4 1 I 4 2 2 
Never 0 0 0 0 0 Cl 
Total 101 IOI 99 100 101 101 
Reason for Last Doctor Visit 
Not feeling good 32 30 27 31 34 37 
Required 20 20 15 20 34 13 
Time for an examination 46 50 52 46 32 41 
Pregnant 3 0 5 2 0 9 
Total 101 100 99 99 100 I 00 
Last Dentist Visit 
Last 3 months 13 } 15} 14} 18 } 
; } 23 18 l 3-6 n1onths 14 47 
I~ 
32 8 43 14 51 17 58 
6 months-1 year 20 21 19 11 1' 
1-2 years 23 12 14 15 11 u 
2-5 years 11 12 13 11 14 10 
More than 5 years 11 37 IO 15 50 5 
Never 8 7 20 9 2 14 
Total 100 100 100 IOI 100 100 
Reason for Last Dentist Visit 
Toothache/problem 44 78 43 40 82 31 
Regular checkup 43 13 50 55 15 65 
Don't know 13 8 7 5 4 4 
Total IOU 99 100 JOO IOI 100 
NOl'E: Sec Table 18 for note about sa,np[e sizes (N). 
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Last Doctor Visit 
Last 3 months 
3-6 months 
6 months-1 year 
1-2 years 
2-5 years 
More than 5 years 
Never 
Total N=l,229 
Reason for Last Doctor Visit 
Not feeling good 
Required/time for an exan1ination 
Pregnant 
Total N=l,201 
Last Dentist Visit 
Last 3 months 
3-6 n1onths 
6 n1onths-l year 
1-2 years 
2-5 years 
More than 5 years 
Never 
Total N=l,212 
Reason for Last Dentist Visit 
·roothache/problcm 
Regular check up 
Don't know 
Total N=l,171 
TABLE 22 
LAST DOCTOR VISIT FOR ADULTS 
Percent 
41} 14 75 
20 
14 
7 
4 
100 
37 
59 
4 
100 
15} 11 43 
17 
18 
18 
20 
2 
101 
54 
37 
9 
100 
60 
Nebraska 
1980 NASIS 
75 
58 
Who Reported the Most Preventive Utilization? 
Age, income, and source of payment were noticeable factors affecting 
prevention. Preventive patterns with different economic, age, ethnic, 
and source of payment groups are detailed on Table VI in the Appendix. 
Persons who combined health insurance and out-of-pocket as payment, persons 
with household income over $20,000, and children under 19 had most preven-
tive doctor and dental visits. While 23% of the population from 45-64 had 
not visited a dentist in over five years, this percentage was 40% for per-
sons over 65. A direct linear relationship can be seen between income and 
percent of the population whose last dental visit was preventive. 
Visits Since First of the Year 
A more specific set of questions was asked about doctor visits since 
the first of the year (three to six months prior to the interviews). 
Previous health studies have shown that more valid information comes from 
asking questions about a specific, recent doctor visit. In the North 40% 
of the general population reported a visit since the first of the year. 
This was the lowest percentage of any of the populations. The elderly 
reported the most visits, 63% in North and 66% in South. Fifty-three per-
cent (53%) of the North and 45% of South low income populations reported 
visits since the first of the year. Table 23 shows these data. 
Fewer residents in the elderly high rise apartments than those in the 
general population reported visits for a check-up, and more reported 
chronic illness, receiving medication, and illnesses as the reasons for their 
visit since the first of the year. When adults only were examined, 50% had 
a doctor visit since the first of the year. Of these visits, 36% were for 
a check-up, and 1% were for an immunization. 
Doctor-Patient Interaction at Visit. A number of questions were 
asked about interactions at the most recent visits. Table 24 shows the 
results, and Table VII in the Appendix gives socio-economic factors. Most 
people were told the name of the illness if they didn't know it (78%-100% 
of the six sub-samples). Most were given an explanation if needed 
(82%-95%). Most of those answering the question had drugs prescribed at 
their last visit (63%-76%) and had the drugs explained to them (78%-86%). 
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TABLE 23 
DOCTOR VISIT SINCE FIRST OF THE YEAR 
(All Household Members) 
North Omaha South Omaha 
Low Low 
Elderly Income Elderly Income 
General High Public General High Public 
Population Rise llousing Population Rise I-lousing 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
Doctor Visit Since First 
of the Year 
Yes 40 63 53 51 66 45 
No 60 37 47 49 34 55 
Total 100 JOO 100 100 100 JOO 
Reason 
Illness 29 31 31 28 32 43 
Injury 7 8 6 8 3 7 
Pregnancy 5 0 8 3 0 15 
Check-up 44 38 37 41 37 28 
Immunization 5 0 9 0 2 
Regular medication or care 2 4 I 2 11 0 
Chronic 5 15 4 12 II 7 
Other 2 4 4 4 8 0 
Total 99 JOO 100 99 I 02 102 
NOTE: Sec Table 18 for note about sample sizes (N). 
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TABLE 24 
OTHER HEALTH CARE UTI LIZA Tl ON FACTORS 
( Respondents) 
North Omaha South Omaha 
Low Low 
Elderly Income Elderly lnco,ne 
General High Public General High Public 
Population Rise Housing Population Rise Housing 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
Diagnosis 
Told Name of Illness (NI (35) (8) (25) 152) (11 I 19) 
Yes 89 100 76 83 82 78 
No 11 0 24 17 18 22 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Explanation Given if Needed IN) (78) (191 156) (130) 126) 117) 
Yes 95 79 98 87 85 82 
No 5 21 2 13 15 18 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Drugs 
Drugs Given IN) (102) (21) (62) (143) (32) (19) 
Yes 72 76 76 73 69 63 
No 28 24 24 27 31 37 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Explanation of Drugs Given IN) (76) 1181 (49) 1113) (23) (12) 
Yes 91 78 96 84 78 92 
No 9 22 4 16 22 8 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Horne Care 
Explanation Given (NI (83) (20) 161 I (127) 129) (20) 
Yc!s 95 100 97 89 86 95 
No 5 0 3 11 14 5 
Tot;.il 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Advice Foll owed (NI (1181 125) (63) (140) (35) (21) 
Yes 76 84 87 84 69 86 
No 24 16 13 16 31 10 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Telephone Care 
Doctor Telephoned for Advice IN) (2791 (38) (105) (318) (54) (40) 
Yes 16 21 10 24 30 15 
No 84 79 90 76 70 85 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Put on Hold or Called Back IN) 1771 (14) (16) (88) 118) (10) 
Yes 44 50 44 51 39 20 
No 56 50 56 49 61 80 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Evening/Weekend Care 
Needt~d Evening/Weekend Care INI 1246) 137) (94) 13021 (52) (34) 
Yes 10 3 16 10 4 15 
No 90 97 84 90 96 85 
Totnl 100 100 100 100 100 100 
How OtJtained IN) (271 111 117) {35) (3) (5) 
Waited 22 100 6 6 67 20 
Callml Regular Doctor 26 0 12 43 0 0 
E-rnerger1cy Ruurn 41 0 71 40 33 HO 
Otht~r 11 0 12 11 0 0 
Total 100 100 101 100 100 100 
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Most respondents said that if applicable they had been given advice for 
home care (86%-100%). When asked if the doctor's advice had been followed, 
most said yes (69%-87%). More people in the 20-44 age group (30%) and 
with incomes over $20,000 (29%) said that they did not follow the doctor's 
orders. Probably these groups had more education and were less likely to 
accept the authority of the doctor without question. 
Other Utilization of Service 
Respondents were asked if they had telephoned a doctor for advice since 
the first of this year. Relatively few said yes (10%-30%). Younger people 
20-44, high income people, and non-Blacks were more likely to telephone. 
These may also be the groups that used private physicians. 
Respondents were asked if they had needed medical care evenings and 
weekends since the first of the year and if so how they obtained that care. 
Approximately 40% of persons in.the general population samples who needed 
evening/weekend care went to the emergency room of a hospital. 
Blacks, people with incomes under $5,000, and those 20-44 years old 
used emergency rooms more for evening and weekend care. Those with 
low incomes (19%) were more likely to wait than those with higher incomes. 
Summary 
More low income and elderly persons reported doctor visits in the last 
year than either the general, the Nebraska, or the national populations. 
Most respondents reported that the doctor explained the illness or 
problem, the medicines given, and the home care that was necessary. 
Respondents generally followed the doctor's advice on home care, but 
few telephoned for advice or sought health care on evenings or weekends. 
Income and age were two factors that helped explain different patterns of 
utilization. In most cases higher income and younger age were associated 
with more preventive utilization. However, the reverse was true for those 
who reported following a doctor's advice at home. 
Usual Source of Medical Care 
When asked if they had a usual source of medical care, most respondents 
said yes. Of the few who replied no, the dominant reason was because they 
had not been ill. This section will concentrate on the nature of the usual 
source of care. 
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Type of Care 
Table 25 shows the type of care usually used by the area populations. 
A smaller proportion of the North populations received their medical care 
in a physician's office than did the corresponding South populations. In 
the North only 58% of the general, 58% of elderly, and 33% of the low 
income public housing populations received their care in a physician's 
office while 52% of low income, 24% of elderly, and 30% of the general 
population used hospital outpatient services. Approximately 9% to 18% 
used other public clinics. In South Omaha 80% of the general, 75% of the 
elderly, and 49% of the low income populations used a private physician. 
From 10 to 17% of the population used outpatient clinics and 6% to 32% used 
other public clinics, the 32% being unique to one South Omaha facility. 
Less than 4% of any group of respondents used hospital emergency rooms 
as a usual source of care. 
Reason for Use of Care Source 
Table 25 shows the reason for the choice of care source. South's low 
income public housing population had an atypical reason unique to its loca-
tion. The one low income housing project is situated quite near to the 
South Omaha Neighborhood Association building which houses a variety of 
public clinics operated by the Douglas County Health Department and 
University of Nebraska Medical Center. Only 19% of the South general and 
elderly populations chose a care source because of proximity compared to 41% 
of those in the housing project. Among the North populations, 26% of the 
general, 15% of the elderly, and 23% of the low income chose their care 
sources because of proximity. 
Family and friends played a dominant part in the choice of the usual 
source of care, Thirty-six percent (36%) of the North's and 41% of the 
South's general populations used facilities that their families had always 
used or recommended. Another 15% of the South and 13% of the North had 
facilities recommended by friends. From 42% to 51% of all other popula-
tions used medical facilities because of family or friends. The elderly 
used more facilities recommended by other doctors, 32% for North and 19% 
for South. Social agencies played a larger part in the choice among low 
income public housing residents than for other groups, and fewer than 13% 
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I-lave a Usual Source 
of Care 
Yes 
No 
Total 
Type of Care 
Private doctor 
Outpatient clinic 
I lospital emergency room 
Other public clinic/facility 
Other 
Total 
Reason for Choice 
Nearby 
Fan1ily always went there 
Recon1n1cndcd by family 
Recommended by friend 
Referred by other doctor 
Referred by social agency 
Newspaper/media 
Total 
Years Using Source 
Under 1 year 
1-2 years 
3-4 years 
5-9 years 
10-14 years 
15-19ycars 
20-24 years 
25 + years 
Total 
TABLE 25 
USUAL SOURCES OF CARE 
(Respondents) 
North Omaha South Omaha 
Low 
Elderly lncorne Elderly 
General High Public General High 
Population Rise I lousing Population Rise 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
97 91 94 97 98 
3 9 6 3 2 
100 100 100 IOU 100 
58 58 33 80 75 
30 24 52 10 14 
2 0 2 0 2 
9 18 II 9 6 
0 4 
IOU JOO 99 100 101 
26 15 23 19 19 
24 15 26 23 21 
12 15 13 18 17 
13 12 12 15 12 
11 32 8 11 19 
4 0 6 1 2 
10 12 13 12 10 
100 101 101 99 I 00 
10 11 12 9 19 
8 14 11 10 8 
17 11 15 12 21 
21' 17' 26' 20* 15* 
20 22 II 16 10 
8 8 5 10 10 
7 () 12 10 6 
9 17 9 13 12 
100 100 IOI 100 IOI 
NOTE: See 1'able 15 for note about sarnple sizes (N). 
* = n1edian value 
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Nebraska National 
Low 
Income 
Public 1980 1970 
I-lousing NASIS 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
95 89 
5 11 
100 100 
49 67 67 
17 
2 18 
32 
0 15 
IOU 100 
41 
21 
7 
14 
5 
5 
7 
100 
21 
7 
26* 
24 
10 
2 
2 
7 
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of any population chose sources of care because of public relations or 
advertising through the media. 
Years Using Source of Care 
The number of years respondents had been using their medical facilities 
illustrates the difficulty that new medical services are likely to have. 
Almost half (49%) of the South and 44% of the North general populations had 
used the same source of care for 10 years or more. Forty-seven percent 
(47%) of the North elderly and 38% of the South elderly had used the same 
source of care that long. Twenty-three (23%) of the North low income popu-
lation had used their facilities only one or two years. Some of this may 
be explained by the move of St. Joseph Hospital to North 30th Street. 
Patterns of Use of Health Care Facilities 
More Caucasians, people with health insurance, and higher income persons 
used private physicians as their usual source of care. More Blacks, people 
who paid for health care out-of-pocket, and those with income under $5,000 
used hospital outpatient clinics and other public clinics. 
Travel and Office Waiting Time at Usual Source of Care 
The dominant mode of reaching usual sources of care for the general 
population was by their own cars, 61% in the North and 73% in the South. 
Table 26 shows the data. Another 15% in the North and 12% in the South 
used someone else's car. The dominant mode for other North populations 
was by bus, 40% for elderly and 41% for low income. Other South popula-
tions used their own or someone else's car, with 27% of the elderly and 33% of 
the low income relying on others for rides. Other frequent modes were the 
bus for elderly (25%), and walking (28%) and bus (16%) for low income. The 
large proportion of walkers was due to the proximity of the SONA facili-
ties. 
Travel time to medical care was faster for the South populations than 
the North. Approximately two-thirds (66% to 69%) of the South populations 
traveled 15 minutes or less. Only 40% to 52% of the North populations tra-
veled this small an amount of time. More than a half hour was spent by 26% 
of the North elderly and 20% of the North low income populations to reach 
their medical facilities. 
The modal waiting time for the doctor after reaching the office was 15 
to 30 minutes for all populations except the North Omaha elderly high 
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'franseortation Method 
Own car 
Other car 
Taxi 
Bus 
Walk 
Other 
Total 
Travel Time to Ile~ lar 
Sou rec of Care 
1-10 n1inutes 
11-15 minutes 
16-20 minutes 
21-30 minutes 
Over 30 n1inutes 
rfotal 
Length of Time to Wait 
Under 15 minutes 
15-30 minutes 
30-60 minutes 
Over 1 hour 
Total 
TABLE 26 
TRANSPORTATION METHOD, TIME TO REACH, AND 
SCHEDULING FOR REGULAR SOURCE OF CARE 
(Respondents) 
North Omaha South Omaha 
Low 
Elderly Income Elderly 
General High Public General High 
Population Rise I lousing Population Rise 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
61 6 16 73 10 
15 17 23 12 27 
7 26 16 14 
13 40 41 10 25 
2 6 I 3 15 
2 6 2 I 10 
100 IOI 99 100 I 01 
22 20 26 42 34 
30 20 16 24 32 
21 14 20 20 12 
15 20 19 10 12 
12 26 20 4 10 
JOO 100 IOI 100 100 
14 31 22 25 30 
43 28 31 36 38 
35 28 21 25 20 
8 13 25 14 12 
100 100 99 100 JOO 
NOTE: See Table 15 for note about sample sizes (N). 
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National 
Low 
Income 
Public 1970 
I-fousing 
(Percent) (Percent} 
19 
33 
2 
16 
28 
2 
100 
49 } 51 
20 
15 l 40 
7 f 
IO 9 
101 I 00 
12 } 55 
61 
12 21 
15 25 
100 10 I 
rise residents. However, 8% to 25% of the populations reported waiting 
an hour or longer at their usual sources of care. 
Factors Affecting Travel and Office Waiting Time 
In general more Blacks, older people, persons with incomes under 
$5,000, persons who paid for medical care out-of-pocket only and with 
Medicare or Medicaid traveled to the doctor by bus, traveled longer, and 
waited longer for care. 
Travel by car or bus, travel time, and waiting time were all signifi-
cantly related to income. 
Summary 
The usual sources of care of the target populations were similar to 
state and national patterns which showed that low income and minority popu-
lations used hospital outpatient and other clinics more than higher income 
groups but that the dominant pattern was still use of the private physi-
cian. In the state, 67% of the adult population reported using a private 
physician. This is more than all North Omaha samples and the South low 
income public housing samples but less than the other South Omaha samples. 
Of all adults in the study, 64% used private physicians. 
Waiting time after arrival at a medical facility showed about the same 
pattern, with Blacks, older people, and lower income persons waiting 
slightly longer. 
Satisfaction with Usual Source of Care 
Satisfaction was asked in two ways, first as a set of general attitude 
items and second in reference to usage of a specific facility. The latter 
will be discussed in the next chapter. Analysis of the general 
attitude item is mitigated by three well-recognized factors: 
1. Older persons are more likely to accept the institutional arrange-
ments made by those in authority especially if these arrangements 
have been in effect most of their lifetimes. The "status quo" 
is more comfortable and acceptable than change, even if a change 
might benefit them. 
2. To some extent, immigrants traditionally have been careful in their 
criticism of institutional arrangements, especially official ones. 
3. People who are not aware of scientific advances that increase the 
quality of life are apt to be more satisfied with their lives without 
the availability of the advances. 
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These three factors are a major reason for the inclusion of key infor-
mants in this research. Community leaders usually are more aware of the 
situation and are less afraid to speak out about poor services or lack of 
them. They are also aware of and can speak to the cultural factors that 
affect utilization. 
Health program administrators are aware of the new scientific advances 
and knowledge and know what it means to later life if blood pressure 
remains high, venereal disease runs unchecked, and pregnant woman are not 
counseled. 
This section will include results from the general satisfaction 
items. Responses to items about usage of specific providers in Omaha and 
responses from key informants will be found in the next chapter. 
General Satisfaction 
Residents of both North and South Omaha were generally satisfied with 
their over-all medical care, but the South was more satisfied than the 
North. Table 27 shows their responses to a set of questions about satis-
faction. When asked if they were satisfied or dissatisfied with the over-
all quality of their medical care, 92% to 95% of the South populations and 
82% to 87% of the North reported satisfaction. The South populations 
reported even more satisfaction (92% to 98%) with the over-all quality of 
doctors. Again, 82% to 85% of the North populations were satisfied. The 
difference betwen the two general populations was significant and remained 
the pattern for the other satisfaction items. 
Respondents reported similar satisfaction with other medical service 
items. Between 90% and 93% of the South populations and 79% to 89% of the 
North populations were satisfied with follow-up care, and 87% to 93% of the 
South and 79% to 83% of the North populations were satisfied with the con-
cern of doctors for their over-all health. 
Costs. Less satisfaction was reported with other aspects of medical care. 
The smallest proportion was satisfied with cost factors. Only 61% to 70% 
of South and 49% to 66% of the North populations were satisfied with the 
out-of-pocket costs of medical care, with the general populations least 
satisfied. Respondents were also dissatisfied with the availability and 
cost of parking with only 52% to 70% of the South and 45% to 65% of the 
North populations satisfied. Fewer elderly from both North and South were 
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TABLE 27 
SATISFACTION WITH HEALTH CARE 
(Respondents) 
Percent Satisfied 
North Omaha South On1aha 
LO\V Low 
Elderly Income Elderly Income 
General High Public General High Public 
Population Rise Housing Population Rise Housing 
Satisfaction with Service 
Overall quality of medical care 83 82 87 92 93 95 
Overall quality of doctors 85 82 85 92 96 98 
Follo\v-up care after first treannent 84 79 89 90 91 93 
Concern of doctors about overall health 83 79 81 89 87 93 
Satisfaction with Cost 
Our-of-pocket costs 49 61 66 61 70 67 
Availability/cost of parking 57 45 65 70 52 67 
Satisfaction with Convenience/ Availability 
of Care 
--~ 
Waiting tin1e in doctor's office 52 82 55 65 80 70 
Availability of care evenings/weekends 51 50 67 60 59 65 
Ease of travel to doctor's location 77 92 79 89 92 91 
Satisfaction with lnformtion/ 
Communication 
Information about where to find 
special kind of medical, 1nental 
health, dentaJ care 64 76 81 64 83 91 
Information given about \vhat \vas 
wrong 80 82 82 89 89 88 
Information given about how to 
take care of self at home 86 86 93 91 89 100 
lnforn1ation about n1e<lication 83 84 90 91 89 100 
N(Yl'E: See l'ab[c 15 for note about sample sizes (N). 
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satisfied with this aspect of service. 
Convenience/Availability. Respondents were not very satisfied with the 
convenience and availability of their medical care. Only 52% of the North 
and 65% of the South general populations were satisfied with waiting time 
in doctors' offices. Both low income populations were slightly more 
satisfied with waiting time. The same general pattern was true of satis-
faction with services available evenings and weekends, except that the 
older populations were less satisfied. 
Larger proportions were satisfied with ease of travel to doctors' offi-
ces, 77% of the North and 89% of the general populations, 79% of the North 
and 91% of the low income populations, and 92% of the North and South 
elderly were satisfied with ease of travel. 
Information/Communications. From 80% to 89% of the populations expressed 
satisfaction with the information given to them by the doctor about 
their physical conditions, and 83% to 100% were satisfied with information 
about home care and medicine. The North general population usually had the 
smallest proportion expressing satisfaction on all of these items. 
The general and elderly populations expressed less satisfaction on 
information available about other services such as mental health, dental 
services, alcohol treatment, etc. Only 64% of the North and South general 
populations and 76% of the North and 83% of the South elderly populations 
expressed satisfaction. Low income populations were most satisfied. 
Who is Least Satisfied? 
Table X in the Appendix shows the patterns of satisfaction. The most 
predictable is that people who paid out-of-pocket only showed least satis-
faction with all aspects of medical care. Fewer Blacks and Mexican 
Americans were satisfied with cost, convenience, and availability of care. 
Those earning between $5,000 and $19,999 were least satisfied with cost 
and quality of care. 
Summary 
Two facts stood out in the analysis of the satisfaction items. 
First, South Omaha populations expressed more satisfaction on nearly all 
items than did the North Omaha populations. Second, South Omaha low income 
persons expressed more satisfaction than did the South general population 
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on nearly all items. This may be related to the presence of the SONA 
facilities. 
v 
UTILIZATION OF PRIMARY HEALTH CARE 
FACILITIES BY NORTH AND SOUTH OMAHA RESIDENTS 
One of the questions that health care providers were asked was, "If you 
could have any information from users of your facility for use in your 
future planning, what would it be?" The usual response was that they would 
like to know how people felt about their facility; what they liked and did 
not like. This chapter is a response to that query. The data will be pre-
sented in three sections with little interpretive comment or summary. 
Four types of primary care health services were considered primary 
health care facilities in the research: hospitals, clinics, private 
physicians/groups, and Visiting Nurse Association health maintenance sites. 
Although the latter are seldom considered primary care, much screening 
and/or preventive care is provided by these facilities. 
The chapter has four sections: 1) a description of the area's facili-
ties, with details about the public clinics and where patients using the 
facilities originate; 2) an analysis of which facilities were designated 
as the "usual source of care" by respondents of the survey; 3) reported 
satisfaction with health care analyzed by facility; and 4) a discussion of 
factors suggested by survey respondents and key informants that seem to 
affect utilization of facilities by the target population. 
Summary of Findings 
More health care providers are found in South Omaha than in 
North Omaha. 
More South Omaha residents visit clinics and use VNA 
services than North Omaha residents. 
People generally tend to use health care facilities near to 
their homes. 
The UNMC Outpatient Clinic and St. Joseph Outpatient Clinic are 
most frequently used by lower income residents, and private physi-
cians are most frequently used by the general population. 
The SONA Health Clinics are used by 49% of the South low-income housing 
residents. 
Users of private physicians are most satisfied with most aspects of 
their care and users of the outpatient clinics least satisfied. 
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Primary Health Care Providers and Patient Origin 
North Omaha Providers 
Three public clinics, two private physicians, and four VNA health 
maintenance sites were the only primary care providers in the North Omaha 
target area at the time of the survey. Since then, one of the clinics, the 
Community Plaza Health Center, has ceased operations. Two additional VNA 
sites and St. Joseph Hospital are just outside of the area, and the 
University of Nebraska Medical Center, Clarkson Hospital, and Lutheran 
Hospital are fairly near. Figure 3 lists the facilities and Map 5 locates 
them. 
Clark Street Clinic. The Clark Street Clinic, operated by the Douglas 
County Health Department, is located in the Logan Fontenelle housing area 
on the corner of 22nd and Clark Streets. The clinic was designed to pro-
vide health screening, immunizations, and well care to children. The cli-
nic is also providing sickness care, although that was not the original 
intent of the program. Many services at the clinic are free. The clinic 
has been operating in the same location for 15 years in an older brick 
building owned by the Omaha Housing Authority. The waiting area appears 
clean but plain. A small table and chairs are available for children and 
chairs for adults. 
Services are available by appointment. Waiting time for appointments 
does not seem excessive. A parent must accompany the child to the clinic. 
The clinic has recently expanded its hours of operation to accommodate the 
schedules of school children. The clinic is open every weekday afternoon. 
Staff appear to be friendly and helpful and seem to have a personal rela-
tionship with the patients. 
Douglas County also operates a venereal disease clinic at this center 
two evenings per week, and an OB/GYN clinic operated by the University of 
Nebraska Medical Center is held one evening per week at this location. 
A satellite office of the Visiting Nurse Association is also located in 
the building 
Community Plaza Health Center. The Community Plaza Health Center at 
4601 N. 36th Street in the old Immanuel Hospital building housed two dif-
ferent health clinics where a wide variety of primary health services were 
provided. Since the center closed, clients are now being served through 
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FIGURE 3 
PRIMARY CARE PROVIDERS IN NORTH OMAHA 
North Omaha providers found within or on the periphery of the target area include the following: 
Clark Street Clinic (N. 22nd) 
1. In1munization 
2. Pediatric Clinic 
3. VD Clinic 
4. 08/GYN Clinic 
Community Plaza 1-lealth Center (36th & Meredith) 
c:ornmunity Plaza Fan1ily Practice Clinic 
1. Adult Clinic 
2. Dental Clinic 
University Nebraska Medicare Center North Clinic 
1. Children and Youth/Pediatric Clinic 
2. Family Planning Clinic 
3. OB/CYN Clinic 
4. WIC Progra1n 
5. Maternal and Infant Care Clinic 
Creighton Family Practice Clinic (4415 N. 28th Ave.) 
Visiting Nurse Association IJealth Maintenance Sites/Van 
1. Evans Tower (3600 N. 24th) 
2. Florence To\vcrs (5100 Florence) 
3. Miller Park Presbyterian Church 
4. St. l'heresa's (14th & Ogden) 
5. St. Benedict's (24th & Grant) 
6. Wesley Methodist (N. 34th) 
Clarkson I lospital En1ergcncy H.00111 
lmn1anuel l lospital En1ergency Room 
In1n1anucl Outpatient Clinic 
Lutheran Hospital En1crgcncy Roorn (515 S. 26th St.) 
Saint Joseph llospital En1ergency 1{00111 (601 North 30th) 
Saint Joseph I lospital Outpatient Clinic (601 North 30th) 
University I lospital En1crgcncy Roon1 
University of Nebraska Medical Center Outpatient Clinics 
VNA n1ain office (4500 An1cs Ave.) 
Private Physicians 
I. John N. Walburn (4615 N. 24th St.) 
2. Willian1 ll. Johnson (2915 Manderson) 
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c, 
the Northeast Omaha Health Services at 4500 Ames Avenue. They were sent 
letters informing them of the change. 
The WIC Program and the Maternal and Infant Care Program moved to the 
University of Nebraska Medical Center when Community Plaza closed. 
The Community Plaza or Family Practice Clinic maintained both an adult 
clinic and a dental clinic and was funded by federal grants. 
Also in the same building was the University of Nebraska Medical 
Center's North Clinic. Several specialized clinics were located in the 
same space. They were funded by a Maternal/Child Health grant through the 
UNMC Department of Pediatrics. The Pediatric and Children and Youth Clinics 
were supervised by the Department of Pediatrics while the Maternal and 
Infant Care, Family Planning, and OB/GYN Clinics were supervised by the 
Obstetrics Department. 
The WIC Clinic, a nutrition program, shared the space and was used to 
supplement the medical care provided by the other clinics. The WIC program 
was supervised by the Obstetrics Department but was funded by a federal 
grant from the Department of Agriculture. 
Creighton Family Practice Clinic. Creighton Family Practice Clinic, located 
in a one story red brick building at 4415 N. 28th Avenue (28th and Ames), 
is operated by Creighton University College of Medicine. The clinic is 
staffed by medical and nursing students from Creighton with a staff doctor 
on duty daily. Services are available by appointment Monday through Friday 
from 9:00-11:00 a.m. and 1:00-4:00 p.m. Walk-in patients are seen on an 
emergency basis. They also accept Medicaid and Medicare patients. The 
clinic is a new, modern facility and has been in operation approximately 
one and a half years. The waiting room is bright and comfortable. 
Magazines and educational pamphlets are available for patients to read. 
The staff is friendly and helpful. Parking is available free of charge. 
The clinic, located on two bus routes, is easily accessible. 
Visiting Nurse Association Health Maintenance Sites. Health maintenance 
sites are located throughout the city in community centers, churches, 
sites for the elderly, and city buildings. Four are located in the North 
Omaha target area and seven in the South Omaha target area. (See Figures 
3 and 4 for locations.) 
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FIGURE 4 
PRIMARY CARE PROVIDERS IN SOUTH OMAHA 
Douglas County Health Department Clinic 
South Omaha Clinics (24th & 0) 
1. Pediatric Clinic 
2. Childhood Immunization Clinic 
Central Clinic (1201 S. 42nd St.) 
1. Pediatric Clinic 
2. Childhood Immunization Clinic 
Indian Chicano Health Clinic (2702 S. 20th St.) 
SONA building (31st & 0) 
1. Fan1ily Practice Clinic 
2. Maternal and Infant Care Clinic 
3. Family Planning Clinic 
4. Children and Youth/Pediatric Clinic 
5. WIC Program 
Visiting Nurse Association's Health Maintenance Sites/Van 
1. Christ Child (S. 10th) 
2. Christ Child West (S. 24th) 
3. Christie Heights (36th & P) 
4. Our Lady of Guadalupe Van (23rd & O) 
5. l lighland Towers (24th & B) 
6. Kay-Jay Towers (S. 25th) 
7. Lefler United Methodist Church (15th & Madison Ave.) 
Visiting Nurse Association Preventive llomc !Icalth Care 
1. South Station (24th & 0) 
2. Central Office (1201 S. 42nd) 
Clarkson I I ospital E,nergcncy R.00111 
Lutheran lfospital Emergency Room 
Old Saint J oscph Emergency Room ( 10th and Dorcas) 
Saint Joseph I lospital En1ergeney Roon1 (601 North 30th) 
St. Joseph Hospital Outpatient Clinic 
University I Iospital Emergency Roon1 
University of Nebraska Medic.ti Center Outpatient Clinics 
Private Doc.:tors/Clinics 
1. Richard N. Johnson (3932 S. 24th) 
2. Daniel Kernp (2222 L) 
3. J an1es I{ ydcr ( 1901 Missouri Ave.) 
4. Adarn Zoucha (4320 S. 24th) 
5. Prairie Clinic (2602 J St.) 
( Four prirnary care doctors listed) 
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Their clients are mostly individuals aged 60 or over. The objective of 
the VNA Health Maintenance Program is to help individuals function within 
the community, maintain health, and have reasonable independence. Most of 
the program is funded by Douglas County through the Eastern Nebraska Office 
on Aging. 
Their services emphasize preventive health care. Clients are assisted 
in developing and/or maintaining those abilities needed for optimum func-
tioning. Help is given in such areas as recognizing and correcting defi-
ciencies and developing and maintaining personal care and hygiene. 
Teaching and counseling for questions and concerns is also offered, and 
referrals to other resources are made if necessary. Special projects 
include educational programs, screenings (glaucoma, diabetes, etc.), and 
immunization. 
A visit to a health maintenance center, however, does not take the 
place of a visit to a physician. Complete records are kept on each client 
at each center. 
South Omaha Providers 
The South Omaha target area has four public clinics, seven VNA health 
maintenance sites, two VNA preventive home health care sites, one hospital 
emergency room, four individual primary care physicians, and a physician's 
group with four primary care physicians listed. In addition, the 
University of Nebraska Medical Center, Clarkson and Lutheran Hospitals, the 
Veterans Administration Hospital, and the Douglas County Hospital are all 
directly adjacent to the area. Figure 4 lists the facilities, and Map 6 
shows their location. 
South Omaha Clinic. The Omaha-Douglas County Health Department has a 
South Omaha Clinic in the Omaha/Douglas County Building at 24th and O Streets. 
The clinic provides several services at the same location. For example, 
the Pediatric Clinic operates Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, and the Child 
Immunization Clinic operates from 3:00-4:30 p.m. on Mondays only. 
The waiting room is quite small and plain, but the atmosphere is 
friendly. A sign written in Spanish is on the door, telling clients to 
come on in. Spanish speaking staff are available to help them. Staff seem 
to be friendly and helpful even when they are very busy. A small table and 
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chairs are available for the children. Posters containing health related 
messages are on the walls. 
Creighton Family Practice Clinic. This clinic moved from 3374 S. 13th 
Street to 4415 N. 28th Avenue (28th and Ames) on June 1 and was con-
solidated with the clinic already in operation there. Letters were sent 
out to all patients informing them of the move. 
Indian-Chicano Health Clinic. The Indian-Chicano Health Center is 
located at 2702 South 20th Street. The clinic provides preventive medical 
care and treatment for minor illnesses. Dental services are available 
every second Wednesday night. The clinic primarily serves Native Americans 
and Chicanos but will help anyone in need. Services are provided free of 
charge, eliminating paperwork for patients. All medical staff members are 
volunteer doctors and dentists from Creighton University and the University 
of Nebraska Medical Center. Dental services are available by appointment. 
Doctors' services are available on a first come, first served basis. The 
clinic is open from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays. Both 
outreach and transportation services are provided. Staff members are 
friendly and helpful, and the two Chicano social workers on the staff speak 
Spanish fluently. A Native American staff member acts as receptionist and 
outreach worker and assists with transportation. 
The clinic is bright and clean. Walls are papered with various Native 
American and Hispanic designs. Paintings, wall hangings, and other decora-
tions are reflective of both cultures. The waiting room is spacious and 
cheerful. Toys are available for children. Health related pamphlets as 
well as other reading materials are available for adults. 
South Omaha Neighborhood Association (SONA). M & I (Maternal and Infant 
Care), C & Y (Children and Youth Clinic), Family Planning Clinic, and the 
Family Practice Clinic are services operated by the University of Nebraska 
Medical Center in the SONA Building located at 31st and Q Streets. All 
fees at these clinics are based on a sliding scale. 
The SONA Building is a large, two-story modern brick structure. Ample 
parking is provided free of charge at 31st and Q and in the south lot at 
31st and R Streets. Conveniently located near public transportation, SONA 
houses a variety of non-profit community services. In addition to the UNMC 
clinics are a WIC program, Douglas County Social Services, Greater Omaha 
Community Action, and South Omaha Alcoholism Counseling Agency. The 
building is fully carpeted, pleasant, and clean. 
M & I, C & Y, and Family Planning are all located on the top floor of 
the building in Room 5. The waiting room is clean but small and plain. One 
wall has a large bulletin board covered with health care and community interest 
posters. A small box of toys is provided for children. No waiting for 
appointments appears necessary. 
M & I provides an intensive prenatal care and counseling program for 
expectant mothers. Immunizations and infant health care are provided for 
babies to one year of age. The clinic is supervised by the Obstetrics 
Department at UNMC. 
C & Y is a new pediatric clinic for children ages 1-18. It is open 
Tuesdays through Fridays in the mornings and all day Mondays and is super-
vised by the Pediatric Department at UNMC. 
The Family Planning Clinic is open on Thursdays from 1:00-8:30 p.m. 
Patients are scheduled by appointment. It provides the same full-service 
family planning as the University Hospital Outpatient Clinic and is super-
vised by the Obstetrics Department at UNMC. 
The University of Nebraska Medical Center Family Practice Clinic is 
located in the lower level of the SONA Building. It has its own entrance. 
The clinic is a full-service family primary care center that includes a pharmacy, 
limited emergency service, X-ray, social services, and a direct referral to 
University Hospital for emergencies. Hours are 8:00-4:30 p.m. Mondays through 
Fridays by appointment. The staff appear to be friendly, and waiting time 
for appointments is not excessive. The clinic is clean and bright with 
large, colorful graphics painted on the walls. Toys are provided in a 
separate, large playroom where children are supervised by their parents. 
The clinic is supervised by the Family Practice Clinic at UNMC. 
Summary 
More primary health care providers are found in South Omaha than in 
North Omaha even though the target population of South Omaha is smaller. 
At the time of the investigations made for this report, three clinics were 
operating in North Omaha target area and four in South Omaha. Four VNA 
health maintenance sites were in the North target area and seven in South 
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Omaha, and eight private physicians were practicing in South Omaha and two 
in North Omaha, 
Patient Origin Data 
An analysis of the providers used for primary health care by the target 
population is necessary to determine utilization patterns and consequently 
deal with under-utilization. Utilization patterns were determined from 
three patient origin data sources: providers, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, 
and the target population. Data from the first two sources are 
described here. 
Patient Origin Data from Providers. In an attempt to determine which 
health care providers were most actively serving the target populations, 
patient origin data were requested from all providers of primary health 
care in or near the target areas. The request met with mixed results for a 
number of reasons. Many providers reported that they did not analyze their 
patient origin data. Hospitals are required to keep county origin data for 
the State Health Department. Most of them also had zip code data 
available. Some of the clinics allowed the researchers to go through 
appointments for one year to obtain the data. All private physicians 
declined to allow the use of their records. Emergency room data do not 
reflect either the hospital's position or the patient's choice since fire 
departments and emergency squads use emergency rooms based on the location 
of the emergency, The data in Table 28 show that most of the clinics serve 
patients primarily from their immediate geographic areas. The VNA facili-
ties located in elderly high rise units are assumed to serve primarily 
residents of the high rise or the immediate surrounding area. These data 
will be compared later with usual source of care facility data from survey 
participants. 
A larger proportion of South Omaha than the North Omaha populations are 
served at clinics and by the VNA. Table 29 shows the rate per 1,000 popula-
tion per year of visits to all clinics at each site and the rate per 1,000 
population per year over age 65 of VNA site visits and VNA home visits. 
The rate is significantly higher in the South target area for all visits 
except VNA home visits, If the services provided by the Community Plaza 
Health Center are not replaced, the rate difference per 1,000 population will 
be even greater than shown. 
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TABLE 28 
PATIENT ORIGIN BY ZIP CODE BY HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 
Total Total 
North Total South Total Patients Patients Patients 
Zip Codes Patients Zip Codes Patients All Other Served By From Test Area 
68110 68111 North 68107 68108 South Zip Codes Provider Number Percent 
Clark St. Clinic 
Immunization 1.959 
Pediatric 449 615 1,064 5 7 12 368 1,444 1,076 75 
VO 2.389 
08/GYN 12531 342 253 74 
Community Plaza 
Adult Clinic 400 1,800 2,200 48 28 76 872 3.150 2,276 72 
CY /Pediatric 
i 
2,781 
Family Planning 5.482 1.420 
08/GYN 1 .281 
WIC 18.4021 300 12.003 8,702 72 
Maternal/Infant 237 8 339 245 72 
Creighton Family Practice 2,682 1,750 4.432 39 140 179 617 5,228 4,611 88 
South 54 355 159 568 409 72 
0, 
Ln Douulas County Clinic 
South Omaha 
Pediatrics 4 12 16 777 208 985 766 1.767 1,001 57 
Ch'1ldhood immunizaf1on 4,044 
Central 
Pediatrics 1,652 770 47 
Childhood immunization 3.186 
Indian-Chicano Health Clinic 44 68 112 328 260 588 326 1,026 700 68 
SONA Building Clinics 
Family practice 7,152 1,024 8,176 2,046 10.222 8,176 80 
M/1 care i 2,393 
Family planning 3,192 3,991 924 
CY /pediatrics 674 
WIC (3,2331 4,042 3,233 80 
VNA Health Maintengnce Sites (South) 
Chirst Child (main) 622 l 622 622 100 Christ Child (west) 310 310 310 100 Christie Heights 872 872 572 100 Our Lady of Guadalupe 564 3,672 564 564 100 Highland Towers 374 374 374 100 660 Kay-Jay Towers 660 660 270 100 Lefler United Methodist 270 270 100 
co 
"" 
VNA Health Maintenance Sites (North) 
Evans Towers 
Florence Towers 
Miller Park 
St. Benedict's 
VNA Home Visit 
Lutheran HosQital E.R. 
St. Jose12h HosQital E.R. 
St. Jos12eh OutQatient Clinic 
UNMC E.R. 
UN~_C:: Outpatient 
TABLE 28- (Continued) 
PATIENT ORIGIN BY ZIP CODE BY HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 
North 
Zip Codes 
68110 68111 
384 1,065 
2.496 1,306 
3.438 7,463 
Total 
Patients 
North 
370 
858 
668 
290 
1,449 
3,796 
10.901 
South Total Patients 
Zip Codes Patients All Other 
68107 68108 South Z"tp Codes 
2,186 
811 
1,196 156 1,352 4,891 
1 ,462 3.804 5,266 12,800 
Total 
Patients 
Served By 
Provider 
{ 370 858 
668 
290 
10,039 
28,967 
23,243 
64,048 
Total 
Patients 
Patients 
From Test Area 
Number Percent 
370 
858 
668 
290 
2.260 
100 
100 
100 
100 
5,148 51 
16,167 56 
TABLE 29 
RATE OF PATIENT VISITS PER 1,000 POPULATION, 
NORTH AND SOUTH OMAHA CLINICS AND VNA SERVICE 
North Omaha South Omaha 
a/ 
Visits per 
Population.!:_/ 
Visits per 
Visit Population- 1,000 Visit 1,000 
Clinics (without WIC) 12,925 42,318 305 16,768 37,390 448 
Clinics minus Community Plaza 6,651 42,318 157 
VNA-HMS 2,186 5,098 429 3,762 5,322 707 
VNA-ho1ne visit 1,449 5,098 284 811 5,322 152 
VNA-Total 3,635 5,098 713 4,573 5,332 859 
__!/Adjusted to fit zip code lines; VNA analysis based on population age 65 and over. 
TABLE 30 
HOSPITAL INPATIENT ORIGIN BY ZIP CODES IN TARGET AREA 
PAID FOR BY BLUE CROSS/BLUE SHIELD IN 1978 
North Patient Population 
Percenl 
Patients 
frorn 
Patients fran1 Zip Total North 
Hospital 68110 68111 North Ornaha 
Bergan 7 184 191 2.6 
Clarkson 63 201 264 6.7 
Childrens 47 149 196 8.8 
St. Joseph 231 458 689 21.4 
Immanuel 196 733 929 18.7 
Lutheran 114 224 338 14.5 
Methodist 52 136 188 29 
UNMC 72 166 238 15.1 
Midlands 4 9 13 26 
Total 3,046 9.4 
CrJmpared 
to 
To!ill population of area 42,318 
Percentage of total population 
[n !est anias 11.1 
South Patient Population 
Percent 
Patients 
from 
Patients from Zip Total South 
68107 68108 South Omaha 
623 228 851 11.6 
234 89 323 8.2 
127 56 183 8.2 
368 400 768 23.9 
32 18 50 10 
355 178 533 229 
106 44 150 2.3 
91 48 139 88 
73 15 88 17_ 7 
3,085 9.5 
Cornp;lri~d 
tu 
37,390 
9.8 
87 
Total Patient Populalion 
Patient 
Population 
7,306 
3,941 
2,226 
3,216 
4,972 
2,330 
6,497 
l ,577 
498 
32,563 
379,884 
Total Percen I 
from 
North 
and 
South 
Omaha 
1,042 
587 
379 
1,457 
979 
871 
338 
377 
101 
6,131 
rrom 
North 
and 
South 
Omaha 
14.3 
14.9 
17.0 
45.3 
19. 7 
37.4 
5.2 
23.9 
20.3 
18.8 
21.0 
Patient Origin Data from Blue Cross/Blue Shield. Table 30 shows the 
inpatient origin of patients insured by Blue Cross/Blue Shield. These data 
are weighted against the residents of the target areas, especially North 
Omaha, because many do not have hospital insurance. However, these data do 
indicate that patients tend to be geographically oriented in their choice 
of health care providers. 
Summary 
For the most part, primary care health providers in North and South 
Omaha tend to serve patients who live in their immediate areas or nearby. 
This is particularly true of public clinics, emergency rooms, and probably 
outpatient clinics, although data are incomplete. The fewer the providers, 
the lower the rate per 1,000 population per year. 
Data from a third party payor, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, confirm this 
assessment for persons they insure. Except for specialty hospitals, a 
larger proportion of their Blue Cross/Blue Shield patients originate from 
the adjacent areas than their proportion of the total population. This 
proportion is undoubtedly even higher when all patients are considered, not 
just Blue Cross/Blue Shield payees. 
These data indicate that patient visits per 1,000 population are apt to 
be related to the availability of conveniently located facilities. Lack of 
service providers would then be a major source of under-utilization of pri-
mary care health service. 
Omaha Health Care Providers as a Usual Source of Care 
In this section, facilities named as usual source of care by respon-
dents will be analyzed in three sections: 1) facilities used, 2) factors 
relating to facilities used, and 3) satisfaction with health care facilities. 
Facilities Used by Target Populations 
North Omaha. The facility used most frequently by North Omaha resi-
dents was the UNMC Outpatient Clinic followed by the St. Joseph Outpatient 
Clinic. Table 31 shows the distribution. Almost half (48%) of the 
low income housing respondents reported using these two facilities, but 
only 22% of the elderly high rise residents and 26% of the general 
population used them. The one private physician in the area was used 
by 7% of the general population and 6% of the elderly in the high 
rises of the area. 
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TABLE 31 
USUAL SOURCE OF CARE 
(Respondents) 
North Omaha 
Elderly 
General High 
Population Rise 
{Percent) (Percent) 
Creighton Family Practice Clinics 
UNMC Outpatient 
St.Joseph Outpatient 
I-Iospital Emergency Rooms 
SONA 
Prairie Clinic 
Methodist Hospital Area 
Regency Area 
l!nmanucl Area 
Dr.Johnson 
Downtown 
22 - 24 & L - M physicians 
42 & J - L 
UNMC area 
Other 
Total 
3 
15 
11 
3 
0 
3 
7 
4 
6 
7 
7 
0 
1 
6 
28 
101 
NOTE: See 'l'able 15 for note about sample sizes (N). 
:4_/ * less than .5% 
9 
9 
13 
0 
0 
13 
6 
0 
0 
6 
9 
0 
0 
6 
28 
99 
89 
Low 
Income 
Public 
I-lousing 
(Percent) 
10 
23 
25 
3 
0 
8 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
0 
3 
2 
15 
101 
South Omaha 
Low 
Elderly Income 
General High Public 
Population Rise Housing 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
2 2 2 
6 4 15 
2 4 7 
2 JO 0 
1 2 49 
12 12 10 
7 14 0 
4 0 2 
1 2 Cl 
0 0 0 
1 0 Cl 
10 14 2 
3 4 7 
*~' 0 0 
48 3 1 5 
99 99 99 
South Omaha. A striking difference existed between South Omaha's low 
income residents and the other two populations primarily due to the SONA 
facilities. Almost half (49%) of the low income housing sample 
used the SONA clinic. An additional 22% used the St. Joseph Outpatient 
Clinic and UNMC Outpatient Clinic. A majority of the general population 
and the elderly high rise population were served by private physicians. 
The Prairie Clinic and several independent private physicians located 
within the area were most frequently used. For example, 12% of the general 
population sample patronized the Prairie Clinic. 
Factors Affecting Facility Used 
As expected, the location of facilities affected travel time and 
transportation methods. Table 32 shows the response on these factors. More 
people were able to walk to those facilities located in the area. Those 
outside the area required a car or bus. The two neighborhood health clinics 
had more walkers, the facilities out of the area more car riders. Users 
of downtown and other area facilities also used the bus more than did those 
who used West Omaha facilities. 
The least waiting time also appeared to be in the health clinics with 
64% of Creighton Family Practice users and 95% of SONA users waiting less 
than 30 minutes. As a group, the hospital outpatient clinics had longer 
waiting times with 60% of UNMC and St. Joseph patients waiting more 
than 30 minutes. 
The two health clinics were the care sources used primarily because 
they were nearby. St. Joseph, Prairie Clinic, and the other private phy-
sicians were often used or recommended by family. 
The facilities around Methodist and in the UNMC area were often recom-
mended by other physicians. 
Satisfaction with Health Care Facilities 
Satisfaction with health care facilities usually used was determined in 
two ways. First, responses to the satisfaction items were analyzed for 
users of each facility or doctor if there were enough responses to analyze. 
Second, respondents were asked if they had any comments on a facility that 
would give insight to providers. 
Satisfaction with Usual Source of Care 
Table 33 shows respondent satisfaction with health care classified by 
respondents' usual source of health care. The assumption is made that 
satisfaction with health care depends upon the facility usually used. In 
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TABLE 32 
FACTORS RELATED TO FACILITIES USED 
(Respondenrs) 
Creighton All Methodist 
Family UNMC St.Joseph Emergency Prairie Hospital Regency Immanuel 22-24 & 42 & UNMC All 
Practice Outpatient Outpatient Rooms SONA Clinic Area Area Area Dr.Johnson Downtown L-M J-L Area Others 
N-"'/ 29 89 68 22 24 63 48 24 21 23 26 36 20 21 249 
Transeortation Method 
Own car 34 44 38 41 21 34 59 71 75 45 44 47 63 62 69 
Other car 14 15 20 27 29 16 17 17 10 14 16 11 16 5 14 
Taxi 14 11 10 14 0 11 0 4 5 5 8 6 11 10 4 
Bus 17 28 26 9 0 26 17 8 10 23 32 19 5 24 11 
Walk 10 0 3 0 50 11 0 0 0 14 0 17 5 0 1 
Other 10 2 3 9 0 2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
-- --
--
-- --
--
-- -- --
Total 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 101 100 100 100 101 100 
Travel Time 
1-10 minutes 45 16 30 25 87 46 24 5 33 55 33 68 32 10 29 
11-15 minutes 24 32 JO 20 9 18 16 19 22 20 29 12 37 29 28 
16-20 minutes 14 16 19 15 4 11 16 24 28 20 29 18 16 33 24 
21-30 minutes 14 18 13 30 0 19 22 33 6 5 0 3 11 24 8 
31 + minutes 3 18 9 10 0 7 22 19 11 0 10 0 5 5 11 
--
--
-- -- --
--
-- -- -- -- --
--
Total 100 100 101 100 100 IOI 100 100 100 100 101 IOI 99 IOI 100 
Waiting Time 
Under 15 minutes 32 3 16 20 14 12 23 38 21 16 16 24 18 17 27 
15-30 minutes 32 39 24 30 82 30 45 38 43 53 42 JO 35 50 40 
30-60 minutes 28 42 36 40 0 20 25 14 29 21 32 27 29 33 24 
Over 60 minutes 8 17 24 10 5 38 7 10 7 11 11 18 18 0 8 
-- -- --
--
--
Total 100 101 100 100 IOI JOO 100 100 100 101 101 99 100 100 99 
Rea.son for Use of Facilitv 
Nearby 48 20 34 38 75 39 7 4 5 55 5 33 24 20 11 
Family always used 17 25 31 24 8 24 20 13 26 18 14 22 12 15 24 
Family/friend recommended 21 18 13 5 13 26 41 54 47 18 36 31 59 30 33 
Doctor/social \Vorker 7 18 16 19 4 6 26 13 11 5 32 6 6 30 18 
Media 7 20 6 14 0 5 7 17 11 5 14 8 0 5 15 
--
--
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Total 100 JOI 100 100 100 JOO IOI 101 100 101 101 100 101 100 101 
_g_/N varies slightly 1,.vith number ansvvering specific questions. 
TABLE 33 
SATISFACTION BY USUAL SOURCE OF CARE 
(Respondents) 
Percent Satisfied 
Creighton All 
Family UNMC St.Joseph Emergency Prairie 
Practice Outpatient Outpatient Rooms SONA Clinic Dr. Johnson 
N~/ 28 89 68 22 24 63 23 
Satisfaction with Service 
Overall quality of medical care 89 83 83 86 92 91 86 
Overall quality of doctors 96 83 82 90 96 84 91 
Follow-up care after first treatment 93 84 89 84 92 90 77 
Concern of doctors about overall health 93 76 83 84 88 83 81 
Satisfaction with Cost 
Our-of-pocket costs 67 58 53 63 75 58 46 
Availability/cost of parking 71 56 57 60 67 46 59 
Satisfaction \.Vith Convenience/ Availabili~y 
'° 
of Care 
N Waiting time in doctor's office 63 53 58 58 83 54 33 
Availability of care evenings/weekends 70 60 62 45 66 43 38 
Ease of travel ro doctor's location 89 81 89 90 100 86 82 
Satisfaction \Vith Information/ 
Communication 
Information about ,vhere to find 
special kind of medical. n1enral 
health, dental care 71 69 67 55 83 76 68 
Information given about what \vas wrong 80 93 75 83 81 92 81 
Information given aobut hov.· to take 
care of self at home 93 88 85 85 100 84 91 
Information about n1edicarion 89 84 86 95 100 87 77 
~IN varies slightly \virh number anS\vering specific questions. 
general, less satisfaction was reported by users of hospital outpatient 
clinics and more satisfaction by users of private physicians or clinics. 
Specific Comments on Facilities. After the respondents were questioned 
on their use of and satisfaction with specific facilities, they were asked 
if they wished to make any comments that would provide additional insights. 
Table 34 shows the categories into which responses were classified. 
The facilities most used for regular care by the low income respondents, 
UNMC, St. Joseph Hospital, and Prairie Clinic, were among those with the 
lowest percentage of positive remarks. 
By far, the most negative comment for most facilities was the long 
wait. Perhaps the comments which should be most closely considered are those 
about bad medical experiences. These included misdiagnosis, unnecessary 
operations, wrong medicine prescribed, etc. Three sets of comments were 
particularly interesting because they were not mentioned about any other 
facility. Five comments about one facility indicated that elderly persons 
were mistreated by staff. Another facility received four comments about 
the inordinate amount of paperwork. Another facility had four comments 
about only non-physicians treating patients. Finally, one facility had 
three comments about the non-appearance of personnel at scheduled times and 
another about the inability to be admitted to a facility because of income 
discrimination. 
The distribution of the comments validated the responses on the satis-
faction scales. While the percentages differed, the pattern remained vir-
tually the same. 
The Special Case of the VNA. The Visiting Nurse Association health 
maintenance sites were seen by few respondents as their usual source of 
care. However, they had been used by 8% of the South and 5% of the North 
populations, primarily older persons. The comments, shown in Table 34, 
were almost unanimously positive. This is an example of a relatively 
inexpensive way to provide preventive screening while utilizing the 
building facilities and social structure of already existing facilities 
such as churches, housing developments, and neighborhood houses. 
Improvement Needed to Increase Utilization of Health Care Services 
and to Improve Health Services 
The major purpose of the study was to determine causes of under-
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TABLE 34 
COMMENTS ON FACILITIES USED BY RESPONDENTS 
(Percent in Each Category) 
Old 
UNMC St.Joseph Lutheran Clarkson St.Joseph 
UNMC Emergency St. Joseph Emergency Emergency Emergency Emergency Douglas Prairie 
Outpatient Room Outpatient Room Room Room Room SONA County VNA Clinic 
General Care 
Positive 24 38 16 29 39 41 23 18 50 72 8 
Negative (general) 7 0 5 14 11 6 5 0 0 0 5 
Bad n1edical experience related 17 0 8 5 7 0 0 27 0 0 11 
Service 
Good, efficient 0 8 5 0 4 6 0 0 0 7 3 
Bad, long wait 31 35 27 29 7 12 36 9 0 9 35 
Personnel 
Favorable 3 0 11 10 18 12 5 18 0 9 0 
"' ~
Cost 
High 3 0 11 10 0 0 8 0 0 0 5 
Lav,,· 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 33 0 0 
Other 14 19 16 5 11 24 23 27 17 2 32 
Total Comments 
Number 29 26 37 21 28 17 39 11 6 43 37 
Percent favorable 28 46 32 38 64 59 28 36 83 88 11 
utilization of primary health care services and to suggest ways to increase 
utilization by the target population in order to increase their general 
health, A number of questions were asked of both key informants and survey 
respondents to gain insight on under-utilization. These data are reported 
in three sections: 1) areas of health need and services improvement, 2) 
perceived reasons for under-utilization of existing services, and 3) ways 
to increase utilization of health services. 
Health Need and Services Improvement 
The first question asked community leaders was what they considered the 
most pressing health need of their areas. The major responses could be 
grouped into services for the elderly, child and prenatal care, and economic 
factors. Table 35 shows the distribution. Ethnic South Omaha concerns 
were primarily services for the elderly; South Omaha Hispanic leaders felt 
that services for elderly and the general structuring of some services to 
fit their particular culture were needed. North Omaha leaders felt that 
more child, prenatal, and preventive services were needed. Other health 
care concerns mentioned by ethnic South Omaha leaders were health care for 
low income residents, alcohol and drug abuse problems, lack of dental care, 
community health problems such as odors and rats, a hospital facility 
(because of the move of St. Joseph), home health care for the home-bound, 
and a more centrally located ambulance service. 
Bilingual assistance while receiving health care was a key concern of 
Hispanic South Omahans. 
In North Omaha preventive services, such as screening for high blood 
pressure, were frequently mentioned. Health delivery issues centered 
around services for the elderly, such as transportation, and the impersonal, 
sometimes hostile care given by health providers. 
Absence of educational programs on health care and lack of information 
about services were unusual concerns of all four groups. 
Providers were asked the question in a different form: "What areas of 
medical care do you consider most in need of improvement in North and South 
Omaha?" All the respondents for these questions were either medical 
or administrative personnel or both. Table 35 shows the responses 
coded into categories. 
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TABLE 35 
PERCEPTION OF TIIE MOST PRESSING HEAL TH NEEDS 
PERCEIVED BY KEY INFORMANTS 
Service 
Prevention related 
Elderly/adult 
Child/prenatal 
Delivery 
Number of services, 
hours open, location 
cultural sensitivity 
Cost Factor 
Inforn1ation/Education 
To increase utilization of 
existing services, 
coordinate services, etc. 
North Omaha 
Leaders 
N=l9 
(Percent) 
63 
II 
47 
21 
16 
0 
South Omaha South Omaha 
llispanics Ethnic 
N=l4 N=l6 
(Percent) ( Percent ) 
7 6 
43 44 
7 0 
64 13 
() 19 
0 0 
96 
Providers 
N=24 
(Percent) 
29 
8 
4 
13 
so 
63 
When the response categories were ranked from most to least number of 
responses in each category, little consensus occurred among key informants. 
Perhaps the need by each sub-community was not similar, indicating that ser-
vices must be more tailored to a specific sub-population in need. When 
providers plan services, both community leaders and potential clients 
should be involved. 
Survey respondents also were asked for areas in which improvement was 
needed. The question asked was: "If you could name health care services 
that you needed more of or wanted improved or changed in some way, what 
would they be?" Two responses were coded where necessary. Table 36 shows 
the data. 
The most frequently mentioned improvement was increase in services. 
More doctors of a particular specialty, better care for specific problems, 
and dental services were most often mentioned. Dental services were 
relatively frequently mentioned by the North elderly and low income popula-
tions and better care for specific ailments by the North general popula-
tion. 
Cost factors were the single most frequently mentioned improvement 
needed especially in South populations. Fourteen percent (14%) of the 
North and 20% of the South general populations, 8% of the North and 13% of 
the South elderly populations, and 2% of the North and 9% of the South low 
income populations mentioned cost factors as needing improvement. 
Some of the specific remarks regarding cost factors needing improvement 
were: aid to help pay doctor bills, programs for people who do not have 
insurance, free clinics, lower hospital and medicine costs, free parking, 
elimination of the insurance deductible for older people on fixed incomes, 
and insurance to pay for annual physicals. 
Two service delivery factors were mentioned with great frequency by 
respondents--faster, more efficient service and better communication be-
tween doctors and patients. Twelve percent (12%) of both general popula-
tions, 9% of both low income populations, and 3% of the North and 7% of the 
South elderly populations would like less waiting time. From 6% to 8% of 
the North populations mentioned better patient relations with slightly 
fewer South respondents mentioning this category. 
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TABLE 36 
NEEDED IMPROVEMENTS IN OMAHA HEALTH CARE, (FIRST RESPONSE) 
(Responsents) 
North Omaha South Omaha 
Low 
Elderly Income Elderly 
General High Public General lligh 
Population Rise Housing Population Rise 
(Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
More Services 
More doctors and of a particular 
speciality 4 0 6 3 2 
Better care for specific ailn1ent/ 
problem 6 0 0 I 5 
DentaJ services 2 5 8 1 2 
Additional services miscellaneous 4 1 2 7 5 
Cost Improvements 14 8 2 20 13 
Delivery 
Better con11nunication with patients 7 6 8 4 7 
Faster service 12 3 9 12 7 
More convenient facilities -
(geographical access) 6 3 5 4 2 
Other 4 8 0 5 
NOTE, See 'J'ahle 15 for note about san1plc sizes (N). 
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Low 
lnco1nc 
Public 
I-lousing 
(Percent) 
9 
0 
0 
6 
9 
3 
9 
() 
[) 
More convenient facilities were mentioned by 6% of the North and 4% of 
the South general populations, 3% of the North and 2% of the South elderly, 
and 5% of the North but none of the South low income. 
When individual items were ranked by frequency, cost was first, faster 
service second, and doctor-patient relationships third. 
Respondents were also asked about improvements they felt were important 
using the items listed in Table 37. They were asked how important the 
improvements would be to their health care. A problem with this type 
of question was that respondents tended to get into a "response set" and 
indicate that everything was important. However, some of the differences 
between populations might be of importance to service providers. 
For example, the elderly high rise samples were less likely to view as 
important such improvements as reduced waiting time, extended hours for 
service, or housing all services at one location. Similarly, respondents 
in the low-income public housing samples were more concerned than other 
respondents that health facilities be near their homes. 
Reasons for Under-utilization of Health Services 
All key informants were asked their perceptions of why health care ser-
vices are frequently under-utilized. The reasons can be classified in five 
categories: economic factors, educational/informational factors, access 
factors, delivery system factors, and cultural factors. Table 38 shows the 
distribution. 
The most frequent and intense responses for all groups were 1) cost of 
services, 2) lack of information/understanding of services, 3) geographi-
cal access, and 4) lack of knowledge about Medicaid eligibility. Hispanic 
leaders also felt strongly that cultural factors were barriers to 
utilization. 
Information Barriers as a Cause of Under-utilization 
The causes for under-utilization perceived by key informants were simi-
lar to the categories mentioned by respondents. Two additional factors 
mentioned frequently by key informants were information and cultural fac-
tors. In order to determine whether lack of knowledge about services might 
be a factor in under-utilization, the respondents were asked a series of 
questions to determine whether they had heard of each facility and if they 
had used it. 
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TABLE 37 
IMPROVEMENTS IMPORTANT IN HEALTH CARE 
(Respondents) 
Percent Saying Important 
North Omaha South On1aha 
Low Low 
Elderly lnco1ne Elderly Income 
General High Public General High Public 
Population Rise I-lousing Population Rise Housing 
Service lmQrovements 
Whole fan1ily/same doctor 51 so 68 51 33 67 
el-" {Alcohol treatment 42 39 77 49 30 62 
~ ~ fi '"B Help with Family Proble1ns 60 58 79 51 35 81 
E .c: Mental health services 53 58 82 42 35 79 
~ ~ {Write ill home care directions 76 76 86 73 70 81 0. u u 
V ~·E l-lelp fill forms 64 63 80 63 54 79 
.c: ....., & Referred 67 63 81 61 54 81 
Information/Education Factor 
Information about service available 59 55 72 56 39 77 
Phone nun1ber for help 77 76 93 75 61 86 
Cost Improvements 
Fee schedule 73 66 72 73 44 84 
lnfonnation on what Medicaid/ 
Medicare covers 69 74 75 65 67 91 
Less for physical cxan1 82 71 85 77 72 81 
Doctor's helper 66 76 78 66 65 77 
Delive!:Y Syste1n Factor 
Open nights/\vcckcnds 72 42 83 62 43 81 
Waiting time less 78 61 82 61 46 86 
Same place for all services 59 47 75 55 39 74 
Access factor 
Near ho1nc 65 58 85 48 35 91 
NOTE, See Table 15 for note about sa,nplc sizes (N). 
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TABLE 38 
REASONS PERCEIVED BY KEY INFORMANTS FOR 
UTILIZATION OF HEALTH SERVICES BY THE TARGET POPULATION 
North Omaha South Omaha South Omaha Providers 
Total (I--lispanics) (Other) 
Nun1ber (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) (Percent) 
N=l9 N=14 N=l6 N=l6 
Economic Factors 
Costs too much 45 68* 86* 63* 63* 
Lack of knowledge about 
Medicaid eligibility 41 79' 86* 31 56* 
Loss of income while 
receiving services 34 68* 57* 38 44 
Educational/Informational Factors 
Lack of infonnation about 
the services 46 95* 86' 44 56* 
Lack of understanding of 
rational approach to disease 
and prevention 25 53 36 13 50 
Geograehical Access 
'foo far fro1n home 44 68' 79* 63' 63 
No transportation 49 79' 79' 63' 81* 
Dclive!)'. S:rstem Factors 
Waiting time at clinics too long 40 79* 71 * 63* J 1. 
Too much red tape 34 68' 71 * 38 31 
Medical personnel in1personal 
and not helpful 20 47 50 6 19 
Inconvenient office hours 31 42* 57' 56' 38* 
No child care available while 
receiving services 25 47* 57 44 6 
Lack of privacy at the 
doctor's office or clinic 7 26 14 0 () 
Culrural Factors 
Language barriers 25 11 86* 44 25 
Not a U.S. citizen 11 0 57 6 13 
Personal modesty about the body 16 21 64* 13 6 
l)istrust of non~n1inority 1nedical 
personnel 5 21* 7 () () 
-------
*'fhesc itcn1s were stressed by n1any respondents. 
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Tables 39 and 40 show the responses to the items. In both North and 
South Omaha, except for the old St. Joseph Hospital, the least well-known 
facilities were the area clinics and health maintenance sites located 
within the target areas. Hospital outpatient facilities were less known 
than the emergency rooms. 
The larger the percentage of persons who had heard of the facility, the 
larger the percentage of those who had used it, and facilities with the 
greatest "familiarity" percentages were more frequently reported as the 
usual source of care. 
These facts lend credence to the assumption that one cause of (or at least 
a contributer to) under-utilization of specific facilities is the lack of 
information about those facilities. 
Cultural Factors as a Cause of Under-utilization 
The survey data do not lend themselves well to answering this question 
directly. However, a look at the utilization variables of minority respon-
dents does indicate that cultural factors may affect utilization. 
As discussed before, a larger proportion of minorities than non-
minorities used hospital and outpatient clinics as the primary source of 
care. Also, as reported earlier, Blacks were less satisfied with many 
aspects of their health care. They also reported more travel time, less 
travel by car, and, along with Mexican Americans and Native Americans, more 
waiting time where services took place. 
Whether or not these factors are caused by insensitivity cannot be 
determined, but a large percentage of minorities apparently receive their 
care in facilities that are the most problematic in human interaction and 
apparent caring for the individual. 
Ways to Increase Utilization 
Key informants were asked ways that providers could increase utiliza-
tion. A list of innovative programs that have been successfully used 
elsewhere was mentioned for their comment. Table 41 shows the responses 
of community leaders to the desirability of these improvements and the 
response of providers as to how feasible the changes would be. 
More North Omaha and South Omaha Hispanic community leaders appeared to 
think that some innovative services would increase utilization, such as use of 
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TABLE 39 
KNOWLEDGE AND USE OF PRIMARY HEALTH CARE FACILITIES 
IN NORTH OMAIJA 
Clark Street Clinic 
Immunization 
VD 
Con1munity Plaza 
Adult clinic 
Dental clinic 
C/Y Clinic 
Maternal/infant 
Creighton Family Practice 
University l·Iospital Emergency Roon1 
UNMC Outpatient 
St. J oscph Emergency Room 
Lutheran E111crgency Room 
Immanuel Emergency Room 
ln1manuel Outpatient 
Clarkson En1crgency Roon1 
VNA IIMS 
VNA Home llca[th Care 
(North Omaha Respondents) 
Percent 1-Ieard Of 
58 
43 
53 
86 
77 
92 
71 
72 
57 
62 
35 
49 
Percent Used 
19 
2 
5 
3 
14 
36 
30 
45 
15 
19 
8 
9 
6 
15 
NOTE, N varies from 387 to 401 depending on the number answering the specific question. 
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TABLE 40 
KNOWLEDGE AND USE OF PRIMARY HEALTH CARE FACILITIES 
IN SOUTH OMAHA 
Facility 
SONA 
Family Practice Clinic 
Maternal/Infant Care Clinic 
Fan1ily Planning Clinic 
Children/Youth Clinic 
WIC Program 
Douglas County Health Clinics 
Pediatric Clinic 
Immunization Clinic 
Central Clinic 
Indian Chicano Health Clinic 
Creighton Family Practice Clinic 
University Hospital Emergency Room 
UNMC Outpatient Clinic 
St. Joseph Emergency Room 
Old St. Joseph Outpatient Clinic 
Old St.Joseph Emergency Roon1 
Lutheran I lospital Emergency Room 
Prairie Clinic 
Clarkson I lospital En1crgency H.oom 
VNA llcalth Maintenance Sites 
VNA Ilomc Health Care 
(South On1aha Respondents) 
Percent 1-Jeard Of 
33 
57 
36 
43 
80 
64 
78 
7 
83 
68 
69 
61 
48 
51 
Percent Used 
8 
2 
3 
1 
3 
6 
3 
3 
10 
23 
17 
27 
3 
44 
19 
30 
11 
8 
14 
NOTE: N varies frorn 398 to 419 depending on the nu1nbcr answering the specific questions. 
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TABLE 41 
THE EFl'ECT OF SELECTED CIIANGES IN THE HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEM 
ON UTILIZATION OF HEALTH CARE FACILITIES 
Percent Saying Desired Percent of 
North On1aha South On1aha South 01nah a Providers 
(Hispanics) (Other) Saying Feasible 
N=19 N=14 N=16 N=i6 
I I.M.0. (Pre-paid health maintenance) 63 86 38 53 
Health screening in the local 
neighborhood by a nurse 
practitioner, physicians' assistant, etc. 84 93 25 87 
A local facility that would refer to 
proper specialist or hospital and 
follow-up to assure good services 63 71 69 36 
Facilities open nights/weekends 63 71 56 80 
Reduce waiting time 84 93 69 36 
Have n1obile facilities and a 
regular schedule in rhc 
neighborhood 63 71 38 64 
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a mobile van or a physicians' assistant/nurse practitioner for neigh-
borhood screening or having facilities open evenings and weekends. Fewer 
of the other South Omaha community leaders felt that innovative services 
would increase utilization reflecting the more conservative nature of the 
South population. 
Providers felt that a number of innovative practices were feasible. 
Fewer felt that the comprehensive follow-up service or a reduction in 
waiting time would be feasible, primarily because it would increase cost. 
About half (53%) agreed that pre-paid health maintenance would be feasible. 
Almost two-thirds (64%) said it would be feasible to have mobile facilities 
visit the neighborhoods, 80% said extended hours would be feasible, and 
87% said health screening in neighborhoods by nurse practitioners or 
physicians' assistants was a feasible improvement. 
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VI 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
In this section the findings of the study will be summarized, and 
their implications for health care providers will be indicated. Some 
recommendations will be made about the kinds of programs that health 
providers elsewhere have tried when faced with the same implications. 
Summary of Findings 
The socio-economic characteristics of the sample were similar to that 
of the census tracts from which the sample was drawn. This suggests that 
the sample was, indeed, representative and that what was true of the 
sample was true of the total population of this area. A majority of the 
North Omaha population were Black, primarily unskilled, in service and 
labor occupations, and were Protestant, primarily Baptist. A majority 
of the South general population were White with 20% identifying themselves 
as Polish, Czech, or Italian. A large minority of Mexican Americans and 
Blacks lived in one area. The South sample had more professional, sales, 
and skilled occupations than the North sample. Both samples were older 
than the general Omaha population or the Nebraska population with South 
older than North. A large majority lived in single-family houses with 
fewer in the North general population sample than in the South owning their 
homes. 
The incomes of both North and South were lower than Nebraska with North 
lower than South. A relatively large proportion of the respondents in the 
general population samples said their major source of income was from 
Social Security (17% North and 32% South), reflecting the age of the popu-
lation. The populations in the elderly high rises and the low income 
public housing had lower incomes, more from Social Security and AFDC. 
Residents of the South Omaha low income housing were more similar to the 
North Omaha population than to the South Omaha population. 
For almost half (47%) of the North general population sample, the major 
source of payment for health care was health insurance. Medicaid/Medicare 
was the predominant source for 34% and out-of-pocket for 15%. In the 
South, these proportions were 63% health insurance, 20% Medicare/Medicaid, 
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and 9% out-of-pocket. The proportion of the population with health 
insurance was much less in both samples than in the Nebraska population, 
where 84% paid for most of their health care through health insurance. 
Populations of the elderly high rise and low income public housing in 
both the North and South reported poorer general health status. More 
reported their health as poor or fair, had more worry about health, and 
more pain than the general population samples. 
Both North and South Omaha reported poorer health conditions than the 
population of Nebraska. They reported more permanent physical limitations 
and more chronic illnesses than either a Nebraska or national sample, and 
health indicator data showed higher mortality rates among young people and 
proportionately more deaths from cirrhosis, pneumonia, and diabetes. 
The general value of prevention was shared by both North and South 
Omaha populations. However, their attitudes about preventive care and 
self-care and their faith in scientific medicine were relatd to income, 
age, and source of payment for health care. In general, older people, 
those with low incomes, and those who paid for all medical care out-of-
pocket agreed more with medical self-help attitudes and less with preven-
tion attitudes. Older persons and those with strong ethnic identification 
agreed more with the family related items. Older people and those who paid 
for medical care out-of-pocket agreed that a lot of pain is to be expected 
in life. 
Even though they reported more physical limitations, more chronic 
illnesses, and poorer health than Nebraska adults, residents of both North 
and South Omaha were not more likely to report a doctor visit in the last 
year than the Nebraska population. The elderly and low income residents 
were more likely to report a visit in the previous three months or year 
than either of the general populations. Far fewer residents in the target 
areas reported dental visits in the last year. A majority of residents in 
the target areas followed the advice of their doctors for home care, did not 
telephone for advice, and did not try to see the doctor evenings or 
weekends. People with more education and higher incomes were more likely 
to telephone the doctor and seek care evenings and weekends. 
The usual source of care of respondents was similar to that found 
elsewhere. A larger proportion of low income residents than other resi-
dents relied on hospital outpatient and other clinics. 
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A majority of people had been using their usual source of care for over 
five years. The reason for the choice of care was predominantly the influence 
of family and friends for users of private primary care physicians. 
Outpatient and other public clinics were chosen more often because they 
were nearby or had been recommended by a social worker. Proximity was given 
as the reason by 41% of the South Omaha low income public housing 
sample. Only about 10% of any group mentioned media or advertising as a 
reason for their choices. 
Means of travel to health care varied directly with income--the higher 
the income, the larger the proportion using cars. Many old people used the 
bus, and many of the South low income public housing residents walked. 
Travel time and waiting time at the usual source of care also varied 
directly with income. 
Satisfaction with overall medical care was expressed by most respon-
dents, but fewer were satisfied with the cost and convenience of the care. 
People who used private physicians were more satisfied with most aspects of 
care. Those who used hospital outpatient clinics were least satisfied. 
People who paid for medical care out-of-pocket and the "near poor," those 
with incomes from $5,000 to $14,999, were also least satisfied. 
The usual Omaha providers for a majority of North general residents 
were the UNMC Outpatient Clinic (15%), St. Joseph Outpatient Clinic (11%), 
and the primary care physicians in the area downtown and around UNMC. 
In South Omaha, only 8% of the general population used the two outpatient 
clinics; 22% used the private physicians in the area. Other North Omaha 
residents tended to go northwest toward the Immanuel Hospital Outpatient 
Clinic, its surrounding private physicians, or to physicians in the down-
town area, around UNMC, and in Benson. South Omaha residents tended to go 
south to Papillion, Bellevue, and Ralston, or southwest on Center. 
In the North, 42% of the residents from the elderly high rises and 63% 
of the low income housing residents used the two outpatient clinics and the 
health clinics in the area, including Immanuel Hospital. In the South, 20% 
of the elderly high rise residents and 49% of the low income housing resi-
dents used the outpatient and health clinics. The remainder used private 
physicians in the same pattern as the general population. 
Far fewer private and public health care facilities were found in North • 
Omaha than South Omaha. Furthermore, in both areas a majority of the resi-
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dents had never heard of some of the public facilities, especially the 
health clinics located in the area. In the past two years, several health 
clinics have closed because they were under-utilized. The data supported 
the assumption that residents prefer to use local facilities. For 
instance, more South Omaha residents used facilities within the South area. 
About 22% of the South general population and 26% of South elderly used 
private physicians within the area compared with 7% of North's general and 
6% of the elderly populations. The pattern was even more striking among 
residents of the low income housing with 51% of South's but only 12% of 
North's low income housing residents using health clinics within the area. 
As a result, travel time to source of care was longer for North Omaha resi-
dents, thereby increasing the amount of difficulty involved with obtaining 
health care. 
When respondents were asked what improvements were most needed in their 
medical care services, the most frequently mentioned other than reduced 
cost were less waiting time, better doctor-patient relationships, and more 
doctors for chronic disorders among adults. 
Implications 
The findings of this research can be used to answer three questions: 
1) How do low income, minority, and elderly residents in North and South 
Omaha use medical services?, 2) What factors affect utilization?, and 3) 
What can be done to encourage utilization of preventive services by these 
•at risk" populations? 
Patterns of Use 
The research results tend to support Dutton (1978) who said that there 
were two distinct patterns of medical care utilization, one for the poor 
who used public clinics and the other for the non-poor who used private 
physicians. While this is not a closed causal system and the patterns do 
not fit everyone, the trends can be seen in the previous summary of the 
data. Table 42 shows the proportion of persons using private physicians, 
health clinics, hospital outpatient clinics, and emergency rooms as their 
primary sources of care. The differences between Blacks and non-Black per-
sons, between the poor/near poor and the non-poor, between married or 
widowed persons and divorced, separated, and never married, between persons 
on salary or pension or those on AFDC, and between those who paid for 
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TABLE 42 
USUAL SOURCE 01' CARE AND SOCIO-CULTURAL FACTORS 
(Respondents) 
Private Health Outpatient Emergency Total 
Physician Clinic Clinic Roo1n Percent 
Ethnic Identification (N) 
Black (316) 49 13 37 I 100 
Native American (11) 55 27 18 0 100 
Mexican American (20) 75 25 0 0 100 
Ethnic (74) 81 11 7 I JOO 
Other Caucasian (323} 75 10 15 I IOI 
Marital Status (N) 
Married (313) 73 IO 16 99 
Widowed (187) 70 12 16 2 100 
Divorced (113) 57 11 32 1 101 
Separated (37) 41 22 35 3 101 
Never married (119) 43 13 42 2 JOO 
Income (N) 
Under $5,000 (309) 50 16 33 2 IOI 
5,000-9,999 (152) 65 13 21 100 
10,000-14,999 ( 107) 68 ]] 19 2 100 
15,000-19,999 (57) 75 7 18 0 100 
20,000-24,999 (40) 90 3 8 0 IOI 
Over 25,000 (38) 95 5 0 0 I 00 
Source of Income (N) 
Salary (324) 70 IO 19 100 
Pension (32) 81 13 6 0 100 
Social Security and SSI (257) 68 11 19 2 100 
AFDC (113) 36 13 49 2 I 00 
Method of Parment (N) 
Out of pocket only (76) 51 13 34 1 99 
Medicaid/Medicare (152) 38 16 43 3 100 
Medicare only (54) 63 11 26 () 100 
Medicare/out of pocket (74) 76 8 15 I 100 
Insurance only (101) 71 8 19 2 100 
Insurance/out of pocket (156) 84 13 3 0 JOO 
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health care out-of-pocket only or by Medicare/Medicaid and those with 
insurance are both statistically significant and indisputable. Table 43 
indicates what these differences mean in utilization of preventive medical 
care. People who used private physicians made more preventive doctor 
visits, telephoned the doctor more for advice, and called the doctor when 
care was needed evenings and weekends. People with private physicians 
traveled by car and traveled and waited less time than most of those 
who used the other sources of care. More people with private physicians 
agreed less with anti-preventive health care statements and were more 
satisfied with their over-all medical care and the concern of the doctor for 
their over-all health. Table 43 and Appendix Table XI show the rela-
tionships. 
If the trend toward the two disparate patterns is present, then the 
next question is to determine factors that affect the differential use. 
What Factors Affect the Use of Health Care Facilities? 
In Chapter I, several factors that affected utilization were discussed. 
The degree to which each of those factors was present in Omaha can now be 
described. 
Economic Factors. Economic factors, especially income, are a major 
determinant of utilization style, especially preventive use. Table 43 shows 
that while fewer people with high incomes had visited a doctor in the last 
year, persons with higher incomes reported more doctor visits for preventive 
reasons, telephoned the doctor more for advice and for evening and weekend 
care, and were more satisfied with the quality of their medical care. People 
with low incomes, but not so low as to be on public assistance, were par-
ticularly affected. Those with family incomes $10,000 to $15,000 were least 
least likely to have visited the doctor in the last year and were least 
satisfied with their medical care. 
One other economic factor affecting utilization is how medical care is paid 
paid for. Table 43 shows the differences between those paying all costs 
out-of-pocket, those relying on Medicare or Medicaid, and those utilizing 
health insurance. Those paying all costs out-of-pocket were less likely 
to have used a doctor in the previous year, while those relying on Medicare 
or Medicaid were most likely to have done so. Those paying out-of-pocket 
were more likely than the others to have reported preventive practices but 
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Health Factors 
Health status fair or poor 
Had physical limitation 
-N ..f1 
Had a chronic condition 
Five or fewer days confined 
becuase of illness last year 
Utilization Factors 
Doctor visit in the last year 
Last doctor visit for preventive 
reasons 
Doctor visit since first of year 
for check-up or immunization 
Consulted with family before 
seeking medical care 
Agreed that going to the doctor 
for an annual check-up is more 
trouble than it's worth 
Agreed that pain must be 
expected in a lifetime 
Agreed that a severe headache 
calls for doctor visit only after 
a couple of weeks 
Agreed that if you wait long enough 
you'll get over most any illness 
without medical aid 
Telephoned doctor for advice 
Waited if care needed evening/ 
weekend 
Called physician if care needed 
evening/weekend 
Used emergency room if care 
needed evening/weekend 
Provider Factors 
Used because of proximitY 
Used because of family tradition 
Used car to usual source of care 
Used bus to usual source of care 
Walked to usu,sl source of care 
Traveled more than 20 minutes 
Under 
10,000 
494 
38 
18 
40 
76 
82 
37 
38 
45 
37 
65 
48 
15 
20 
19 
17 
55 
23 
38 
34 
24 
7 
29 
TABLE 43 
HEALTH CONDITIONS, UTILIZATION OF SERVICES ANO USUAL SOURCE OF CARE OF RESPONDENTS 
Income 
10,000-
14,999 15,000+ 
113 144 
14 11 
6 6 
25 19 
86 87 
65 74 
43 46 
38 39 
43 42 
41 28 
50 36 
42 35 
15 10 
19 36 
20 10 
40 48 
30 38 
30 15 
36 38 
83 90 
9 4 
3 1 
18 10 
P.syment Source 
Pocket 
Only 
93 
23 
8 
22 
82 
61 
37 
45 
53 
49 
57 
48 
23 
10 
14 
14 
43 
29 
32 
55 
21 
5 
22 
Medicaid/ 1 Medicare~ Insurance£ 
309 
42 
14 
43 
75 
88 
34 
33 
47 
38 
63 
47 
17 
17 
17 
17 
60 
19 
40 
27 
25 
8 
32 
357 
18 
9 
29 
85 
75 
27 
43 
38 
28 
52 
45 
10 
25 
10 
41 
41 
22 
39 
73 
11 
3 
16 
Black 
329 
33 
12 
32 
79 
79 
40 
36 
47 
43 
61 
46 
14 
11 
13 
17 
63 
27 
36 
41 
25 
3 
32 
Ethnic Identification 
Mexican I Other 
American Ethnic.I:! Caucasian 
22 
9 
10 
29 
77 
91 
27 
20 
60 
30 
40 
50 
25 
27 
0 
100 
0 
25 
35 
68 
5 
9 
10 
84 
23 
10 
35 
78 
81 
39 
50 
47 
33 
64 
47 
18 
26 
0 
38 
38 
13 
51 
58 
18 
10 
15 
349 
26 
11 
36 
83 
75 
39 
39 
40 
28 
53 
45 
15 
25 
11 
35 
46 
21 
35 
62 
11 
4 
17 
20-64 
529 
23 
8 
22 
83 
77 
40 
38 
47 
35 
51 
44 
12 
20 
13 
26 
51 
23 
36 
63 
15 
4 
21 
Aoe Source of Care 
Private Health Hospital 
65+ Physician Clinic Outpatient 
245 496 84 183 
44 27 34 31 
19 10 11 14 
63 37 33 28 
73 82 75 so 
85 81 86 78 
37 43 30 31 
38 40 35 34 
38 45 39 46 
31 28 34 51 
71 55 62 60 
45 41 49 54 
19 14 8 15 
17 22 11 18 
31 14 0 10 
23 35 29 15 
31 45 43 70 
20 18 40 27 
41 22 24 25 
30 58 37 45 
23 14 23 23 
7 5 8 3 
27 21 17 33 
Clinics 
CFPC 
28 
30 
4 
28 
82 
93 
33 
40 
41 
37 
59 
52 
4 
21 
13 
13 
75 
48 
28 
34 
17 
10 
17 
SONA 
24 
21 
5 
17 
79 
83 
21 
8 
85 
43 
52 
35 
22 
26 
25 
0 
75 
75 
13 
21 
0 
50 
0 
TABLE 43 
(Continued) 
HEALTH CONDITIONS, UTILIZATION OF SERVICES AND USUAL SOURCE OF CARE OF RESPONDENTS 
Income Payment Source Ethnic Identification 
Under 10,000- Pocket Medicaid/ 1 Mexican . b Other 10,000 14,999 15.000+ Only Medicare~ Insurance.£ Black American Ethnic-1 Caucasian 
Waited more than 30 minutes in 
office 43 45 26 47 48 38 44 43 38 36 
Satisfied wih doctor's concern 
with overall health 86 77 90 75 84 87 82 95 89 87 
Satisfied with quality of medical 
care 89 77 92 86 87 90 85 91 93 90 
Satisfied with quality of doctors 89 78 94 82 87 92 86 91 93 91 
Satisfied with out-of-pocket costs 60 53 58 47 61 62 54 45 66 63 
Satisfied with waiting time at 
doctor's office 62 53 61 59 60 63 53 50 75 65 
Satisfied with ease of travel to the 
doctor 83 82 89 75 84 87 81 91 78 88 
i.' Respondents repnn1ng a combina11on of Medicare or Medicaid with health insurance categorized only in Insurance. 
b/Pol,sh, Czech, Italian 
~ _£/N varies slightly with number answering specific questions. 
Age Source of Care 
Private Health Hospital 
20-64 65+ Physician Clinic Outpatient 
39 44 37 44 50 
85 86 88 88 81 
89 87 91 88 83 
88 90 91 91 84 
58 60 59 65 55 
58 70 63 66 56 
84 85 85 85 86 
Clinics 
CFPC SONA 
36 5 
93 88 
89 92 
96 96 
67 75 
63 83 
89 100 
more likely to hold anti-preventive attitudes. They were more likely to have 
had their last doctor visit be for preventive reasons or have made a visit 
since the first of the year for a check-up or immunization but more likely 
to have agreed that going to a doctor for an annual check-up was more trouble 
than it was worth or that if one wait~d long enough one will get over almost 
any illness. Respondents using insurance were most likely to be satisfied 
with their care, and those paying out-of-pocket were least likely to be 
satisfied. Respondents relying on Medicare or Medicaid were most likely to use 
a hospital emergency room if care was needed on a weekend or at night. 
Geographic Access. Geographic proximity appeared to increase utiliza-
tion of health services, especially among low income persons. As shown 
in Table 43, the nearness of a health facility was the reason for its 
use by 27% of the outpatient users and 40% of the health clinic users. 
Furthermore, South Omaha residents used physicians within the area more 
than North Omaha residents, primarily because more physicians practice in 
the South area. 
Two area health clinics served to emphasize this finding. The SONA 
facilities and the combination of all Creighton Family Practice Clinics 
had enough respondents designating them as their usual sources of care to 
include them in a separate analysis. These data are presented in Table 43. 
Users of these two clinics were more likely to have visited a doctor 
in the last year than were other groups of respondents. 
Both facilities reported more users because of proximity, especially 
the SONA users. SONA services are directly adjacent to the low income 
housing in South Omaha. Three-fourths (75%) of the users reported 
proximity as the reason for their choice. No users reported having to 
spend more than 20 minutes to get there, and 50% walked. 
Socio-Cultural Factors. The measurement of socio-cultural factors was 
a minor emphasis in this research. They affect utilization in a less 
direct and less easily measured way. Two factors included in this study 
were the relationship between ethnic identification and utilization pat-
terns and the effect of family on health care decisions. 
Table 43 shows that more people who identified themselves as 
Italian Americans, Polish Americans, or Czech Americans agreed that pain is 
to be expected in a lifetime, but the rest of their attitudes and preven-
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tive practices were similar to the norm, They were, however, more 
satisfied with their health care than any other group. 
Mexican Americans and Native Americans had too few respondents for 
reliable analysis. However, the trends in their responses are worth 
noting, Both groups reported more health problems, were less likely 
to have seen a doctor in the last year, but were less likely to have 
seen a doctor for preventive reasons than any other group. 
The total Black group's status and preventive doctor visits in the last 
year were similar to the norm. However, they agreed more than the average 
that they consulted family before seeking medical care and that going to 
the doctor for an annual check-up is not worth the trouble. Far fewer 
telephoned the doctor for advice, and far more used the emergency room even-
ings and weekends. These results may be more closely related to income 
than to ethnic status. Blacks were less satisfied with nearly all aspects 
of their health care than any other group except persons with income 
between $10,000 and $14,999, 
In Chapter IV health utilization in the ethnic sub-culture was shown to 
be very stable with a majority using their same sources of care for more 
than five years. Table 43 also shows that persons identified as ethnic were 
more dependent on family for key medical care decisions. Fifty-one per-
cent (51%) of the ethnic group chose their sources of care because of 
family tradition, and 60% of the Mexican Americans agreed that they con-
sulted with family before seeking medical care. 
These data indicate that ethnic populations primarily used private phy-
sicians because of family tradition. Much planning with members of these 
ethnic communities will be necessary if they are to accept new medical ser-
vices. 
Patterns of health service utilization were different among the Black 
populations, but this may be more economic than culture related. Blacks, more 
than any non-ethnic Caucasians, used clinics for their sources of care and 
chose them because of nearness. New services aimed at this target popula-
tion should be planned with cost and geographic access in mind. 
Organizational Factors. Health care systems appear to be organized to 
discourage their use for other than acute or chronic health problems. 
These factors act for all populations but especially low income popula-
l 11, 
tions. The organizational effect is indicated in three ways. First, the 
out-of-pocket cost of health prevention prohibits all but essential use, 
Only 47% of respondents who had health insurance reported that it paid for 
physical examinations so preventive health examinations were out-of-pocket 
for nearly all but the Medicaid and Medicare assisted patients, The households 
in North and South Omaha who paid for all medical care out-of-pocket--
5%-10% in the South Omaha samples and 13%-15% in the North Omaha samples--
had to pay a high percentage of their income for all health care so 
preventive care would be a low priority. Two-thirds (66%) of these people 
earned less than $10,000 per year. Nearly half (45%) used health clinics 
or hospital outpatient clinics. Fees charged in hospital outpatient 
clinics at this point are not cost effective for non-serious medical care 
because of the percentage of overhead included in the fee schedule. Much 
simple medical care and preventive medicine, once performed by the general 
practitioner in an office without expensive equipment, would still be more 
efficiently performed outside of the expensive hospital complexes. 
Second, most hospital outpatient clinics and doctors' offices are 
closed evenings and weekends when hourly workers could make preventive 
visits without a loss of pay. 
An office visit to put a few stitches in a cut or a telephone call to 
answer a question about the baby's high temperature would be far less 
expensive than emergency room care for those who now use these facilities 
for evening and weekend care or for those who wait until regular office 
hours, perhaps exacerbating a problem. 
Third, the structure of care, with its long, inconvenient wait, even at 
the offices of private physicians, discourages use except when absolutely 
necessary. Only if people are strongly committed to preventive medicine do 
they go through the inconvenience of obtaining preventive medical services. 
The exception to these organizational effects seems to be maternal and 
infant care clinics and the VNA health maintenance sites (which 
are organized around prevention), some public health programs, and some of 
the area health clinics. None of these health services is in the 
mainstream of organized health delivery systems. This is the source of 
both their advantages and disadvantages. The SONA services and the 
Creighton Family Practice Clinics are staffed by medical school physicians 
and students and primarily funded by government grants. The granting 
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bodies value the development of innovative care systems for minority and 
low-income populations. However, if services are not institutionalized 
locally, when outside funding ceases these programs will also cease. 
What Can Be Done to Encourage Utilization? 
With some trepidation this report concludes with recommendations to the 
health care systems. However, the feeling of obligation to the respondents 
of this survey, who agreed to be interviewed, is greater than this hesi-
tancy. The recommendations are based on three assumptions: 
First, the non-profit medical care providers in Omaha must make a 
conscious decision about whether low income people should have good medical 
care, especially preventive care. This decision is even more urgent if 
Medicaid and federal aid to medical schools and hospitals are cut as antici-
pated in the near future. 
Second, the taxpayers of Douglas County and Nebraska must make a simi-
lar decision; if the federal government cuts aid, should low income people 
have good medical care and an equal chance of a long and healthy life? 
Third, if the answer to the above questions is yes as it is assumed to 
be, then taxpayers will most likely demand that services must be delivered 
by the most cost-efficient method. The most cost-efficient way to deliver 
most preventive and many episodic services is in the local area, using 
already established service systems, organizations, or other resources. 
With this perspective, the major recommendation of this study is for 
comprehensive planning to meet specific health goals for specific target 
populations at risk. 
A major problem encountered by the research team was the difficulty in 
locating the medical services purported to be in the area. Within the past 
eight months, two clinics opened, three closed or moved, and now one of those 
closed has reopened at the same location. Decisions on the nature and 
location of health services in the area apparently were based on the 
availability of outside funds rather than on the location and needs of the 
target populations. Once the facilities were located, considerable dif-
ficulty was encountered in determining the number of patients served and 
their geographic origin, the source of funds, the source of medical person-
nel, the fees charged, etc. The general recommendation of this research is 
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that a long term, coordinated plan be developed specific to each geographic 
area and targeted to the needs of underserved populations. 
The following general suggestions are made: 
1. Develop a community based planning body with medical providers, 
community leaders, other service providers, and consumers. 
Personnel from the relevant departments of the two medical schools, the 
major hospitals serving the area, the Douglas County and Nebraska Health 
Departments, the VNA, and the regional representatives of any remaining regular 
sources of federal funding should form the core of a North Omaha and a South 
Omaha planning committee. Also on the committee should be representatives of 
other human service providers in the area, such as the Omaha Housing Authority, 
the Douglas County Department of Public Welfare, the Omaha Public School 
District, the non-profit organizations such as the Boys Club and the Girls Club, 
the churches, lodges, community and neighborhood organizations, and a few vocal 
consumers. 
The manner in which people choose medical services and how long they use 
them suggests that new services can best be planned and established within the 
existing community structures. Some of these organizations have been involved 
in preventive, cost-efficient care. Examples of successful use of community 
structures include the school immunization program, the VNA health screening at 
nutrition sites (primarily in churches and Omaha Housing Authority facilities), 
and the Boys Club health examinations for participants in their programs. 
2. Develop concrete goals for a five year period. 
The planning committees should develop concrete goals for a five-year period 
for specific target populations. Some goals might include the following: 
a. Provide preventive cost-efficient clinics within a 20-minute 
bus ride or walk for those populations with family incomes 
under $15,000, to be delivered with a sliding scale of 
costs subsidized with public or non-profit resources. 
b. Provide easily accessible maternal/infant and pediatric care 
in areas with a high proportion of women 15 to 35 years old at 
the rate of one clinic per 20,000 population, assuring 
approximately 1,200 pregnant patients and 1,200 to 4,800 infants 
and children to be served per year. 
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c. Provide alcohol treatment and counseling services along with 
health services for adults in areas with much alcohol abuse, 
illness, and family disturbance. 
3. Encourage existing providers to eliminate barriers to utilization by the 
target populations. 
This is a major goal in itself. For instance, private physicians 
should be 1) encouraged to support and practice in the new low-cost 
programs; 2) encouraged to supervise nurse-practitioners and physicians' 
assistants in non-critical and preventive care; and 3) made aware of the 
effect of office personnel and procedures on health attitudes and prac-
tices. 
Hospitals should be encouraged to 1) participate in providing some 
primary care and non-serious service in a more cost-efficient way; 2) moni-
tor or evaluate the procedures of emergency rooms and outpatient clinics 
and the behavior of personnel in interaction with low income ethnic 
minorities; and 3) provide training to medical and non-medical personnel in 
the legitimacy of minority cultures and the extent to which anti-medical 
care attitudes spring from the experiences of these persons in the 
current care systems. 
The mobile health van is one example of the provision for cost-
efficient primary care and non-serious service. Another is Tel-Med, a 
national phone system that gives advice 24 hours a day. Another example is 
a recent trend to drive-in, low cost, no wait, non-critical health ser-
vices. About 150 of these units situated in shopping centers and on 
heavily traveled streets are currently operating throughout the country. 
The cultural and economic situations of potential users should be con-
sidered when providing new services. Services should be open evenings and 
weekends where indicated by the community. Personnel attitudes and prac-
tices towards minorities, their language, their personal feelings, their 
dress, etc., should be actively monitored. Some workshops or other 
training of personnel with community leaders might encourage a beneficial 
dialogue. 
4. Consider geographic access in planning new services. 
A major consideration in the placement of new preventive and non-
serious services is easy access. Barriers to easy access include railroad 
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tracks, stockyards, the North Freeway, the Kennedy Freeway Extension, the 
Interstate, and busy thoroughfares such as Q Street or North 30th Street. 
Easy bus or walking access for people without cars and easy parking for 
those who have them should be included. 
5. Develop a funding plan for at least five years. 
A five-year plan for funding assures the continuation of the service 
while it is becoming established and utilized in an area. The county and 
state, along with the medical schools and hospitals, must be persuaded to 
share the burden of medical services to low income groups. Medical schools 
may have to commit themselves even if federal funding ceases. The 
community must become involved with the search for funding, either directly 
or by using political pressure. 
6. Develop a fee schedule. 
A schedule of costs of medical services should be developed. Charges 
should be less for simple preventive screening, immunizations, etc. The exact 
cost of laboratory tests should be known before they are undertaken. 
7. Address the needs of rapidly changing areas and populations. 
The plan should address the needs of rapidly changing areas and populations 
in Omaha. For instance, six Asian familes were included in this survey for 
which translators had to be located by survey personnel. New services in 
changing areas should provide bilingual personnel or at least know where to reach 
such people should it be necessary. 
The ethnic areas are changing too. As the older populations die and 
their homes are sold to low income families, pockets of new health care 
needs will likely develop. The earlier such needs are addressed, the less 
alienation the new residents will feel and the better the community will 
be. 
8. Address the need for outreach to under-utilizing populations. 
The plan should address the need for outreach to under-utilizing 
populations. Other community organizations in the planning committee might wish 
to commit themselves to a plan for providing regular outreach. Any plan for 
outreach should remain sensitive to the need to motivate and assist traditional 
under-utilizers to seek medical care. 
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Conclusion 
A planning committee may find that sufficient services to meet the 
health care needs of a population already exist in a certain area but that 
those services are under-utilized. Perhaps concerned professionals and 
community leaders can work together to remove the barriers to utilization 
and develop outreach targeted to under-utilizers and other at risk popula-
tions. 
A final recommendation is the continuation of concerted efforts to 
socialize children and young adults into better health and preventive health 
practices. This could be done through the public schools, the current medical 
services, and through the community structure. The public health services and 
the schools do some education, but neither is comprehensive enough to overcome 
family practices and attitudes. Furthermore, trying to change utilization 
patterns is probably futile if the cost is prohibitive, if providers are unable 
and/or unwilling to meet new demands for services, or if people's 
experiences in getting health care continue to reinforce current attitudes 
and practices. 
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TABLE I 
SELECTED POPULATION AND HEALTH CHARACTERISTICS, NORTH OMAHA CENSUS TRACTS 
2 4 5 62.01 62.02 Total 7 8 9 10 11 12 13.01 13.02 14 15 Total 
Population 1980 Census 4,814 2,513 678 524 5,133 13,662 1 ,697 2,354 1,165 1 ,555 1 ,238 1,424 593 589 363 523 11,505 
Black 252 73 11 8 699 1,043 1 ,498 2,039 1,Q30 1 ,476 1,176 1,326 374 204 190 396 9,709 
Spanish origin 52 67 2 7 54 182 19 53 17 19 5 4 6 7 12 4 150 
American Indian 4 20 9 4 34 71 25 22 23 28 5 23 18 23 28 19 214 
Population 1980 ICES 5,198 3,117 633 553 5,743 15,244 2,030 2,422 1,263 1,624 1,521 1,492 587 629 436 619 12,623 
65 and over 899 332 438 102 692 2,463 307 218 150 256 298 185 107 77 28 100 1,726 
Minority Population-1980 
Total households 1 ,659 1 ,099 201 212 1 ,714 4,885 742 723 403 554 540 518 212 230 176 201 4,299 
Total housing 10,683 1,102 249 221 1,725 13,980 889 952 510 636 608 583 323 286 222 228 5,237 
Single family housing 1,065 653 249 140 1,653 3,760 545 714 287 388 409 195 173 179 33 192 3,115 
Multi-family housing 78 31 0 81 72 262 344 238 223 248 199 388 150 107 189 36 2,122 
Owner occupied 1 ,461 891 196 125 1 .461 4,134 361 533 244 292 282 158 177 139 29 118 2,333 
Vacant housing 24 3 48 9 11 95 147 229 107 82 68 205 111 56 46 27 1,078 
Mean housing value 28,032 22,835 14.325 27,993 24,618 - 7,892 8.471 6,227 7,011 3,180 6,033 3,833 5,192 2,500 11,000 -
Public housing units 0 0 0 0 0 0 118 0 0 175 143 334 0 0 53 0 823 
Labor force 2,966 1,941 1,247 313 3,210 9,677 1,672 2,229 1,131 1,017 1,141 959 642 425 121 621 9,958 
Number of unemployed 129 69 91 10 102 401 180 220 203 76 151 156 109 13 9 18 1,135 
Public assistanc~ 248 215 94 14 304 875 556 590 394 633 557 681 263 170 190 162 4,196 
Median income 14.200 12,100 17,000 11,600 14,800 
-
9,300 13,200 9,600 5,900 6,000 6,200 8,100 8,000 3,300 4,300 -
Births 1977 83 46 16 8 94 247 46 51 32 49 36 34 22 18 7 18 313 
Mathers under 1 7 4 3 2 0 10 19 9 9 8 5 3 7 4 1 1 1 48 
Births 1978 78 40 11 5 90 224 32 59 29 28 40 36 18 13 15 14 284 
_,., Non-white births 1978 10 1 1 1 10 28 27 52 23 27 39 33 15 10 8 11 245 
" 
Low weight births 1978 6 8 0 1 9 24 2 6 6 5 9 4 0 3 1 0 36 
Births 1979 80 37 12 3 79 211 21 52 27 38 27 31 18 16 8 16 254 
Non-white births 1979 6 3 2 
-
15 26 19 42 25 36 26 30 15 9 5 15 222 
Infant/fetal deaths 1979 4 0 0 0 3 7 1 1 0 2 3 3 1 0 0 0 11 
Infant deaths 1979 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 6 
Non-wh'ite infant deaths 1979 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 5 
----·-· -----
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
SEGECTED POPULATION AND HEALTH CHARACTERISTICS, NORTH OMAHA CENSUS TRACTS 
49 3 6 51 52 53 54 59.01 59.02 60 61.02 Total Total Omaha 
Population 1980 Census 4.858 2,727 2.232 3,066 2.826 2,314 3,836 2,997 3,043 4.439 3,051 30,531 397,884 Black 354 1,211 1,220 1 ,101 2,470 1 .464 1,669 2,146 2,600 1.891 1,588 8,225 29,831 Spanish origin 97 41 32 90 40 42 95 32 36 111 84 603 8.240 American lridian 27 39 48 62 23 39 30 19 34 42 26 362 1,947 Population 1980 ICES 5.273 3.003 2.748. 2,940 3,000 2.810 4,417 3,369 3,552 5,006 3,276 34,121 393,506 65 and over 716 313 757 297 152 224 343 244 263 602 371 3,566 41 ,619 Minority Population~ 1980 
Total households 2.337 821 891 1,093 987 821 1,322 994 1,083 1.525 1,587 11,124 135.382 Total housing 2,363 991 940 1,420 1,062 890 1,351 1,030 1,180 1,610 1,612 12,086 144,358 Single family housing 843 848 643 579 470 843 1,102 961 1,105 1,508 1,539 9,598 97,843 Multi-family housing 1.520 143 297 841 592 47 249 69 75 102 162 2,577 44,825 Owner occupied 748 657 461 427 307 543 806 684 744 1,161 1,349 7,139 89,536 Vacant housing 26 170 49 227 75 69 29 36 97 85 11 848 8,976 Mean housing value 26.438 14,624 9,647 16.062 7,841 9,824 15,883 16,500 9,295 12,697 19.968 -
-Public housing units 0 0 107 0 382 0 0 0 0 0 0 489 2,868 Labor force 3,892 1,650 1,674 2.454 1.296 1,606 2,217 1,829 2,165 3,084 3.407 21,382 148,193 Number of unemployed 98 73 129 127 114 174 85 122 171 196 67 1,258 7,218 Public assistance 300 601 682 487 1,388 607 666 644 745 694 465 6,979 22.717 Median income 10,100 13.000 11.400 10,700 6,800 9,900 11.800 12.600 12.600 11,000 13,900 
- -
.,0 
Births 1977 80 49 73 68 85 46 85 64 55 107 87 719 6,614 
.,0 Mothers under 17 4 7 10 8 22 4 10 8 8 13 9 99 361 Births 1978 84 52 69 63 103 67 76 64 72 101 106 773 6,663 Non-white births 1978 17 29 56 36 94 47 32 49 65 57 43 508 1,303 Low weight births 1978 8 8 15 3 11 8 7 8 14 10 6 90 467 Births 1979 101 49 73 68 85 46 85 64 55 107 87 719 7,020 Non-white births 1979 12 34 35 30 87 40 53 55 69 55 39 497 1,121 Infant/fetal deaths 1979 2 1 1 0 6 5 3 2 5 3 3 29 160 Infant deaths 1979 2 0 0 0 4 3 2 1 4 2 0 16 160 Non-white infant deaths 1979 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 1 4 1 0 11 27 
TABLE II 
SELECTED POPULATION AND HEALTH CHARACTERISTICS. SOUTH OMAHA CENSUS TRACTS 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 30 31 32 33 Total 29 34.01 
Total 
34.02 38 Total Omaha 
Population 1980 Census 2,675 2.213 1.815 2.211 3,154 2.431 1.992 2.007 2,882 6,212 3,397 1.970 2.200 35.159 4,331 3.449 2.642 4.480 10,571 397,884 Black 5 13 20 22 4 4 14 5 47 63 20 20 23 260 1,266 38 1 53 92 39.831 Spanish origin 219 233 176 124 238 161 255 425 363 294 156 219 140 3.003 601 69 49 106 223 8.240 American Indian 40 29 13 16 37 11 16 24 9 16 17 13 64 305 91 7 10 30 47 1.947 Population 1980 ICES 2.901 2.505 1,667 2.157 3,265 2.694 2,051 2,073 3,201 6.597 3.610 1.973 2,343 37,037 4.736 3.853 2.761 4.250 10.864 393.506 65 and over 522 529 211 273 618 484 267 353 506 1,054 567 464 272 6,120 442 626 433 641 1.700 41,619 Minority Population - 1980 
Total households 1,046 1,034 514 817 1.196 932 686 724 1,167 2.270 1,261 864 786 13,297 1,513 1 ,465 945 1,697 4,107 135,382 Total housing 1,100 1,129 529 836 1.259 962 722 754 1,171 2,298 1,293 981 820 13.854 1.602 1.559 982 1,865 4.406 144.358 Single family housing 860 605 352 553 926 863 575 658 1 ,004 2,256 1,131 435 602 10.820 1,024 1.119 858 722 2.699 97,843 Multi-family housing 240 524 177 283 333 99 147 96 167 42 162 546 218 3,034 575 440 124 1,143 1,707 44,825 Owner occupied 701 467 284 475 786 741 504 526 884 2,075 1.038 368 513 9.362 877 1,001 818 736 2.555 89,536 Vacant housing 54 95 15 19 63 30 36 30 4 28 32 117 34 593 89 94 37 168 299 8.976 Mean housing value 17,666 21.184 18,142 17,917 19,283 23,274 20,565 18,194 22,167 28,882 22,930 23.514 18.488 
- 19.499 28,827 20.229 36.400 
- -Public housing units 0 144 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 225 0 369 386 0 0 223 223 2,868 Labor force 1,896 1,468 1.543 1,830 1,811 1.600 1,226 1,367 1.926 4,188 2.398 1,503 1.738 24.494 2.208 2,540 1,480 2,867 6,887 148,193 Number of unemployed 107 107 69 93 18 98 60 104 187 151 176 113 118 1.301 183 67 55 145 267 7,218 Public assistance 247 229 137 71 193 96 131 122 127 153 153 184 201 2,044 1,070 178 25 363 566 22,717 Median income 11.600 10.400 11.900 12,000 11,100 11,100 12.100 11.500 11.700 13,500 13.600 13,600 11.500 
- 9,600 14,100 14,100 12,300 
- -Births 1977 30 47 29 63 49 38 29 30 50 83 53 39 50 597 71 52 31 79 162 6,614 Mothers under 1 7 2 3 4 4 5 4 3 6 2 4 2 3 5 47 7 1 3 7 11 361 Births 1978 61 45 39 61 49 34 37 49 58 94 40 31 30 628 93 57 41 77 175 6,653 Non-white births 1978 13 8 12 2 7 3 7 14 17 14 2 11 6 116 48 7 2 6 15 1,303 Low weight births 1978 4 1 0 0 2 1 2 3 3 10 2 1 1 30 14 3 2 6 11 467 Births 1979 62 38 36 59 82 42 45 37 60 97 63 31 37 689 117 56 45 70 1 71 7,020 N::.in-white births 1979 1 0 0 1 3 3 0 1 3 1 0 0 6 19 37 1 0 2 3 1, 121 Infant/fetal deaths 1979 0 0 2 1 4 1 2 0 1 3 0 1 1 17 2 1 0 1 2 160 Infant deaths 1979 0 0 1 1 3 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 10 1 1 0 1 2 160 Non-white infant deaths 1979 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 27 
Payment Source 
TABLE Ill 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS AND HEALTH STATUS 
(All Household Members) 
Ethnic Identification 
Pocket Medicaid/ Medicaid/ Medicare Medicare/ Insurance Insurance/ Mexican Native I Only Pocket Medicare Only Pocket Only Pocket Black American American Ethnic~ 
N _i:J/ 222 65 428 102 110 334 482 870 72 36 195 
Qeneral Health Status 
Excellent 34 28 25 16 14 38 47 29 39 17 38 Good 51 52 56 47 44 54 44 53 53 58 44 
Fair 13 11 13 28 29 6 8 13 7 14 13 
Poor 3 10 6 9 14 2 1 5 1 11 5 
-- -- -- -- -- -- --
--
--
Total 101 101 100 100 101 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Worry_ About Health 
A great deal 7 9 8 9 10 3 4 6 3 8 12 Some 17 22 19 30 29 15 18 19 15 22 22 
Hardly any 17 20 27 12 27 32 24 25 17 31 20 None at all 60 49 46 49 35 50 53 50 65 39 45 
--
-- -- --
Total 101 100 100 100 101 100 99 100 100 100 99 
Incidence of Pain 
Very often 7 9 8 10 24 2 5 6 8 13 11 Fairly often 6 12 6 13 7 4 7 7 5 10 8 Occasionally 32 31 30 35 50 41 36 33 47 16 32 
Not at all 55 48 57 42 19 53 52 54 41 61 49 
Total 100 100 101 100 100 100 100 100 101 100 100 
Da}:'.S FamilJ:'. Member 
Confined Indoors 
Last Year 
None 72 72 72 72 61 63 72 72 54 53 64 1-5 14 14 15 11 15 26 17 14 33 33 17 6-10 5 2 6 8 5 7 5 7 6 3 4 11-30 4 12 4 5 8 3 4 5 0 6 5 31-98 6 0 4 4 12 1 2 3 7 6 10 
-- -- --
-- -- -- -- -- -- --Total 101 100 101 100 101 100 100 101 100 101 100 
~I Polish, Czech, Italian 
£! N varies slightly with number answering specific questions. 
Income Age 
Other Under 5,000-
Caucasian 5,000- 19,999 20,000+ 15-19 20-44 45+ 
818 649 935 285 212 602 632 
36 24 37 46 43 39 17 
48 49 49 45 53 49 45 
13 19 11 8 3 9 28 
4 7 3 1 1 3 11 
-- -- -- -
101 99 100 100 100 100 101 
5 8 6 5 1 6 11 
19 25 18 14 13 19 29 
27 25 24 28 20 27 26 
49 42 53 53 66 49 35 
--
100 100 101 100 100 101 101 
7 10 6 5 2 6 16 
7 8 7 5 5 8 12 
41 35 38 37 33 39 44 
45 46 49 54 61 47 29 
100 99 100 101 101 100 101 
68 68 68 66 77 64 63 
20 14 19 23 13 24 13 
6 8 5 7 6 6 8 
4 6 4 4 2 5 8 
2 5 4 1 1 2 8 
--
-- -- -- -- --100 101 100 101 99 101 100 
Payment Source 
TABLE IV 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS AND HEAL TH CONDITION 
(All Household Members) 
Ethnic Identification 
Pocket Medicaid/ Medicaid/ Medicare Medicare/ Insurance Insurance/ Mexican Native I 
Only Pocket Medicare Only Pocket Only Pocket Black American American Ethnic~. 
NEI 222 65 428 102 110 334 482 870 72 36 195 
Physical Limitations 
Yes 4 3 10 16 13 1 4 8 3 9 5 
No 96 97 90 84 
____§2.._ 99 96 92 97 91 
--22-
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Transr;2ortation Limitations 
Yes 2 3 5 13 11 1 2 4 0 6 5 
No 98 97 95 87 89 99 98 
_2§_ 100 94 
--22-
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Mechanical Aid Needed 
Yes.f/ 1 1 2 11 11 1 1 3 2 3 3 
No 99 99 98 89 89 99 99 97 98 97 97 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Chronic Illness 
Yes 13 22 15 38 53 10 16 17 16 19 23 
No 87 79 85 62 47 90 84 83 84 81 77 
Total 100 101 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Pregnant Last 12 Months 
Yes 4 8 8 4 0 4 3 4 4 6 2 No 96 92 92 96 100 96 
_g2__ 96 __2§_ 2±.- 98 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
-~ I Polish. Czech, Ital 1an 
9_/ N varies slightly with number answering specific questions. 
~J Bed. wheel chair, cane, or crutch 
Income Age 
Other Under 5,000-
Caucasian 5,000- 19,999 20,000+ 1-19 20-44 45+ 
818 649 935 285 807 602 632 
6 12 5 3 1 3 16 
94 88 95 97 99 97 84 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
5 7 3 1 1 1 12 
95 93 97 99 99 99 88 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
3 5 2 1 1 0 9 
97 95 98 99 99 100 91 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
22 28 16 13 4 10 48 
78 72 84 87 96 90 52 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
3 5 5 1 2 10 0 
_g2__ 
--22- 96 _gg_ __g§_ __§Q_ 100 
100 100 101 100 100 100 100 
Pocket 
Only 
N El 94 
A person must expect a good 
deal of pain in life. 57 
I seek advice from family when ill. 53 
Belief in Effectiveness of 
Medical Science 
If you wait long enough you 
can get over almost any illness 
without any aid. 
Modern medicine can cure 
most any illness. 
Self-Treatment 
A person understands his/her 
own overall physical health 
better than doctors. 
I usually try several treatments 
before going to the doctor. 
I usually forget the doctor's 
instructions by the time 
I get home. 
Prevention 
Going to doctor for an annual 
check up usually takes more 
time than it's worth. 
A severe headache calls for 
medical care only if it's still 
there after a couple at weeks. 
I only go to the dentist when I 
have a toothache or other 
dental problem. 
Family Health Care Pattern 
FathPr seldom went to 
thP. doctor. 
Mother went t0 doctor only 
when she had a severe illness 
or a baby. 
~I Polish, Czech, Italian 
23 
41 
52 
65 
22 
50 
48 
60 
53 
54 
Medicaid/ 
Pocket 
19 
63 
38 
19 
38 
69 
44 
19 
38 
63 
44 
53 
50 
TABLE V 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS AND HEALTH ATTITUDES/VALUES: PERCENT AGREEING 
(Respondents Only) 
Payment Source 
Medicaid/ 
Medicare 
153 
61 
53 
14 
39 
49 
47 
16 
42 
53 
62 
52 
65 
Medicare 
Only 
63 
71 
43 
25 
42 
61 
61 
17 
37 
41 
71 
62 
59 
Medicare/ 
Packet 
75 
60 
41 
16 
44 
48 
49 
12 
29 
37 
68 
71 
77 
Insurance 
Only 
108 
39 
30 
7 
32 
38 
61 
6 
35 
46 
46 
49 
47 
Insurance/ 
Pocket 
170 
51 
45 
10 
40 
39 
55 
9 
23 
41 
43 
68 
68 
Black 
332 
61 
47 
14 
36 
52 
58 
14 
44 
46 
62 
43 
51 
Ethnic Identification 
Mexican 
American 
22 
40 
60 
25 
45 
55 
50 
10 
30 
50 
60 
85 
70 
Ethnic·~/ 
84 
64 
47 
18 
47 
54 
58 
12 
33 
47 
59 
73 
76 
Other 
Caucasian 
351 
54 
40 
15 
41 
41 
51 
13 
28 
45 
50 
70 
70 
El N varies slightly with number answe~ing specific questions. 
Under 
5,000-
330 
68 
47 
17 
39 
52 
51 
14 
37 
48 
66 
56 
66 
Income 
5,000-
19,999 
344 
52 
42 
12 
37 
48 
59 
13 
36 
44 
54 
63 
63 
20,000+ 
84 
35 
42 
11 
48 
35 
54 
11 
29 
37 
27 
60 
57 
Aoe 
20-44 
347 
47 
53 
12 
40 
47 
56 
13 
39 
47 
50 
54 
58 
45+ 
434 
65 
37 
17 
40 
49 
53 
13 
29 
42 
60 
68 
69 
Payment Source 
Pocket Medicaid/ Medicaid/ Medicare/ Medicare 
Only Pocket Medicare Only Pocket 
N_t>/ 222 65 428 102 110 
Last Doctor Visit 
Last 3 months 29 39 42 52 55 
3-6 months 12 14 20 10 15 
6 months-1 year 24 28 27 18 17 
1-2 years 21 17 8 12 5 
2-5 years 9 2 ~ cl 4 3 More than 5 vears 4 0 4 5 
Never 1 _o_ ,. CJ _1_ _o_ 
Total 101 100 100 101 99 
Reason for Last Doctor Visit 
Not feeling good 31 38 28 36 41 
Required 21 24 17 24 18 
Time for an examination 44 33 48 36 42 
Pregnant 4 5 6 3 0 
-- --
Total 100 100 99 99 101 
Last Dentist Visit 
Last 3 months 14 13 11 14 13 
3-6 months 13 19 13 5 7 
6 months-1 year 23 13 21 16 15 
1 -2 years 15 19 17 14 13 
2-5 years 12 10 9 22 14 
More than 5 years 14 15 12 22 37 
Never 10 11 17 7 2 
- - - --
--
Total 101 100 100 100 101 
Reason for Last Dentist Visit 
Toothache/problem 62 64 36 48 36 
Regular check up 29 25 55 41 38 
Don't know 9 11 9 11 27 
- -- -- -- --
Total 100 100 100 100 101 
a/ Polish, Czech, Italian 
~jN varies slightly with number answering specific questions. 
- • "' less than .5% 
TABLE VI 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS AND UTILIZATION 
(All Household Members) 
Ethnic Identification 
Insurance Insurance Mexican Native I Other 
Only Packet Black American American Ethnic~ Caucasian 
334 482 870 72 36 195 818 
27 35 38 35 37 44 37 
16 13 14 22 6 12 15 
28 24 28 35 43 20 19 
19 16 15 7 9 15 15 
5 9 3 0 6 6 8 
4 4 2 0 0 4 5 
• cl • ::._I 0 1 0 0 0 
--
-- --
99 101 100 100 101 101 99 
31 32 32 28 33 30 32 
18 18 16 28 36 20 22 
48 48 49 37 28 48 44 
3 2 3 6 3 2 2 
--
-- -- -- --
100 100 100 99 100 100 100 
16 20 12 15 21 23 15 
17 16 11 4 6 15 16 
19 22 23 26 15 22 16 
27 16 20 21 26 13 16 
8 11 11 15 15 8 12 
6 7 12 7 9 16 16 
7 9 12 11 9 5 9 
--
--
-- -- --
--
--100 101 101 99 101 102 100 
39 36 44 36 45 34 44 
58 59 44 58 52 59 50 
3 6 12 5 3 7 6 
Under 
5,000-
649 
44 
16 
24 
10 
4 
: c/ 
--
100 
32 
21 
44 
4 
--
101 
13 
11 
19 
15 
11 
18 
13 
--
100 
51 
40 
8 
--
--
-- -- -- -- -- ---100 101 100 99 100 100 100 99 
Income Aoe 
5.000-
19,999 20,000+ 1-4 5-910-14 15-19 20-44 45+ 
935 285 227 193 179 208 602 632 
33 35 55 28 28 28 34 46 
13 14 18 16 16 13 15 14 
27 19 19 40 34 28 22 18 
17 18 5 14 18 22 17 12 
5 10 1 2 2 7 8 6 
4 5 0 1 2 2 4 5 
1 0 _2 _ _Q _o ___ o_ __1_ __o_ 
100 101 100 101 100 100 101 101 
31 31 25 23 25 21 37 37 
19 18 14 17 17 20 15 26 
47 51 60 60 56 53 41 37 
3 1 1 0 1 6 8 0 
-- ---- -- -- -- -
100 101 100 100 99 100 101 100 
12 24 10 15 18 19 16 15 
12 21 7 28 19 15 16 8 
21 19 6 32 26 20 22 16 
20 17 6 12 22 28 23 12 
14 7 1 5 7 12 13 16 
13 6 0 1 1 5 8 32 
9 6 70 7 7 2 2 2 
-- --
---- --
-- -- --
101 100 100 100 100 101 100 101 
42 30 21 17 22 40 47 60 
49 66 67 81 76 59 46 29 
9 4 12 2 2 2 7 11 
-- -- ----- -- -- --100 100 100 100 100 101 100 100 
.,, 
"° 
TABLE VII 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS AND OTHER UTILIZATION 
( Respondents Only) 
Payment Source Ethnic Identification 
Pocket Medicaid/ Medicaid/ Medicare Medicare/ Insurance Insurance/ Mexican 
Ethnic_§_/ Only Pocket Medicare Only Pocket Only Pocket Black American 
N_l:,I 94 19 153 63 75 108 170 332 22 84 
Explanation of Drug Given 
Yes 81 100 92 82 89 89 82 92 69 86 
No 19 0 8 18 11 11 18 8 31 14 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Advice for Home Care Given 
Yes 81 92 97 97 97 96 92 98 92 89 
No 19 8 3 3 3 4 8 2 8 11 
--
--
--
-- --
--
--
-- --
--
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Advice for Home Care Followed 
Yes 74 92 88 92 75 68 72 80 83 87 
No 26 8 12 8 25 32 28 20 17 13 
-- -- -- --
--
-- -- -- -- --
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Doctor Telephoned for Advice 
Yes 10 16 18 18 16 22 19 11 27 26 
No 90 84 82 82 84 78 71 89 73 74 
-- -- --
--
-- -- --
--
-- --
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Need for Weekend/Evening Care 
Yes 5 21 14 13 4 12 14 10 14 9 
No 95 79 86 87 96 88 86 90 86 91 
--
-- -- -- -- --
--
--
-- --
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
How Weekend/Evening Care Obtained 
cl cl cl cl cl Waited ::._! 15 17 0 13 
Called regular doctor cl cl 20 "c1 cl 33 46 17 "c1 cl 
Emergency room Ci "c1 60 "c1 "c1 42 50 63 cl cl 
Other "c1 "c1 5 "c1 cl 8 4 7 o./ cl 
-- --
Total 100 100 100 100 
!:..1 Polish, Czech, Italian 
£! N varies slightly with number answering specific questions. 
~IN too small for analysis 
Income Ane 
Other Under 5,000-
Caucasian 5,000- 19,999 20,000+ 20-44 45+ 
351 330 344 84 347 434 
87 85 90 78 84 88 
13 
__J_§_ 10 ~ 16 ....Jl 
100 100 100 100 100 100 
90 92 91 94 91 93 
10 8 9 6 9 7 
--
--
-- --
-- --
100 100 100 100 100 100 
69 83 82 71 70 85 
21 17 18 29 30 15 
-- --
-- -- -- --100 100 100 100 100 100 
25 16 19 36 22 17 
75 84 81 64 78 83 
-- -- -- --
--
-100 100 100 100 100 100 
10 9 10 9 15 7 
90 91 90 91 85 93 
--
-- --
--
-- -100 100 100 100 100 100 
11 19 16 11 8 30 
35 22 31 44 25 27 
46 53 41 44 57 33 
8 6 13 0 10 10 
100 100 101 99 100 100 
Pocket 
Only 
N_t,/ 94 
Type of Care 
Private doctor 51 
Outpatient clinic 34 
Hospital emergency room 1 
Other public clinic/facility 11 
Other 3 
Total 100 
Reason for Choice 
Nearby 29 
Family always went there 22 
Recommended by family 10 
Recommended by friend 15 
Referred by other doctor 12 
Referred by social agency 0 
Newspaper/media 12 
Total 100 
Years Using Source 
Under one year 16 
1 -2 years 7 
3-4 years 17 
5.9 years 17 
10-14 years 22 
15-19 years 4 
20-24 years 5 
25+ years 11 
--
Total 99 
~; Polish, Czech, Italian 
Payment Source 
TABLE VIII 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS AND USUAL SOURCE OF CARE 
(Respondents Only) 
Ethnic Identification 
Medicaid/ Medicaid/ Medicare Medicaid/ Insurance Insurance/ Mexican Native Other 
Black American American Ethnic_§_/ Caucasian Pocket Medicare Only Pocket Only Pocket 
19 153 63 75 108 170 332 22 12 84 351 
50 38 63 76 71 84 49 75 55 81 75 
39 43 26 15 19 3 37 0 18 7 15 
0 3 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 
11 16 11 5 6 13 12 20 27 9 9 
0 0 0 3 2 0 1 5 0 1 
--
--
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 101 
29 24 14 24 25 24 27 25 36 13 21 
29 27 23 23 20 25 24 25 27 19 22 
6 14 16 18 20 17 13 10 9 33 13 
12 13 23 8 12 16 10 15 0 8 17 
6 7 7 15 15 9 11 5 0 16 13 
18 8 4 3 0 0 5 10 g 1 1 
0 8 13 8 10 8 10 10 18 11 13 
--
100 101 100 99 102 99 100 100 99 101 100 
6 13 17 11 13 8 9 10 25 6 11 
0 7 20 9 10 8 10 0 0 7 11 
17 17 17 19 13 15 17 30 8 10 15 
22 26 13 10 27 22 25 15 25 20 19 
6 15 15 14 15 19 17 5 8 23 15 
11 6 6 9 14 11 7 10 8 10 9 
17 8 9 13 6 7 6 5 0 9 10 
22 8 4 16 2 11 8 25 25 15 11 
101 100 101 101 100 101 99 100 99 100 101 
-~
1 N varies slightly with number answering specific questions. 
Income Age 
Under 5,000- 10,000- 15,000- 20,000- Over 
5,000 9,999 14,999 19,999 25,000 25.000 20-44 45+ 
330 171 113 60 44 40 347 434 
50 65 68 75 90 95 56 71 
33 21 19 18 8 0 30 16 
2 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 
14 10 10 7 3 5 13 10 
1 3 1 0 0 0 1 2 
-- -- --
100 100 100 100 101 100 100 101 
23 22 30 18 10 16 21 22 
21 26 22 29 24 16 25 21 
16 15 14 16 17 11 14 16 
13 15 10 g 31 13 17 12 
12 8 11 16 7 34 6 17 
5 3 2 2 0 0 5 1 
11 11 12 11 12 11 11 10 
-- --- -- --
101 100 101 101 101 101 99 99 
13 12 12 9 0 5 13 9 
9 12 13 2 2 5 12 8 
17 14 10 23 17 11 19 13 
20 19 26 26 19 32 23 18 
14 14 18 11 31 24 15 18 
7 7 4 9 17 13 6 9 
8 10 9 9 10 5 8 9 
11 12 9 9 5 5 5 16 
-- --
99 100 101 98 101 100 101 100 
Pocket 
Only 
NEI 94 
Transportation Method 
Own car 55 
Other car 17 
Taxi 3 
Bus 21 
Walk 5 
Other 0 
--
Total 101 
Travel Time to Regular 
Source of Care 
1-10 minutes 29 
11-15minutes 26 
16-20 minutes 22 
21-30 minutes 13 
Over 30 minutes 10 
--
Total 100 
Length of Time to Wait 
Under 15 minutes 21 
15-30 minutes 32 
30-60 minutes 31 
Over 1 hour 16 
--
Tnti1I 100 
~/Polish, Czech, Italian 
Payment Source 
TABLE IX 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS AND TRAVEL/WAITING TIME 
I Respondents Only) 
Ethnic Identification 
Medicaid/ Medicaid/ Medicare Medicaid/ Insurance Insurance/ Mexican Native Other 
Pocket Medicare Only Pocket Only Pocket Black American American Ethnic~/ Caucasian 
19 153 63 75 108 170 332 22 12 84 351 
78 20 28 28 89 76 41 68 50 58 62 
6 25 26 28 3 6 19 9 8 12 15 
11 17 12 4 2 1 10 0 17 3 5 
6 28 21 26 4 13 25 5 17 18 11 
0 8 7 11 0 4 3 9 0 10 4 
0 3 5 3 2 1 1 9 8 0 3 
-- -- -- --
--
-- -- -- --
--101 101 99 100 100 101 99 100 100 101 100 
31 30 25 34 39 34 25 30 36 36 38 
31 17 30 23 27 23 24 35 36 26 26 
0 17 17 20 21 20 18 25 18 22 20 
25 20 17 11 9 11 17 5 0 10 11 
13 17 11 12 4 12 16 5 9 6 6 
--
-- --
-- -- -- -- -- --
100 101 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 100 101 
7 16 16 17 26 25 16 19 10 28 22 
50 41 39 34 39 36 39 38 20 34 42 
29 29 28 31 26 24 31 19 50 28 23 
14 15 18 17 9 15 14 24 20 9 14 
-- --
--
--
-- -- --100 101 101 99 100 100 100 100 100 99 101 
El N varies slightly with number answering specific questions. 
Income Age 
Under 5,000- 10,000- 15,000- 20,000- Over 45 and 
5,000 4,999 14,999 19,999 25,000 25,000 20·44 Over 
330 171 113 60 44 40 347 434 
26 49 83 90 88 93 64 43 
24 21 4 2 8 5 8 22 
13 4 1 0 0 0 4 9 
27 18 9 5 5 3 17 18 
7 6 3 2 0 0 5 5 
4 2 1 2 0 0 1 3 
--
-- -- -- -- --
101 100 101 101 101 101 99 100 
29 29 35 40 41 40 33 32 
22 29 29 30 22 29 25 27 
19 15 17 21 24 26 19 18 
16 15 13 6 11 3 12 14 
15 12 5 4 3 3 11 9 
-- -- -- -- --
101 100 99 101 101 101 100 100 
17 25 19 28 16 28 17 23 
39 35 36 40 55 45 42 37 
29 29 30 22 16 24 27 26 
16 11 16 10 13 3 13 14 
-- --
--
-- --
101 100 101 100 100 100 99 100 
Pocket 
Only 
NE! 94 
Satisfaction with Service 
Overall quality of medical care 86 
Overall quality of doctors 82 
Follow-up care after first 
treatment 78 
Concern of doctors about 
overall health 75 
Satisfaction with Cost 
Out-of-pocket costs 47 
Availability/cost of parking 49 
Satisfaction with Convenience/ 
Availability of Care 
Waiting time in doctor's office 59 
Availability of care evenings/ 
weekends 51 
Ease of travel to doctor's location 75 
Satisfaction with Information/ 
Communication 
Information about where to find 
special kind of medical. mental 
health, dental care 58 
Information given about what 
was wrong 76 
Information given about haw 
to take care of self at home 85 
Information about medication 83 
~! Polish, Czech, Italian 
TABLE X 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS AND SATISFACTION WITH USUAL SOURCE OF CARE, PERCENT SATISFIED 
(Respondents Only) 
Payment Source Ethnic Identification 
Medicaid/ Medicaid/ Medicare Medicare/ Insurance Insurance/ Mexican 
Ethnic~/ 
Other 
Pocket Medicare Only Pocket Only Pocket Black American Caucasian 
19 153 63 75 108 170 332 22 84 351 
89 89 84 87 82 94 85 91 93 90 
89 89 85 85 88 92 86 91 93 91 
89 92 82 79 87 89 86 96 94 88 
94 88 80 77 84 87 82 96 89 87 
47 66 57 56 63 57 54 46 65 63 
53 67 50 43 69 76 59 68 63 67 
63 58 61 62 64 59 53 50 75 65 
58 68 50 48 61 62 57 55 65 58 
79 86 77 87 89 84 81 91 78 88 
58 82 65 61 73 65 71 82 69 68 
84 86 80 81 84 86 82 73 94 86 
95 92 84 85 91 90 91 81 90 90 
95 93 85 85 90 87 87 91 95 88 
El N varies slightly with number answering specific questions. 
Income Age 
Under 5,000-
5,000- 19,999 20,000+ 20-44 45+ 
330 344 84 347 434 
87 87 95 87 89 
89 86 98 87 90 
89 87 86 88 88 
87 82 91 84 87 
61 56 60 58 59 
57 63 86 71 57 
62 58 66 57 66 
58 55 64 64 54 
84 84 88 82 86 
74 68 69 71 70 
86 84 88 83 87 
90 88 90 91 90 
89 88 89 89 89 
APPENDIX B 
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BEGIN INTERVIEW 
a) If the Joor is ope11cd by a child. ask if his/her ,nother. 
father. or other aJult is ar ho111e. If ntither is at home. 
ask who lfrcs in the house. ,111J their ages anJ Jill ill across 
the colun111s. Ask when a parent or other adult will be 
ar hon1e. 
b) Young adult (JG i111d orerJ ask 1f rhey would he able to 
anS't\·er questions about the fa111ily health care and 
»'l1Pn they hm·c been to the Joe tor. If they say _ves. 
continue the ill r1:n·icw: 1f 110, ask when a parent or 
knowh'Jxcabfc person 1n'J/ be there. 
c) An adult-ask if the woman of rhe house is home: 
if not ask for rhc 111011 rl/ the house. ff 11citl1r!r is 
ho111e and !he answering 11J11lt lfrcs in house. 
conrf1;:1e the in ren-fc1\' If the a11s11·cnng adult 
docs nar !ll'e in rh,• hu·1se. ask \\'hen a resident 
aJult will be hon1e. Jlakt! appoi11t111e11r if 
possible. 
Hello, I'm -----------------------
:ram tr,e Cen:er for ..:i..c::ilied L'"~3n Rese3rch at the University o: 
N1:;braska. We are dGing a surv1:-~ t0 find O:Jt about what medical 
services and aoctors v.:u usu,Jllv .:se and '.\'hat you think abcu: 
tl·,em. and \r.iha: vu-, .·,0uld like c:ifferent, if anything. 
Here is a let:er that ;EOlls aocn,~ :rie purpose a• the 
survey and :nenr::r,s so-ie peep!: in this c.:,mmunitv 
who ari~ in~erestea in :t-.e results 
Gii"c l.~"trcr 11"/th 1111•/ll'S u; L"un:1111111/ry f'l:Oi'le 11·,:u,n 
we harc talkl•J to. This fruer '>'.'ill also hal'e a nunzber 
to call for 1·crificar ion. 
I'm gl~ing to first :isk. ~OlJUt , ... ·ho lives in :his >-iouse si'1Ce I will 
be as'-ing ab,,:,ut '"v-:,r.2"e's 'lea1:r-. care. 
1. VVhat is y,.;•.ir "1rs: '"Jr:·.;' 
Put this pi:rsu11 'i 11a1ne in the top of the jirsr 
co!u11111. 
2 Ne-:, l'r-r ao1n::i :,:, ask :r-2' rst n3rres :::' ;II o:!"'er U":OCle :.·he 
liv~ in thi; rc:s.:'" ::la. :'"eir Jge. an,d :~eir relJti;,n,shio to 
', '}U. 
Fifi i11 ·lie 1111111(s. ages. i111J rt'fatfonships across the 
top o/ the ,,a-i:(· ~nJ circle r1er~o11 ·s )CX. 
END INTERVIEW 
B 
Thank you very much for your time. Just a minute more-would 
you give me your telephone nu""1ber? My supervisor may want !O 
call you to make s"..Jre I was here .Jnd interviewed you. 
I Don't press this 1/ refused. I ~ 
When I turn this interview in, the too sheet 11\ith your address 
will be taken off so that your a:--,swers ·Nill be complet<:ly confi-
dential. Do you want me to erase your name from the page? 
If so erase 11a111cs. 
To Coders: 
This cop sheet to be detached 
upon completion of inter.;e\v. 
~ 
""' ln
l'rn going to ask some questions about your family's general health. 
--, 
Ask each question for all in the household and rhen go 
I to rhe ncxr quesrion. 1-
I 
I 
3. How long ago did I PERSON) have an examination or 
check up or was seen by a doctor' 
j Read respor1ses. I 11
11 Withio last 3 mooths 
2 3to6months t DI ! Circle m· atrnp . 
4. Wt1y did IP~;:;so.\l) have tt',at dCCl,' $ Yisit 1 
[ ReaJ responses j 
5. v\'o"Jld you say {PERSON J's health. ,r, :;e<1eral. ·s excellent. 
good, fair, O' poor' 
6. Over the pas: ,iear h;:,s :=ERSO~\'s '"ealth ca~sed you a ~reat 
deal at wor•y. some ,vo·ry, r ;,rdly anv •:,C'"'V. or nc ·,varry 
at all? 
7. In the Past vear would you sa\ iPEf=SO~I has exoer,enced 
pain very c':en. fairly o•ten. occas1cr.a:iy. or riot at all? 
c 
I 3 6 months to 1 year 
4 1 to 2 vears 
5 2 to 5 years 
6 More than 5 years 
7 Never 
1 
2 
3 
4 
No: teeling good 
Required 
Time for exa·11ination 
Pregnancy)___ 
Circle P 11t rop of 
co!11n111 
1 Excellent 
2 Good 
3 Fair 
4 Pear 
1 A great deal 
2 Some 
3 
4 
Hardly any 
NLJne a: all 
1 Very of-ten 
2 Fair!y ::,ften 
3 Occ:is:2nal;v 
4 :\Jc: at all 
5 Dent ,riow 
8 As a resul1 ')f ,:lness Jr ,nJu"\., 3CP',._',·rr·a:el" h.Jw n 1any 
days in 1981 .. as 1 PEMS0'\ 1 s:a\eC n bed. ,ndoors, ::ir 
away fr~'Tl us-..1a1 acs:1v1t:es' 
9 Vvl~Gr, ·.·,as t'"e :as: ~l'"'"'e 1P!:FS_ '\i :.as :ee'1 b·,. a den":·st? 
[ R r'a,i r~-·~fl~ll:.i~:.-- ] 
_____ davs c 
ol{i ~ \N1:r.m ·as: 3 'TlQ:cs:hs I 3 :o 6 ..... ,on:hs 1 6 'Tlcr,ths ,10 '.'..' 1 yea 
10. Why ,J;.1 lr'~=:s:. \H •,:s<'t r11e den:is: :na, time.., 
c 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 :o 2 'r ~<1rs 
2 to 5 years 
\1cre :>i,1n 5 ,,ea's 
'\Jever 
Had a toothache/ 
der,ta1 problem 
2 Time for a regular 
checkuo 
3 D."1't knO>-'-' 
1 Within last 3 months 
2 3 ta 6 months 
3 6 months ta 1 year 
4 1 to 2 years 
5 2 to 5 years 
6 More than 5 years 
7 Never 
1 
2 
Not feeling good 
Required 
3 Time for examination 
Pregnancy 4 
Circle Par rop of 
colu1nn 
1 Excellent 
2 Good 
3 Fair 
4 Poor 
1 A great deal 
2 Some 
3 
4 
Hardly any 
l'\.o...,eatall 
1 Very often 
2 Fairly often 
3 Occasionally 
J Not at all 
5 Don't kn,:·.v 
days 
1 
2 
3 
Within last 3 montr's 
3 ;o 6 months 
4 
6 '110:1:hs :.JP:: 
1 to 2 years 
1 year 
5 2 to 5 vears 
6 
7 
Mere than 5 vears 
Never 
Had a toothache, 
dental problem 
2 Time for a regular 
checkup 
3 Don't know 
1 Within last 3 months 
2 3 to 6 months 
3 6 months to 1 year 
4 1 to 2 years 
5 2 to 5 years 
6 More than 5 years 
7 Never 
1 Not feeling good 
2 Required 
3 Time for examination 
4 Pregnancy 
Circle Pat top of 
colun1n 
1 Excellent 
2 Good 
3 fair 
4 Paar 
1 A great deal 
2 Some 
3 
4 
Hardly any 
None at all 
1 Very ofteri 
2 Fairly often 
3 Occasionally 
4 Not at all 
5 Don't know 
_____ days 
1 Within last 3 months J 
2 3 ta 6 months 
3 6 months up to 1 vea 
4 1 to 2 years 
5 2 to 5 years 
6 More than 5 years 
7 Never 
Had a toothache/ 
dental problem 
2 Time for a regular 
check up 
3 Don't know 
l Within last 3 months 
2 3 to 6 rncnths1 
Circle Di· at top 
3 6 months to 1 year 
4 1 to 2 years 
5 2 to 5 years 
6 More than 5 years 
7 Never 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Not feelin~ good 
Required 
Time far e.<aminatian 
Pregnancy 
Circle Pat rap of 
co!unm 
1 Excellent 
2 Good 
3 
4 
Fair 
Poor 
l A great deal 
2 Some 
3 Hardly any 
4 None at all 
1 Very often 
2 Fairly often 
3 Occasionally 
4 Not a;: all 
5 Don't le.now 
_____ days 
1 Within !ast 3 mon.:hs j 
2 3 to 6 months 
3 6 months uo :o 1 yea 
4 l -:o 2 years 
5 2 to 5 years 
6 More than 5 years 
7 Never 
Hae a toothache/ 
dental problem 
2 Time for a regular 
checkup 
3 Don't know 
~ 
-C'-
"' 
1 ·m going to ask you about your usual source of medical care. 
If so,ne in HH Jun:e sa111e doctor/place as other persons. I 
circle 3. aJd nerson 's 11an1e, and ~o ro next J1erson. 
11. Is there a particular clinic, health center, doctor's office or 
other place that I PERSON) usually goes to if sick or needs 
advice about health? 
--If YES Ask questions 1 :! and I J for each person 
before going to next person. 
If::! rer;ular doctors or places. ask about 
most [requentl_v used for prirnary care. 
,-of-- If NO 
'( 
12. What kind of place is it-a clinic, a health center, a hospital, 
a doctor's otfice. or s0me other place? 
13. Where is it located? I l\'rire i11 I 
.._ Ii no I Gin: card A anJ rcaJ responses j 
A. Many oeoole do not have a oar.:icular place they .Jsually 
go when they are sick or need 3dvice about their health. 
Could you please give me the number of the starer.1ent 
which is :he MAIN reason (PERSON) does not have a 
panicu1ar place he/she usually goes7 
1. Haven"t neeoed a doctor. 
2. Previous doc-::cr no longer availab!e. 
3. Haven't been aJJle to find ,:he right doctor. 
4. Recentl·, moved :a .3rea. 
5 Otner reason-olease s.:iecifv. 
B. Where did \PERSON) go the last time you neeJea ,,..,edical 
care7 
j li'n'te in I 
I 
1 Yes, 1 doc~or or 1 
place 
2 Yes, 2 dociors or 2 
places 
3 
4 No l(;o ro l3A j 4 
1 Private doctor's 1 
office. group 
practice. or clinic 
2 Hosoital outpatient 2 
clinic 
3 Hospital emergency 3 
room 
4 Company or 4 
industry clinic 
5 Heaitr" .·linic/ct:rater 5 
6 01her (speci:YJ 6 
I Go ro ne . ...-t person I 
on nc:,;c page. I 
I 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
I Co to next person I or Q11esrion :1 I 
Yes, 1 doctor or 1 Yes, 1 doctor or 1 Yes. 1 doctor or 
place place place 
Yes, 2 doctors or 2 Yes, 2 doc:ors or 2 Yes. 2 doctors or 
places places places 
Same as 3 Same as 3 Same as 
--------
Circle Sat the Circle Sat the Circle Sat the 
top of colun1n top of column top of column 
\,·irh sanze usual with same usual with same usual 
source of care source of care source of care 
No 4 No 4 No 
Private doctor's 1 Private doctor's 1 Private doctor's 
office. group office, group office, group 
practice, or clinic practice, or clinic practice, or clinic 
Hospital outpatient 2 Hospital outpatient 2 Hospital outpatient 
clinic clinic clinic 
Hospital emergency 3 Hospital emergency 3 Hospital emergency 
room room room 
Company or 4 Company or 4 Company or 
industry clinic industry clinic industry clinic 
Health clinic/center 5 Health clinic/center 5 Health :-11"1,: center 
Other (specify) 6 Other (specify) 6 Other (specify) 
I Go to next person 
on next page. 
j Go to next person I 
on next page. 
I Go to nexc person 
on next page. 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
Go co next oerson I I Go to next person I Go ro next person or Quesriv1, :! 1 or Question :!1 or Question :: 1 
-.c-
'" 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18 
19 
20. 
How does (PERSON) usually get to their regular doctor 
or place of car,:7 
Code the ml!thoJ or rra11sporrarion 11s,1J 111osr often. I I 
A. How long does it usually take to get thtTe from your home' 
Ask questions 15. iii. J 7 rog,·tlJl!r for each doctor ~ 
or place n1entio11ed. 
Does I PERSON) vsuall\. have an aopointmen; ahead of :ime 
when (he/shel gor:S to 1PLACE) or does (he/she) JUSt walk in? 
E·-.c-ept for emergencies, h::::w long does (PERSON) usually 
have to wait to get an aoocin:ment with the doctor? 
I ReaJ respQIISl'S ) 
How long does 1PERSONI .Jsuall 1, f-iave to wait to see the 
doctor. once (he sne) gers there? 
I ReaJ responses I 
VVhy did IPERSO:\J) cheese rha~ oarticular dcc:or.o:ace? 
I Do 11Qt read rcspo1ncs I 
How 10,1-;i ~.:,s ,?::~SO\J.1 c~n .,si·';; rrc.:,t .:--;;.:;::..:-r c,Jce"' 
The 1a5c :>··--= 1PE::;so'\:1 ... as sick::: d 1,,.:.::... '"': sne.1 ;o to :he 
same ol ace"' 
A. Where c::La c:eson ;.:"' I l\'r:r,· in I 
1 Own car 
2 Someone else's car 
3 Taxi 
4 Bus 
5 Walks 
6 Other 
1 Has an apooin:-
ment 
/ .isk /; I 
2 Wal ks in 
I Ask 17 I 
1 Sam~ day 
2 1tc2days 
3 3to4days 
4 5 days to 1 ,.veek 
5 1 to 2 weeks 
6 2 weeks to 1 month 
7 ,\1ore than 1 month 
1 u,~,der 15 min. 
2 15 - 30 min. 
3 30 ,..,..in. ro 1 hr 
14 More :han 1 hr. 
I ; It's nearby Family always went 
to that d0ctor.olace 
3 Rec:il"'T'lrriendea by 
fa'Tlily mer"ber 
4 Ro;;ccmniended by 
frienc 
5 Refereed bY ott-,er 
doctor 
6 Peferred bv social 
worL::er. r,-,;;.;,ster, etc. 
7 1\1,:,-..·soao~r. :-acio, 
T. V., etc. 
8 0-;.her . (so~·'yl 
years 
1 Yes ~ 2 ,a 
3 Oon'r kno-.v I I 
I 
I 1 Own car 1 Own car 2 Someone else's car 2 Someone else's car 
3 Taxi 3 Taxi I 
4 Bus 4 Bus 
5 Walks 5 Walks 
6 Other 6 Other 
1 Has an appoint- 1 Has an appoint· 
ment ment 
/ Ask 16 I I Ask 16 I 
2 Walks in 2 Walks in I Askl7 I / Ask 17 I 
1 Same day 1 Same day 
2 1to2days 2 1 to 2 days 
3 3 to 4 days 3 3to4days 
4 5 days ro 1 week 4 5 days to 1 week 
5 1 to 2 weeks 5 1 to 2 weeks 
6 2 weeks to 1 month 6 2 weeks to 1 month 
7 More than 1 month 7 More than 1 month 
1 Under 15 min. 1 Under 15 min. 
2 15 · 30 min. 2 15 · 30 min. 
3 30 ...,in. to 1 hr. 3 30 min. tol hr. 
4 More than 1 "Ir. 4 More than 1 hr. 
1 lt"s nearby 1 It's nearby 
I 2 always went 2 Family always went to that doctor/place to that d~ctor/place 
3 Recommended by 3 Recomrr:.:.,n::Jed by 
famiiy member family member 
4 Recoml'T'.ended by 4 Recommended by 
friend friend 
5 Referrea by other 5 Referred by other 
doctor doctor 
6 Referred by social 6 Referred by social 
worker. minister, etc. worker. minister. etc. 
7 Newspaper. radio. 7 Newspaper, radio. 
T. V .. etc. T.V.,etc. 
8 Other 8 Other 
(specifv I (sceci fy) 
years years 
1 yes 1 yes i Ask A I 2 No ~ 2 No 
3 Don't know I 3 Don'~ know 
' 
.c-
oo 
21. Here are some ways health care is paid for. Which ones 
apoly to (PERSON)? 
Gire card Band read lisr. and circle as n1any as app(v. 
A. Does anyone in the family get a reduced fee for medical 
care or oav on a sliaing sc.:,le? 
( 1fno one is corered by health insurance Tl_!!" pag~. j 
22. You said that ~me in the household are covered by health 
insr.:rance. Is everyone covered by .:he same olan? 
A. How many dif~erent plans? 
8. Who is covered by the differe:-i-:. plans? 
D 
Ask q11esr:"011s DOh'.\' for each different insurance p/011. + 
23. Was insurance cbtained thro"Jgh work, school. a union, er other? 
24. Does:, pay 'er a doctor visi1 ~or illness? 
25 Do you oay ,re ''1rst $100 or so,....e other su,..., for doctor visits? 
26 Does '1t pay ~or annual ohvs'1cal c::f',;ck·ups7 
27. Dees ii pay 10C;': fer r.csoital .:.:cs:s? 
1 Out of pocket 
2 Medicaid 
3 Medicare 
4 VA hospital/member 
armed services 
5 Workmen's 
compensation 
6 Health insurance -
7 Other 
Write in 
1 Yes 
2 No 
1 Yes 
2 No j.-tsk A & BJ 
3 2 plans 
4 3 plans 
5 4 plans 
1 First plan 
2 Second plan 
3 Third plan 
4 Fourth Plan 
1 Work 
2 Union 
3 School 
4 Other 
1 Yes 
2 Yes. some (or part) 
3 No 
4 Don't know 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Don't know 
1 Yes 
2 Yes. some lor oan:) 
3 No 
4 Do~/t know 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Don't know 
1 Out of pocket 
2 Medicaid 
3 Medicare 
4 VA hospital/member 
armed serv'1ces 
5 Workmen's 
compensation 
6 Health insurance --, 
7 Other _____ _ 
Write in 
1 Yes 
2 No 
1 Yes~---~ 
2 No I Ask A & s j 
3 2 plans 
4 3 plans 
5 4 plans 
1 First Plan 
2 Second plan 
3 Third plan 
4 Fourth plan 
1 Work 
2 Union 
3 School 
4 Other 
1 Yes 
2 Yes. some (or Part) 
3 No 
4 Don't know 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Don't l<now 
1 Yes 
2 Yes, some {or part) 
3 No 
4 Don't know 
1 Yes 
2 Ne 
3 Don't know 
f Out of pocket 
2 Medicaid 
3 Medicare 
4 VA hospital/member 
armed services 
5 Workmen's 
compensation 
6 Health insurance_ 
7 Other ____ _ 
[-IVriti) 
1 Yes 
2 No 
1 Yes~---~ 
2 No j Ask A & B J 
3 2 plans 
4 3 plans 
5 4 plans 
1 First plan 
2 Second plan 
3 Third plan 
4 Fourth plan 
1 Work 
2 Union 
3 School 
4 Other 
1 Yes 
2 Yes, some (or part) 
3 No 
4 Don't know 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Don't know 
1 Yes 
2 Yes, some (or part) 
3 No 
4 Don't know 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Don't know 
-"' 
"' 
Ask the following quesrio11 about A.\·y last risit 
not just p_ri111ary care. 
28. Since the first of the year. who in the family has gone to / 
the hospital. a clinic. or a doctor's office? l..tsk across! ----..L_ 
I ...tsk questions DOJ.\1.\' about each 1·isir.l + 
29. When was this visit, Jan .. Feb .. March. or April? 
30. V,ihat was the visit for-illness. injury. pregnancy. regular 
cr.eck·uP. immunization, a condition (he/she) had for a 
long time, or what? 
r If uncertain. \~'Tite in.] 
31. Was (PERSON) told the name of the illness or problem? 
32. V.rhat was the illness or problem? 11~',it~- i/tl 
33. Did the doctor talk to (PERSON) ~o explain the illness. 
its causes. the treatmen1. or (PERSON'S) 9eneral condition? 
34. Was •PERSON) given dru;;is or a prescription? 
A ·:vas (PERSON! told what the -r.ed;cine was and what to 
e.'<oect :, .:cn if? 
35. 'Nas :PERSON I told hew to care for self at home to 
irrcr:·•.re condition' 
36 0,::1 ~ERSO~J full.:v\ :"e adviceJ [ R~·aJ rcspv11st') 
1 No one [ Tur11 page! 
2 Yes 
[Ask about lasi riSfr] 
1 
2 
3 
4 
January 
February 
March 
April 
1 11 tness 
2 Injury 
3 P~egnancy 
4 Check.up 
5 Immunization 
... 
6 Regular medication 
7 Chronic-long time 
8 Other 
'1-sp-ec~; f,---y-,-) -
1 Knew already 
2 Was not told 
3 Was told 
4 Not aciclicable 
1 No 
2 Yes 
3 No need 
1 Yes [ Ask .:;J 
2 No 
3 Dor.';: "".ow 
4 Not a;::ic;ic3ble 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Don': know 
4 Not aP::ilicable 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Doii't know 
4 Not ac::licable 
1 Most!v. yes 
2 Ne, irripracLical in 
the si: .. a:;on 
3 No. too much 
trouble 
4 \lo, couldn't 
afford to 
5 No. other ___ _ 
2 Yes 
[ASkObout last 1·isit/ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
January 
February 
March 
April 
1 Illness 
2 Injury 
3 Pregnancy 
4 Check-up 
5 Immunization 
.... 
6 Regular medication 
7 Chronic-long time 
8 Other~--~-
(specity) 
1 Knew already 
2 Was no;: told 
3 Was told 
4 Not applicable 
1 No 
2 Yes 
3 No need 
1 Yes [ AskA] 
2 No 
3 Don't know 
4 Not applicable 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Don't know 
4 Not applicable 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Don't know 
4 Not apolicable 
1 Mostly, yes 
2 No, impractical in 
the situation 
3 No, too much 
trouble 
4 No. couldn't 
afford to 
5 No, other ___ _ 
2 Yes 
jAsk about last l'isir] 
1 
2 
3 
January 
February 
March 
4 April 
1 Illness 
2 Injury 
3 Pregnancy 
4 Check-up 
5 Immunization 
... 
6 Regular medication 
7 Chronic-long time 8 Other ____ _ 
(specify) 
1 Knew already 
2 Was not told 
3 Was told 
4 Not applicable 
1 No 
2 Yes 
3 No need 
1 
2 
Yes [AskA~] 
No 
3 Don't know 
Not applicable 4 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Don't know 
4 Not applicable 
1 Yes 
2 No 
3 Don't know 
4 Net applicable 
1 Mostly. yes 
2 No. imoractical in 
the situation 
3 No. too much 
trouble 
4 No. couidn't 
afford to 
5 No, other ___ _ 
~ 
\.n 
0 
37 Since the first of the year. has the doctor been telephoned to ask 
for medical advice for anyone in the family? 
A. The last time that happened were you put on hold 
and/or told you'd be called back? 
B. How long were you on hold? 
C. How soon were you called back? 
38. Since the first of the year, has anyone in the family needed 
medical care evenings or weekends? 
39. How was care obtained? 
[R~~d responses! 
1 No 
2 Yes l.-isk.-11 
1 No 
2 Yes. on hold )Asks! 
3 Yes. call back ~i 
4 Yes, both [.-tsk B lf__d 
1 No 
2 Yes IAskAI 
Waited until 
Mondav 
2 Called regular 
doctor's office 
3 Saw regular 
doctor or substitute 
4 Went to hospital 
emergency room 
5 Other 
(specify) 
I 
2 Yes !Ask A! 2 Yes !Ask A! 
1 Waited until 1 Waited until 
Monday Monday 
2 Called regular 2 Called regular 
doctor's office doc:or's office 
3 Saw regular 3 Saw regular 
doctor or substitute doctor or substitute 
4 Went to hospital 4 Went to hospital 
emergency room emergency room 
5 Other 5 Other 
(specify) I (specify) 
-v, 
-
40. Are there any r,ealth or physical conditions that limit anyone 
in the family ;r. dressing, bathing. eating. working, or keeping 
house. going 10 school. etc.? 
Circle all persons fOr who1n rhis applies. 
Ask questions ..f. 1 to ..f.~ for each. 
A. VVhich of the fc1!owing best describes (PERSON)? 
Requires t-e:o in dressing. bathing, or eating and not able 
to work .::r keep house at all. 
Able to drt?ss. bathe. and feed self. but not able to 
work er o:;eep house at all. 
Able to ,, ... c,._ or keep house. but limited in the amount 
or kind.:::' work or housework. 
Able to we•<: or keeo house. but lin1ited in kind or 
amount c' other activities such as shopping or 
exercise. 
B. Is this a ter-oorary or permanent condition7 
41. Does person rave a regular source of medical care for the 
sit..1ation? 
A. Ger na1ne of regular source. 
42. Does anyone :n :he family have any physical or health 
conditions !t':a: orevent them fror-i using transoor:ation 
by themselves' 
43 C-.:es anyorie ;r :~e falT'ify require any r>1echanical .3ids :c 
mo~e arcund-:: 
~; 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
CH; 
1 
Cl{ 2 3 4 
44 Dees anyone·~ :he fa'Tlily '"·ave a criro..,ic, lor;;-term conditio.., I 
such 35 diate:"25. ,;;sthma, r.;gt-, olc.::d pressure or s:..c~? L_ 2 
A. \\1~ai is 1re .::noition., h'ritc fn 
B C~+=!S (PE=S:'\J) iake re~ular ~edica'.ivn 
t:::r the:::.:-.-.,:: :'vn? If so wha: :sit'' h'ntt' in 
C 'N"dn was :~e last ~j,...,e 1PEPSO~l saw a d.::cror for :he 
C:Jndition-:-
No , -~~ t;~~J 
Yes 
Ask A & B 
Temporary 
Permanent 
Other 
No 
Yes j Ask A J 
No 
Yes 
No 
S:avs in bed or chair 
Wheelchair 
\Vall:.s ·•· .. ith cane. 
crutches. :i~itec in 
distance 
No 
Yes AskA.8. & C 
11 
2 Yes Ask A & B 2 Yes Ask A & B 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
1 Temporary 1 Temporary 
2 Permanent 2 Permanent 
3 Other 3 Other 
1 No 1 No 
2 Yes I Ask A j 2 Yes j Ask A j 
2 Yes 2 Yes 
1 No 1 No 
2 Stays in bed or chair 2 Stays in bed or chair 
3 Wheelchair 3 Wheelchair 
4 Walks with cane, 4 Walks with cane. 
crutcnes, lir:-,ited in crutches. limited in 
distance distance 
1 No 1 No 
2 Yes Ask A. B. & C 2 Yes Ask A, B. & C 
PREG'\JANCY 
45. Since Aocil last yeac has anyone in the family been ocegnant' U 1 No Jco 10 ooJ 
Circll.' all persons for who111 this applies and ask L I Ask.al IAskA I 
I 
2 Yes !Ask A J um ions ho . .;9 I 2 Yes 2 Yes 
A Did she give binh' DO .\'UT RtAD choices unless , , Yes 1 Yes 1 Yes 
necessary. 2 No, still 2 No. still 2 No, still 
pregnant !.-1sk st pregnant !Ask Sj pregnant I Ask sl 
3 No, miscarriage 3 No, miscarriage 3 No, miscarriage 
4 No, abortion 4 No, abortion 4 No, aborcion 
5 Still birth 5 Still birth 5 Still birth 
6 Other 6 Other 6 Other 
B. 1,vr-a, month is she in? 
46. Did I PERSON) have a regular source of care while pregnant? 1 Yes J Ask Ai 
I I ; 
Yes !Ask A I 
I I ; 
Yes jAskA! 
2 No No No 
A. Wrat was that source of care? I Wrire i11 I 
47. Wh,c:-, reaso:1 oest descrit:es why !PERSON I went :o that 1 Usual doctcr/clinic 1 Usual doctor/clinic 1 Usual doctor/clinic 
ser\.ice 'or pregnancy? 2 Referred by regu:ar 2 Referred by regular 2 Referred by regular 
doctor doctor doctor 
~ j c;/J:e card C anJ rL·ad ! 3 Refer:-ed by other 3 Referred by other 3 Referred by other 
\..n doctcr (not reg;.dar) doctor (not regular) doctor (not regular) N 4 Recommended by 4 Recommended by 4 Recommended by 
family /f 0 iend family,','riend family/friend 
5 Picked by person 5 Picked by person 5 Picked by person 
6 Other 6 Other 6 Other 
48. Dia ,P=RSON) r>ave one dcctcr. several doctors, ::;r what? 1 Only one doctor 1 Only one doctor 1 Only one doctor 
2 Mostlv one doctor 2 Mostly one doctor 2 Mostly one doctor ! Read responses j 3 Several dcctors but 3 Several doctors but 3 Several doctors but 
or,e orimarilv one orimarily one primarily 
reSOC'lSib!e resoonsible responsible 
4 S,1.-. ,.•,hcever was 4 Sa':v whoever was 4 Saw whoever was 
available available available 
49 Ace .J': "ow ma riv :i mes c 1d I PER SO~ I visit a doc:o r or 
I I ; 1 or 2 :imes 1 1 or 2 times 1 1 or 2 times mec·.:ai 'acil;iy while c~egnan:? 3 or 4 tir-ies 2 3 or 4 times 2 3 or 4 times 
3 5. S tir-,es 3 5-Stimes 3 5 · 8 times 
R,·aJ resp,lnses] I I~ 9 · 12 :imes 4 9 - 12 times 4 9-12times 'v1ore :ran 13 5 More than 13 5 More tfian 13 
6 Don·~ <.now 6 Don't know 6 Don't know 
50. I arn going to reud a list of practices that doctors. hospitals 
and clinics sonietirnes have. Thinking over the rnedicill care 
you and your lmnily have rec!:!ived in the past year since 
April, 1980, hav(! you been satisfied, or dissa1isfied with 
this practice? 
If 110 011c in fu111ily has had 111edil'al l'are in th<' last 
J'!'ar, ask jl,r J:c'll('ral sati::•faction Jissalisjllction. 
Jf 111on• than 01u• doctor or place, a.1·k jfJr _i~t·ncral 
cJl'crall fi•t•li11i. Don't Know/ 
1. Overall quality of the medical care. 
2. Quality of the doctors who treated you. 
3 Waitill\J tir11e in ductnfs/clinic of lice. 
4. Avaih1bility ol 111edical care at r1ight and on weekends. 
5. Cosl to you out·of.pocket. 
6. lnforniation aiven to you about what was wrong. 
7. lnlur111,11ion 9iw!11 to you .ib1>1H how to care for yourself at horne. 
B. lr1 l11rrJ1,1\jo11 .iliou\ rnliUicine you were to take, how long to take it, etc. 
9. l·ulluw·UP care c1fter tile 1irst tn:c1\11Hml. 
10. Concern of the doctors fur your overall health and not just for the one illness. 
11. I ase ol 1r..1vd tu your duclor's lot:dlion. 
12. lnlur111atiu1\ ahuut where lo lind il spt.>eiul kind of rnedical. mental health, or 
cl1i11t,1I C,Ht'. 
13. /\vuil<11Jillty ,Jlld cost of parking. 
!Jl. Now l'rn !loin!] to ilsk son1e quest inns nbout ch;1nqina the 
lu·a!tli c,rr1! s1irvicc!s thnl ynu <.111d your Lm1iJy USlliJlly use. 
Satisfied 
If you could n<.11ne healt11 care services that you needed 
111<.H!! ol or wanted in1proved or ch<Hl!Jl!d i11 so111e way, 
wltat would Hwy be? 
ll'ait Jiir rcspOIIS(' lfit•// ask, 
''A11ytlii11x l'ls<'?" 
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Neutral 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Dissatisfied 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
52. Now, 1'111 yoin!l to read a list of dwnges thut huve been 
made at otl1tir places. l want you to tdl n1e whether 
this ch;111ge woulc.J he i111portant ur not ir11pnrtant ·1n 
helping you <1r1d your fan1ily get their health care. 
1. Huve heulth care f.1cilitit?S nearer your horne. 
2. f l.JVt) u fe1.i sc:l11~dulti so th,it you know cx,ictly how 
rnuch it costs for em.:11 rnedir:c1I service. 
3. ltave di11·1cs ofH!n until I 30 c1t 11ight and on 
sonw week-mu ts. 
4. Cut duw11 tl1e tirne you have tu .spend waiting 
to seci the ductur. 
~- 11.ivti i11!cHn1.ititHl availahle to show what 
insUrcJ11ce or MecJl(.:,1id or MmliC<.He covers and 
what will have lo IH! paid in c,1sh. 
6. I bvti in1orrn.ition in l1<1ru!y pJoces like the grocery 
stunts ,111d Ill du ire hes 1J11 tile v,irious services in 
you, urea. 
7. I lave sorneone to help fill out forrns at the 
clinic ur hospital. 
8. Clnirgt! less n1oney for services like a 
physical llX.irn or ;-i sl1ot. 
~ Have son1eo11e at tht! clinic or doctor's office wt10 
Cdfl htilp wi1h fwni!y prulJlerns. 
10 Provide s1irvices !or \lili whole lmnily at !he sarne 
pl.Jet!. 
11. 1--'rovide services for the whole l;:11n·11y hY the 
s.i111t~ cluctur. 
12. H,lVt' rr1entt1I IH!alth fncilities rH!arer your horne. 
1 J I I.JV!! I Ill! duClCH 1 \I l)IJISC wri le~ cl UWII 1 ht! 11,Jlll(! 
of your itlrwss, whc1t yuu sl1e1uld cl11 dl llo111e 
1,1 co11e for y1HJ!>dl ,llnf huw yuu should ldki! 
yotH lllticlicirll'. 
1'1. 11 ii wo11!d c,1s1 less, havu tile ductor's helper 
or il lllHSti do scHT11• of !lit! worl,. like a 
pliysic:<11 t!X,1111 or !Jivintf a '.>hul. 
15. I l,1v1i sc1111t!lllle whu will help you nwke 
,ippuir1t111t!r11s wl11!t1 tlin c.Jnctnr rt!lc!IS you lo 
,111111lun docl<IJ or 10 !he! llos111t<1I. 
JG I l.1V1! d 11:l1111lu11u· IHHlllil~J wli1!fl~ yutl C,Hl []!'\ SDrll(! 
,Hl'.,Wl'I:, ,1111,111 1111•,licdl 111c1l>li•rt1s wlu:n y,iu c:,111 
w(1l11111111.rviri!J t,1 w,11\. 
17. l'1c1vidt! alcohtil trt!d\lilt!nl in your local area. 
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l1npurtant 
IMPORTANCE 
Don't Know 
Neut rill 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Not 
ln1p1,rtant 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1-lilVe 
Alre;_ic.Jy 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
53. I'm going to read some sentences that explain how people often feel 
about health care. I want you to tell whether you agree or disdgree 
with them. 
1. If you wait long enough, you can get over almost any illness 
without uet tirnJ medical aid. 
2. Wlwn I was a child, my father seldom went to the doctor. 
3. I seek advice from my fornily when I'm ill. 
4. A person has to expiict a good deal of pain in his/her lifetime. 
5. There are a lot of people in this area who really need some 
help for their emotional or family problems. 
6. All people have a right to good medical care whether they can 
pay lor it or not. 
7. Modern medicine can cure almost most any illness. 
8. A person must work ut stayinq healthy. 
9. A person understands his/her own overall phys1cal heal ti• better 
than his/her doctor does. 
10. I usually try several treatm,,nts for mys,,if twfore qoin<J to the 
doctor. 
11. My mother wm1t to the doctor only when she had a severe 
illness ur had d llally. 
12. Sometimes I feel I ike I could use sorne help tn take care of rny 
perStHldl and e111otior1al µroble111s. 
13. Goinq to tlw doctor for an annual check up usually rnkes more time 
thdn it's worth. 
14 A severe l1eadaclu, calls fur medical earn only if it's still then, 
dft1~r d COIJPll! of W(?PkS. 
1,,. I only <Jo to the dentist wta,n I hilve a toothache or other dental 
llfllt,lt!rTl. 
16. I ,,sudlly forget the doctor's instruction by the tinw I (Jet home. 
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Don't Know/ 
Agree Neutral Disagree 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
NORTH OMAHA SERVICES 
...... 
\J1 
a-, 
54. I'm going to mention some health care services in 
the area. We want to know if you have heard of 
the service and if you have used it. 
A. Clark Stre€t Clinic IN 22nd) 
1 lmfT1unization 
2. Ped ,atric Clinic 
3. VO Clinic 
4. OB;GYN Clinic 
B. Comrr,unity Plaza 136:h & Meredith! 
1 Acult Clinic 
2. Dertal C!in;c 
3. Ch1!dren and Yo:..Jth Cii~1ic 
4 Farr,i!v Plann·,ng Cl :nic 
5 06.~YN 
6. WIC Prc;ra'"". 
7 ~~aterna· 3nd Infant Care Cl n1c 
C. Creigh:c~ ', ·"'ly Physicians Clinic 
128:~ and A""'esl 
0. L;r;versity Hospital E'1ler;encv Room 
E. u~:vers"1ty cf ~ebraska V,ed-:ca1. Center 
Ca::::at,en, c:;n:cs 
F Sc·-: Jcsec~·s Hosoitai E:nergency Roorr. 
(60i '\or,r. 30:n) 
G L...J:~eran H,.::sc;:ai Err.er;;enc\ Room 
H_ /1"'""',..,..,,ar,·..,ei Y2soital Emergency Rocm 
!r-..,....ar-~e1 iJ'.J:Catier.t Clinic 
( 3""1(52:1 Hcscitat ~01erge"C'v ~OOrT'· 
K v:si::r.J '\!urses Associa::c r1's >--leaith 
Va>--tenar,c-9 Sites, Va.--. 
1. Evars T2·:,er 13600 '\. 24:~1 
2. F:c ... ~'"'ce Tcwers (5100 .::,2,encel 
3 \1i, ec 0 ae< Prescv,eran ch~cch 
4 S: . .,."ere?sa·s i 14:h & ::;gde~' 
5 S:. 5e~ed'.ss l24tr & Gear:! 
6 '/Yes: ev \~e:r-.cd ist ( .\J. 34u-: 
L. V s·:·c·; \Ju 0 se '"'o'"e '-1eal,h Ca 0 e 
Have you heard of If no io to next item; if yes ask A, B. and D 
facility with 'eners 
A. Was what you heard favorable or unfavorable? 
B. Have you used , l 110 o to next item: i i·es circle sen'ices used ask C and D 
C. Were you satisfied or d·,ssatisfied? Ask or all sen-ices used. 
D. Do you have other com'1lents on the services? 
If Heard Of If Used 
Heard of Neutral/ Used It Satisfaction 
Don't Which 
No Yes Favorac:e Unfavorable Know No Yes Service' Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Comments 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 
1 1 2 3 
2 1 2 3 
3 1 2 3 
4 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 
1 1 2 3 
2 1 2 3 
3 1 2 3 
4 1 2 3 
5 1 2 3 
6 1 2 3 
7 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 
1 1 2 3 
2 1 2 3 
3 1 2 3 
4 1 2 3 
5 1 2 3 
6 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 I I 
SOUTH Otl.1AHA SERVICES 
-v, 
" 
54. I'm going to mention some health care services in 
the area. We want to know if you have heard of 
the service and if you have used it. 
A. SONA building (31st & OJ 
1. Family Practice Clinic 
2. Maternal and Infant Care Clinic 
3. Family Planning Clinic 
4. Children and Youth Clinic 
5. WIC Program 
B. Douglas County Health Department Clinic 
1. Pediatric Clinic (2.j:h & Cl 
2. lm<T1uni2ation Clinic I 24th & O) 
3. Central Clinic (S. 42ndl 
C. Indian Chicano Health Clinic IS. 20th) 
D. University Hosoital Emergency Room 
E. University of Nebraska Medical Center 
Outpatient Clin'1cs 
F. Saint Joseph's Hospital Emergency Room 
(601 North 30thl 
G. Old Sa;nt Joseoh's Emergency Room 
( 1 Otr and Dorcas) 
H. Crei;r"";o., Faniily Physicia~s Cli:iic 
(3400 South 131h) 
I. Lutheran Hospita: Emergency Room 
J. Prairie Clinic· 2602 J Street 
K ClarJ.:son Hospital Ernergencv Room 
L. Visitir-:.;i Nurses Association's Health 
Mair,~e;-,ance Si!es/Van 
1. C'l~ist Child 1$ 10thl 
2. C"-·:sr C~ild West rs 24thl 
3. c..,,·s:ie Heights (36:r & PJ 
4. 0Jr Lady of Guada,uoe \/~!'., !23·d & QI 
5 Hig"' 1 and Towers (25th & 81 
6. Kay.Jav Towers IS. 25th) 
7. Tefler Unit Metr-:dist (15~h & :..iadison Ave.) 
r0 Visiti~,; \Jurse Horne Hea1th Care 
Have you heard of !fnogo to next ire,n: if yes ask A. B. and D 
facility with letters 
A. Was what you heard favorable or unfavorable? 
B. Have you used ? I 110 ro next ite1n: i ves circle sen·ices used ask C and D 
C. Were you satisfied or dissatisfied? Ask or all sen·ices used. 
0. Do you have other comments on the services? 
If He~rri Of If Used 
Heard of Neutral/ Used It Satisfaction 
Don't Which 
No Yes Favorable Unfavorable Know No Yes Service? Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Comments 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 
1 1 2 3 
2 1 2 3 
3 1 2 3 
4 1 2 3 
5 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 
1 1 2 3 
2 1 2 3 
3 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 
1 1 2 3 
2 1 2 3 
3 1 2 3 
4 1 2 3 
5 1 2 3 
6 1 2 3 
7 1 2 3 
0 1 2 3 4 0 1 1 2 3 
I'm going to ask some questions that will help us with 
classifying your answers. 
55. Does (PERSON) own home, rent, help with the rent, or 1 Own I; Own I 1 Own live here with friend/relatives at no cost? D 2 Rent Rent I 2 Rent 3 Help with rent 1! Help with rent 3 Help with rent I 14 No cost I No cost 4 No cost 
Circle housing type. If unknown. askA 
56. Is housing jRead responses I 1 Single fafY'.ily 1 Single family 1 Single family 
D 2 Mobile home 2 Mobile home 2 Mobile home 3 Duplex 3 Duplex 3 Duplex 
4 Townhouse/row 4 Townhouse/row 4 Townhouse/row 
house house house 
5 Apartment 5 Apan:ment 5 Apartment 
6 Other 6 Other 6 Other 
57. How long has (PERSO.\I) lived in this hoMe' DI Ii Less than 1 year 1 Less than 1 year 1 Less than 1 year 1 to 5 years 2 1 to 5 years 2 1 to 5 years More than 5 years 3 More than 5 years 3 More than 5 years 
58. How long has (PERSON) lived in Omaha? D 1 Less than 1 year 1 Less :han 1 year 
1 Less than 1 year 
2 1 to 5 years 2 1 to 5 years 2 1 to 5 years 
en 
3 :viore than 5 years 3 More than 5 years 3 More than 5 years 
"' 59. Which number on this cara best describes (PERSON)'s current 1 Works full ~irr,e 1 Works full time 1 Works full time 
employment situation? 2 Works oan time 2 Works part time 2 Works part time 
! Gire card D and read responses. I 3 Laid off/on strike 3 Laid off/on strike 3 Laid off/on strike 4 Unemployed 4 Unemployed 4 Unemployed 
5 Retired 5 Retired 5 Retired 
6 Keeping house 6 Keeping house 6 Keeoing house 
7 Full :ime student 7 Full time s~udent 7 Full time student 
8 Unable to work 8 Unable to work 8 Unable to work 
60 \Vhal i,;1nd of work does 1.j,d) (PERSON) cc~ c 
61 I Gire card E and ! ) , ~\Ira: is your ethnic identicY' 1 Polish-American Pol ish-Amer1can 1 Polish-American 
reaJ responses 2 I :al ian-Arnerican 2 Italian-American 2 Italian-American 
3 Mex ic:a n·American 3 Mexican-American 3 Mexican-American 
D 4 Czech ·Amer'ica n 4 Czech-American 4 Czech-American 5 American Indian 5 American lndiar 5 American Indian 
6 Black-American 6 Black·American 6 Black-American 
7 Asian-American 7 Asian-American 7 Asian-American 
8 Orher Caucasian 8 Q-::r:er Caucasian 8 Ori-er Caucasian 
9 Other 9 Other 9 Other 
I I 
62 Is ever1,one in:'"<: '1.;user.:- j ;:r.c: Sa"'<:: CJ<:'": :vJ 
j 1f 110 ask 11·/Jo and ,1 sk A j 
A VVl"lat is 1PEt::iSOi'.l"s .;:'"'"'ic •<:!en:.ty? 
63. What is the hi9hest grade or year (PERSONl has completed 
in school? IF NOT SURE OF YEAR, PROBE FOR ESTIMATE 
OR BEST GUESS. 1 None 
2 1-4 years 
b_a 3 5-6 years 4 7-8 years 
5 9-11 years (some high school) 
6 12 years (completed high school) 
7 13-15 (some college) 
8 16+ (completed college or beyond) 
9 Don't know 
!/you already know coJe without asking. D 
64. Is I PERSON I currently married, separated, widowed, divorced. 
or has I PERSON) 'lever been married? D 
65 VVhich religion .-,as (PERSON} raised in? of I Read responses\ n 0 
66 Which incorT".e group reoresents your total combined family 
income for :he past 12 rrion;r.s? Include income from all 
sources sucl-: as .vages. salaries, social security or retirement D 
benefits, helo •rorn relatives, rent from prcpertv. and so •orth. 
I Ci1·e card C ! 
67. \Vhat Perscns ·n :he househcld have jobs or c:::.ntribu1e to the c family incc..,_..,e; 
.-l sk for each person who con rribu res. 
68 'Nhat is the source Jf (PERSON1"s contributi.;n? I 
!Gire card II ~nJ r('aJ respo,;ses. t I 
DI 
!~:7,_;f>": TO C.:\::-.; S·•E.ET TO ENU l:\IT:.. :::::\1 1:"VV I 
M2] First name 
Relationship to 
respondent 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 fi.,1arried 
2 Separated 
3 Wido,,1ed 
4 Divorced 
5 Never been 'l1arried 
1 Catholic 
2 Baptist 
3 Other Protestant 
4 Other 
5 None 
1 Under $5.000 
2 $5 .000-9 .999 
3 $10,000-14.999 
4 $15.000-19,999 
5 S20 ,000-24 .999 
6 O,·er $25.000 
1 Cunt(b:Jtes 
12 Does not contrib..1te 
I 1 Salary 
2 ADC 
1; Sccial Securi:y SSI 
0 Pension from ·Neri.:. 
6 Veteran's ::iaymen:s 
7 UnerT"Pioyment 
I~ Wcrk;men's .::.;rro. I nvestmer,:s ·savi '"::JS 
10 Ch'1IC sup;:ort. 
alirrc:-,y 
M21 First name 
Relationship to 
respondent 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 Married 
2 Separa!ed 
3 Widowed 
4 Divorced 
5 Never been married 
1 Catholic 
2 Baptist 
3 Other Protestant 
4 Other 
5 None 
1 Under $5.000 
2 $5,000-9.999 
3 $10.000-14,999 
4 $15.000-19.999 
5 S20,000-24.999 
6 Over $25,000 
1 Co:-itrib-.;:es 
2 Does not cor,tribute 
1 Salary 
2 ADC 
3 Social Sec:JritY 
4 SSI 
5 Pensio:i •ran; ·,-,ork 
6 Vetera:i·s oayrr,ents 
7 Unemc:::·v r:-:ent 
8 Work . ..,en"s comp. 
9 In vest rre r; :s.'savi ngs 
10 Child S:.JCOOit I 
alimony 
I 
M2! First riame 
Relationship to 
respondent 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 Married 
2 Separated 
3 Widowed 
4 Divorced 
5 Never been married 
1 Catholic 
2 Baptis;: 
3 Other Protestant 
4 Other 
5 None 
1 Under $5.000 
2 $5,000-9.999 
3 $10,000-14,999 
4 $15.000-19.999 
5 S20.000-24 999 
6 Over $25 ,000 
u Contributes Does not contribute 
Ii Salary ADC Social Security 
4 SSI 
5 Pension from work 
6 Veteran·s payrnents 
7 Unemployment 
8 Workr.ien·s como. 
9 Investments/savings 
10 Child support/ 
alimor,y 
